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old low n. capital of the state of Jalisco, is considered by many the linest in the Republic not
even excepting tin Federal Capital.
Opinions
are divided as to whether it or Ruebla should
of

<

The True

prototype in (Guadalajara, for hundreds of native women spend their lives in making clothes
for these rair figures, in the most accurate and
particular mailner possible. The rajHiiruremaker is an artist in his way, and produces
perfect likenesses of men. women and children, representing ail call ini's and classes in
Mexico from rajrjred leperos to Senoritas of
fashion, sandal-shod water-carrier* and poultry-venders, elegantly attired rttfml/^ros or
gentlemen of leisure, nuns, priests and ser-

In Southern Mexico.
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ar. I-so. he w a-taken with another at
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and u
up business, but In ad\iee he tried A da m
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Pal-am. \' hieh ha- entirely cured him. It i;th ht- permis-i ’ii that we publish thi-. Trial
bottle.- b' cents.
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I have been a -u!t. rer for

Rims..
is a wonderful rema great
many years
■i
Rheumatism and Neuralgia, and have tried
inedn ill.' that i follld hear of witholll good
'id-, and I am thank!ul that 1 found in >alva>la
tire for- iny■ di-ea.-e. and 1 will reeonnneiid
ur
ivinedy to-atl alllieted with Rheumatism and
Neuralgia, and 1 cannot say t*.o much in fav r of
m li a valuable inedieiue.
Yours trulv,
«-i.u. II. .M« l.ta *t>,
.■{•2 Harvard >*pi:ire.i baric-town, Mass.
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\ paper recording the arrest of an actor for
baling. -ay.- he w.n- ‘Vaught in the actthough
la: i- t*» state w hi
act.
It must

hold

ther it ua
have made

the

a

lii>t. >eeon*l. or
«
.-n i.e, how

ota

ever.
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>vv l.i.T iV Ritos.
have been troubled with Rhetimali.-m
1
look one bolt le of your Salv a tine, ami
;
:m
truly -ay ii done more goo*t than all the other
dj.-ine- i v r took. Yours respectfully,
(.i o. K. M.n vvi!ii.
.Macwahoc, Me.
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eib.ties of transportation.
< diadalajara*" Ah nia la. m public walk, mi:main:" the admiration of ev.ry visitor, beina
beautifully laid out with immtains. trees ami

liovvcrs, w ith rose-ln da' d ami pansy-bordered
walks beside >tja anis of running water.
l-'roni tin* top of the ('athc.iral Town, the
lover o: the picture".pie may obtain a view
which will delight hi- soul. (»;n* thine that
will probably strike him with surprise, if new
to Mexican cities, is tin* absence of
chimneys,
which in other countries form s,.( prominent a
feat lire of sin-h views. I ii all this su nil y country
there i" no "indi tliina-a< a *to\e or fire-place,
hence no chimneys, in daliseo the temperature
remains at about To dc«r. from year to year.ami
though tin* travel, r feels in. lined to k.-. p in
the-had.* at m-on-day he should wear tlannel
uud«*r- .*1* thina constantly and a liaht overcoat in t he eveniiiLT. The cook ilia is all done with
charcoal, in Ib.teli ovens built out ot door-, or
in earthen. p..t- "imilarto our !ar*_- -si/** plant
jar’s, part iy till. w it ii coal*. upon which smaller
iai*s are placed. ( himmvs would 1 »• a superfluity. for nobody wants a tire in the house
with tin* thermometer never below tin* seventies: and for the same reason lie objects to enclosing himself in a conservatory, by putting
irlass in his windows, when till tin'winds of
heaven are welcome, ftut thoiiah In.* wanted ii
never so badly, fuel enough to run mu* ot our
wastetul eookina-ma« him
would he entirely
out of the ijue>tion. sima coal
vviiieh i- mostly
imported from Hualand- costs
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The Connecticut House of Kepresentatives
has defeated a proposition to« leel State otlieers

wearing

sheets,

gored
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calf away fromJier. He is
beautiful costume of Tint and old
the shoulders.

of tie

Guadalajaran jewellers i- -imply wonderful. and may be seen any day in every stage
of progre-s, because in all tropical countries,

as

Arnica Naive.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts, Bruises,
Salt
Sores, fleers,
Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter,
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin
Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay
required. It is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, or money refunded. Price
cents per box.
For sale by Richard H. Moody.
mintim*

A Lynn caterer gives a mince pie to every purchaser of fifteen cents’ worth of good.-. Persons
who have sampled l»is pies say that it i» a mystery
how he can afford to throw them in. The mysterv
is in the pie.
%

To ali who

j

|

suffering from the errors and
Indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, early
decay, loss of manhood, Ac., I will send a recipe
that will cure you, FREE OF CHARGE. This
great
remedy was discovered by a missionary in South
America. Send a self-addressed envelope to the
Kev- Joseph T. Inman, Station D, New Tork
City.
lyr87
aro

A
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Mrs. Miller of Missouri, has a ship biscuit
which, it is claimed, was brought, from England in
HJ30, and which has occu handed down from generation to generation.
It is a wise generation
which hands down to its successor what it cannot
cat itself.

VOTIOK. To the Ladies.

A woman who suffered
1A
for several years from female troubles and
was Cured will Ik*
glad to let the Ladies know
the remedy which is simple and
inexpensive, even'
lady can treat herself. A free package sent by
addressing Mrs. F. L. R., with stamp, Box 30,
Auburn, Me.
3m4*
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in the way of antique jewelry, or exquisite
specimen- of filagree work may he bought for
a song.
There are bracelets, necklaces, comb.-,
ear-rings, crucifixes, in about every imaginable
device—some set with the beautiful opals of
(^uere taro, or pearls from the California gulf,
or topaz, amethyst, garnets in “cats-eye*” from
other portions of Mexico.
The Guadalajaran wood-carvers are also
famed for the beauty of their workmanship,
in a hundred little shops we find
swarthy
workmen patiently carving hits of wood into
wonderful rosaries, every Uad of which
shows a miniature picture‘of some scriptural
scene, heads whieh are really perfect portraits
for tlie tips of canes and umbrellas, rings,
boxes, cigarette-cases, buttons, etc. The canecarvers*, who have over two hundred varieties
of rich native wood to choose from, produce
some wonderful sticks; and many of the most
expensive umbrella and parasol handles known
to commerce arc wrought by these unknown
and poorly-paid workmen.
One lias a chance to study a good many
quaint trades in this land of “the Fair God,5’
though the real secrets of their arts are jealguarded by the Mexicans, having been
ously
handed down through successive generations
from Indian ancestors who practiced them
centuries before the coming of Cortez. Among
the most curious is the pottery-making, in
which the native “throwers,” or moulders, by
a mere twist of the haud, a turn of the
wrist,
or a twirl of the fingers, form the
yielding clay
into the oddest shapes.
mvic

perfectly
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The Hiram l.od^e of Mason- at NYnv Haven
older than the Crand I.od^e. and for that
refuse- to submit to it- dictation.

lea-on

P*y decision of the -I u dir**. 11 < 111 \ X. Lucas of
St. Loni- must pay the money which in; ottered
for the lrvrlau l ba.-e ball franchise.
4
apt. Scott, commander of the Dominion
cruiser.-, say- American now-papers misrepresent him. and lie will trive them no more information.

The owner of the Dauntless will challenge
tic- winner of the eomiiu: jubilee ran* in Fiurl:m*l to race around the Azores for a swoop-take
of sJO.oon.
II

i-

said that the circus people will combine
the constitutionality of the Intera- it bits the actors of the -aw-du-t
hard.
cry

contest
Mate law.
to

rii.

and wood .r^O pe r cord! Gasoline i- miubtaii.•d'Ir. and potpdcmu sell- for >d.2'* per gallon.
Nation- trades are carried on in Guadalajara
•\ itli great .-tea-css.
particularly -ilv« r—mitliiug.
black-sniitliing and carpentering. Among tie*
manutactiirio. those of iron. -tool, glass and a
peculiar kind of pottery are c« Ichratcd all over
tie Ib-puhlic. Indeed tie* fame of **(iuadalajara
potterv" i- world-wide. The queerc-t designs
of mi’ftj't's, odd water-jug* with two spouts or
one. jars, mugs, pitchers with long nose- and
-tubby handles, etc. etc.-—made of baked (day,
high!) glazed, with black, pale gray or dark
red ground, painted with impossible Ilowers or
figures which- according to scripture it would
be no sin to wor-hip.
all quaint enough to
rank high in an\ collection of ceramics. Wie n
new. thi- ware imparts i<» the water it contains
a strange llavor, which is
greatly relished hv
the Mexican-, but a- milch di-like I by most
other people.
1 he gayest, of zarapes and the lim-st of
reho-o- are also manufaetured hereabouts; also
The filagree-work
paper, and printed calico.

cow s

across

rimr

ineinnati Judire has decided that cemetery lots cannot be held in fee simple like other
land-, but must be surrendered when the cemetery is abandoned.
A

(

The Methodist ministers bad a heated debate
temperance-prohibition liurh-lironso resolutions at the New \ ork Fast Conference, and
refuse ! to indorse the third partv.

over

The doctors have condemned the
portiere.
hey say that, it absorbs dust, odors, malaria
and other infections, and isdccidedlv unhealthfui in its present multiplied condition.
I

Koval Portsmouth (Fiurland) Corinthian
^acht Club invites American centreboards to
compete Nvitli boats of their club without any
restriction as to the 11-1* of centreboards.
I he

The Khotle Island Leiri-lature honv stands:
Kepuidieans JO. Democrats 10: House,
lb-publicans JO, Democrat- 41. Prohibitioni-ts
L and one member to be elected from Purrillville.

>enate.

Mrs. Ilowc, tin female banker, of Poston, is
reported as linvimr a second time ensnared

1

set up

man. being
again in the victim of disease, destroyed

feminine* believers in woman’s mission and bur ! the error or disease, and re-established the
intere-t. The boodle this time is estimated, at ! harmony.
sf»n.non.
This discovery, you observe, was not made
from the ISible, but from mental phenomena
Mr. Henry IL A. Carev. 1 f New York, a
and searching investigations; and after the
-peeial student at Harvard Cniversity, lias do- truth was discovered, he found his new views
nated the jjsJo.OOO necessary to complete flic all portrayed and illustrated in Christ’s teachlund for the proposed natatorium of the insti- ings and works. If
you think this seems to
tution.
show that (Jiiimby was a remarkable man, let
me tell you that he was one of the most unasIn the Mas-aeliu-ett- H »;i-<* on Apr. loth the
suming* of men that ever lived, for no one
Lhjuor Committee report -I a 11 iirh License bill could well be more so. nor make less account
the
fixing
price of a lir-1 class license at s|000, of his own achievements. Humility was a
second or third class at sJ.’O, fourth class Sjoo, marked feature of his character (I knew him
and liftli class Sl-V*.
intimately.) To this was united a benevolent
and an unselfish nature, and a love of truth,
\\ aters cV: Son-, the Troy paper-boat, nianuwith a remarkably keen perception. Hut the
faetuiers. tind that under the Inter-State law it
distinguishing feature of his mind was that
eo-ts Ml to siiij, a boat to Harvard hy freight,
he could not entertain an opinion, because it
instead of Mb as formerly. 'They are u-ine the was not
knowledge. His faculties wen; so
ex press at a cost of sp>.
practical and perceptive that the wisdom of
mankind, which is largely made up of opinions,
Then* were at least 400.000 more people em- was of little use to him.hencc the
charge that
ployed in t!ie industries of the I'nited States in lur was not an educated man is literally true.
February, DS7. than in 1SS4, and the waives True knowledge to him was positirr proof, as
paid were from 10 to 15 per cent. higher in in a problem of mathematics, therefore he
most employments than were paid in 1Ss5.
discarded books and sought phenomena, where
his perceptive faculties made him master of the
A cyclone wrought devastation over a secsituation. Therefore, lie got from his experition of the country extending from St. Clairsments in mesmerism what other men did not
vilh*. Ohio, ten miles west, to points as far east
get, a stepping-stone to a higher knowledge
a- \\ heelinjr. W. Ya. 'The
greatest damage was than man possessed, and a new
range to mendone in St. Clairsville when; the storm first tal vision.
He wrote out his discoveries :it
struck. Fully £‘200.000 worth of damaire was
ami
from
these
great length,
yet unpublished
done.
writings, now in the possession of his son, before referred to, 1 am privileged to incorporate
Chief Justice David K. Cartter. of the Suin tliis lecture tile following article, whieh was
preme Court of the District of Columbia.died written in the year 1S«3, and thus allow
<iuimat his home in Washington, D.
17
in
April
to tell an important part of his own storv.
the Toth year. The immediate ranee is so little liy
These are his words:—
understood that an autopsy was decided
upon.
.'1
( UM FUSION IHO.M DISEASE TO HEALTH,
I lie autopsy showed that death was due to canAND THE SlillSEXJUENT CHANGE FUOM BELIEF
cer of the stomach.
The American Institute of Instruction will
hold its fifty-eighth annual meeting at
Burlington, \ t., July 5—s, 1SS7. Arrangements are
in progress for the usual reduced rates on the
railroads and at hotels. This is the oldest organization of teachers in the world. Its recent
meetings at the White Mountains, Martha’s
Vineyard. Newport and Bar Harbor, have been
exceedingly large, interesting and helpful.
There is reason to expect that the coming meeting will lie n<* less profitable.
“How ran a man win at poker?'* asks a correIf we are authority on the subject we
should say, “Don’t poke.”

spondent.
Take
In
me

a

I). K. ami be O.

Mineralogy

the

name

Johnny—“The

Class.
of the
ace.”

K.

See ad.

Teacher—“Johnny, give

largest known diamond.

There’s nothing so sweet in life
(Next to the joys of home and wife)
As fragrant breath, and pearly teeth,
With hard and rosy gums beneath—
And see these charms of which we sing
Have from sweet 80Z0DON'T their spring.

IIIIIHMIL:

life-like miniature figures out of
rags—an art which has existed in Mexico nt
least five hundred years. Dickens’
“Jenny
Wren,” the dolls’ dressmaker, finds many a

vote.

plurality of the lb-publicans in Michigan
i- nearly ttn.nou. which i- M-veral times as hirire
as the lb-publican plurality of DM.

*■

I" e.uihl take

plurality

9Ait

in the Jar Fast, the
majority of workmen
followed their vocations in the open air. The
:)
.-.in er.-i ted a
danger signal. ••You are fixing gold and silver-smiths ply their intricate trade
d I -appose." remarked 'fhompson, “so that he
outside their little shops, oil the street-corners,
w ho runs
“(»n the contrary,” replied
may read.'
anywhere, undisturbed by the dust and conl>
*n. “1 am liking d so that he who reads may
fusion around them.
They make exquisite bits
run.'
of ornamentation of the gold known in comTheir Business Booming.
merce as ••etnisean,** meaning the dark, rich,
I’robalhy no one thing- has caused such a general reddish-yellow v ariety. These works are much
revival o| trade at i:. il Moody’.- Drug-tore as
more popular in Furope than on this continent,
their giv ing away t.. tln-ir eu-toiner■- *.t so many
and across the Atlantic no collection of jewels
free trial bottle- ■! Dr. King's New Discovery for
or ornaments is considered
complete with <ut a
oiisumption. Their trade is simply enoiumu- in set of Mexican
filigree work.
this very valuable article from the fact that it &■
It is not at all lik-- the Florentine or Venurc-and
never
(
way
disappoint.-. Coughs, olds, | etian.
and is made after an entirely ditVerent
A -Hi in a. Rroiiehiti-. Croup, and all throat and lung
il.-. a-*-- ijuiekly cured.
The 1 breads of precious metal are beaten
You can test it before I plan.
1
buy mg by getting a trial bottle free, large size $1. to infinitesimal fineness, twelve wires of gold
l.vcry bottle warrant* d.
twi-ted together making a thread no thicker
than No. 24 spool cotton. The wires are all
\VI:y <io you build -u.-h a llat roof on your
hoii'c.- a ki*l an Austin business mao of a friend
carefully traced on sketches or patterns, and
the delicate manner in which cadi wire i"Recatisr. vvia.-pere ! ihc oilier, “1 want to put a
in*■r gag** on it as .mm ,i-it is linished.”
soldered to the other i- one of the marvels of
human sk ill. From earliest days the Mexicans
Brace 1
have been adept- in this kind of
workmanship:
i.-cling i. | r*•--.•*I, y osir ppetit*- i- poor, hut so behind the times are
latter-day artificers,
> "U a r* hot bet d w i. n 1 leada«*he. *»u arc lidget t v,
that.
ui improvident Mexico human labor counts
m
v *i.ami gviier.t!iy out
; sort-, and want to
f »r next to nothing, and a skilled workman
with stimulants,
'*ii». R.nre up, but i>*
will toil for weeks over a delicate to) which
-pi'iog medicines <*: bitters, w liieli have for their
sells for a few shillings.
ba-i- v. ry cheap, bud w hiskey, and which stimulate y«m i.ir .i
hour, and tin'll leave you ill worse
The precious metal being here so plentiful,
*• '.ell'ion than before.
\\ nat you want i- an alter
because of the remarkable richness of the surniiv iliat will purifv y*mr blood, start healthy ac
Sierras, ornaments of pure gold and
rounding
inm of l.iva-r ami Kidney s, restore
your vitality,
-ilver are common among the poorest people—
aid giv* renew id In.din and strength. Such a
from
great hoops in their ears to cigarette
medicine you will litid m Khvtrie Ritters, and only
eas<
in their pockets.
•'*') eeui.s a bottle at R. 11.
At every street corner
Moody’s Drug store.
are little stand- where
\ y «mng man in < nlifornia county thought that
n *vv

The Coeht eo print Works at Dover, N. IF.
were burned
April loth, involving a lo-s of

a

:

Irreproachable.
Not

one

word of

censure can

justly

be uttered

against SOZODOXT. No other dentifrice makes
the teeth so white, and yet none is so entirely free
from every objectionable ingredient.
1ml I

1»Y

I’HOF. L. C. BATEMAN.

N(>. 2.
Iii my former article 1 advanced the theory
that the Mound Builders of America were sim-

ply a colony from the lost Atlantis. The
I study and investigate this subject the

more

more

thoroughly

I become convinced of its truth.
It is the only rational solution of this great un-

settled problem.

The colonies of this enterprising race were pushed out in all directions.
From Mexico to Yucatan
from the shores of
Brazil to the mountain peaks of Peru
and
—

—

from the Gulf of Mexico to the head waters of
the Mississippi these people extended, carrying
with them the civilization, language, religion
and blood of their Atlantean parents. In no
other way can we account for the thousand
similarities between races so widely scattered,
and having no knowledge of the existence of
the others. The parent stock of tin; great Aryan races is lost in the night of oblivion. We
know that their descendants cover all Europe
and

large portion of Asia to-day; their lancan he traced to a common origin, but
their early abiding place is veiled in the deepest
mystery. Common opinion says they originated in Asia. Then why should their language
a

guages

contain

words to express the idea of
WAR AND BLOODSHED?
From time immemorial the Asiatic races have
been cruel and warlike, and their languages
abound in expressions descriptive of tumult
and disorder. The ancient Aryan tongue, on
the contrary, contains nothing of the kind. Its
whole structure is based upon scenes of peace
and quiet. This shows conclusively that the
fathers of that civilization must have dwelt for
no

wild beasts
and barbarians as to have lost all memory of
the one and all words descriptive of the other.
Where eonld this have been possible save in
sonic long civilized land, surrounded bv the
sea and isolated from the attacks of savage
tribes that occupied the rest of the world? If
they xisted in Europe then why have no monages

so

completely protected

from

of that people been found? Why has
their civilization spread to the ends of the
earth while it has ceased to exist in the peaceuments

ful region where it originated? But one
be returned to these questions.

ans-

Atlantis was the early home of the Aryan race.
T.:c destruction of that island and the dispersion of its language among its hundred colonies
gave rise to the diversity of tongues in general,
but yet whose similarity in particulars betray
a common origin.
No Tower of Babel is needed In-re. Tin; Egyptian sun-god, lid, crops
out in Hindustan as the god Hand; among the
Mexican Toltccs as Hay mi, ami in ancient
wer can

Ecru as Hayma. Their attributes are identical; their origin, doubtless, was equally identical. I have before spoken of Egypt as a colony from Atlantis. A race that is sni-t/cneris
to the soil can he traced by its language and
mythology from the lowest forms of barbarism
up to its highest development of civilization.
Not so with the Egyptians.
They had no
archaic

savage state. Their civilization was
a flower which burst upon the world in
its
highest perfection. As far back in the ages us
the eye can penetrate we still see the swarming
or

multitudes, possessed of all the highest arts
and sciences, pressing forward from that older
and greater empire of which this wonderful
Nile-laml

but

faint and imperfect copv.
More light may yet be thrown upon her rise
and progress, but our deepest researches have
hitherto shown her to us as the mother of a
How they obtained
most accomplished race.
was

a

their civilization is

a

for speculation;
matter of fact. Well

matter

that they possessed it is a
might the Egyptian priests say to Solon the
(Jrocian philosopher: "You <1 reeks are mere
children; talkative and vain; you know nothing of the past.” The Egyptian priests were
the repository of all learning. With them died
the knowledge and erudition of ten thousand

•*Before we proceed t<* describe the experiment-'* (the newspaper says), “we will say
that Mr. (Juituhy is a gentleman, in size rather
smaller than the medium of man, with a well('ould we become possessed of the wisproportioned and well-balanced phrenological years,
head, and with the power of concentration dom which perished when the Persian monsurpassing anything we have ever witnessed. arch, Cambyses, swept over Eg} pt.
His c\es are hiack and very piercing, with rathTin: HISTORY OF OCR OWN MOt .Nl> Rl 1I.DF.RS
er a pleasant expression, and lie possesses the
power of looking atom* object without even might easily be made complete. That there
w inking, for a great length of time.”
was a close and intimate relationship between
lu hi- mesmeric experiments, as reported in
is beyond question, ( lost; investhe Maine papers in those years *o long ago. the two races
Ouimbv i- shown to have progressed gradually tigation forces us t<> the conclusion that the
'"/I of
mesmerism, into a knowledge of the Mound Builders were an older colony than the
hidden powers of mind: and he soon found in
Egpytians. The square mound* of Ohio are
man a principle, or a power, that was not of
an exact representation of the great pyramid of
man himself, but w as higher than man, and of
which he could only be a medium. Its charac- Cheep*. Perhaps I should have said that the
ter was goodness and intelligence; and its powof Cheops is an exact representation
er was great.
He also found that disease was pyramid
nothing but an erroneous belief of mind. Here of the mounds of Ohio, only upon an enlarged
was a discovery of truth, and on thisdiscoverv
scale. Erom the liner ami hujirovrd workmanhe founded a system of treating the sick, anil
of the Egyptians structure*, it is but a
founded a seience of life. As a better testi- ship
inference that they were constructed at
mony than my own on these points, I will here logical
introduce an extract from a letter I received a later period. How came the human mind to
from his son. lien. A. Ouimby, of Belfast. Me.,
hit upon this singular edifice—the pyramidin reply to one in which I wrote for certain
ami by what process of development did it atdata relating to his father. Speaking of his
tain Mich perfection? Why should these extrafather, the son wrote as follows:
"Some time in isp) he became deeply interstructures crop out on the bank* of
ordinary
ested in mesmerism, and for quite a number of
the Nile, amid the mountains of Peril, and upyears, in connection with his other business, j
lie gave exhibition- with a clairvoyant subject
on the plains of the Mississippi valley?
And
through the State of Maine, and also treated i why should they in these widely separated
di-ease, using his mesmeric power, as it was
termed then. This method he kept up, blit countries always stand with their sides square
gradually working on( of the mesmeric idea, to the four cardinal point* of the compass,
into a train of reasoning of his own. which he while a narrow
passage-way always leads to
applied to the patient, till finally he gave up the inside at
precisely the same angle?
putting tiie patient to sleep mcsmeneally. and
followed the mode of treatment which he
THE CHEAT PYRAMID OF CIIF.OPS.
originated and continued up to the time of his
death, w hic h treatment, in his own w ords, was covers over thirteen acres, the mound near
this:-—
Alton covers over twelve acres, while the
in.*i
11 11*»
i>
minur
miMiirai
Mexican pyramid of Cholula covers over the
I
no
and
make
medicine,
no
practice.
give
enormous spaee of forty-live acres! The-pyraoutward applications. 1 tell the patient his
troubles, and what lie thinks is bis disease, mid i> one of the marvellous features of that
and my explanation is the cure. If I succeed ethnological
question which confronts us on
in correcting bis errors. I change the fluids of
every hand, and which is insoluble without the
tin* system and establish thr truth or health.
Admit the existence of this
lost Atlantis.
Thr truth is (In ei/i'f. This mode of practice
applies to all cases/
island and the whole problem becomes clear.
These are J>r. Quimby's own words, and any
The Mound Builder* were one of the earliest
one can see that they mean a purely mental
treatment, for he speaks of what the patient colonies of Atlantis.
They pushed up the
thinks is the disease and calls it his error, hv
river and gradually spread out in
Mississippi
saying that if he succeeds in correcting the patient's errors, he then establishes the truth, and every direction. Tlu.ir outlying provinces even
thr truth isthrrnrr. You see from this that penetrated into regions where the severity of
he had diseovered that diseases was an error of the climate
prevented great density of populamind, and nothing else, and the God-power of
tion or development of civilization.
They
truth which he had discovered in
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11m* foundation principles of what we now
Mental Science are shown by history to
have been largely understood by the philosophers of all ages. The philosophy of Plato, who
flourished four hundred years before Christ,
was essentially one of idealism: and the same
idealistic theory is found in different forms of
expression set forth by leading thinkers of' since-ding generations, notably l»\ Spinoza, and
b\ Bi-bop Berkeley, in the sc\cntceth century.
But whi1'* they mainly agreed that all reality is
in lie realms *>l‘ spirit, of which what we sec
i- only an emanation of manifestation, they all
failed t<> apply their views to the healing of
< >1 those who had this understanding
dist a>e.
previous to our time, only Jc.-us and his disciple- applied it to relieving human ills; all
others devoted their teachings simply to modifying and forming character.
< otning down to this nineteenth
century, we
find Bai|'li Waldo Kmcrsoifs writings tilled
and permeated with the idealistic theory, and
running over with the belief of an omnipresent
Hood in s
as the sub-tancc of all things, with
here ami there a hint that the so-called “ills
that lie-h is heir to’* may be eradicated as error- when ie Id up 1o tin* light of truth, the
same a-can moral evils. Bui the first person in
thi- a_ woo penetrated the depths of truth so
far adi-cover and bring forth a true1 science
«d‘ life, and openly apply ii to tin* healing of
lie sjeK. was I’iiincas I’arkhurst (^uimby. of
B< Ifa-t. Me. I am well aware that with sonic
p« oplc thi- is a di-puted point, they respecting
tie* claim* of certain others; but i have been
rt■ 111• -11 d. by many persons interested in this
Id-lory, to -ay what I know about it. and, belies ing that the time has conn* to do so. I shall
now give you a series of facts, and
you can
judge of them for yourselves.
The tir-t that I knew of I*. !\ (Juitnby was
in dune. |sun, when I went to him asa patient,
in I’oriland, Me. This was live and a half
He had then. 1 .still,
year- before hi- death.
been in tin* regular practice of mental healing
for mans years, in different towns in Maine,
and had been located in Portland about two
i here was at that time, !SGO. no one
year-,
cl-e in tie- practice in N* w Fngland, nor m this
country, lmr in the world, so far as was then
known, or ha- since been heard of: nor was
there at that time an\ one else who understood
i: as a science, he bas ing hern tile discoverer
and idumder. a- I think 1 shall show you. lie
had then, 1'iiO. been at work twenty years in
ibis ti- Id of investigation and discovery and ultimate practice, svhirh carries bis tir-t investigation- back to the \( ar Ispi.
I he question mas be asked, “Was Ouimby
s. ra mesmerist'*’ i
reply that lie was. for a
limited time, and for purposes of experiment
and investigation. The truth came to him. not
a revelation pun: and simple, but as the result of practical experiment and patient research among the phenomena of life, urged on
by tile impulses of an active, inquiring, comprehensive mind. 1 have seen extracts from
lew-paper- as far back as |sp_>-:;. giving account- of liis public exhibitions of mesmerism,
in -one* of w hich newspaper accounts he was
rated with a few others in this country and
Hi trope who wen* the leading mesmerizers in
lie world.
!>r. (Juiuihv had been a watch and
clock maker for some years, when mcsiin rism
attracted hi> attention.
The subject of iim sineri-m was first introduced into thi- country by Mr. Charles
I’oyan, a
French gentleman, in the year 1 *:»<;. A few
vears later, a certain I>r. Col Iyer lectured
upon
i! in New Kngland and elsewhere.
In lspl, |*.
!\ <J;iimh\ eomniciieed experimenting with it,
although ibis did not furni-h him his first les-oii in the truth he afterwards
developed, as I
have seen from accounts of his earlier experieii.es.
From a newspaper account of one of
his public exhibitions of mesmerism in Belfast.
Me., dated April :*7.
1 make this ex-
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The Monnds and Mound Builders.

ItttKSSKIt.

The author says in his preface:
The facts nivcn in the following address have
been held for many years, until there should be
such a general demand for them that they
would receive a willing and an unprejudiced
ear, and an appreciation in accordance with
their merits. Portions of this history have
been contributed by this author to the “Mental
I b aling Monthly,” of Boston, in nearly the
sana* words as licit! "iveii; and also, some portions to the “Christian Metaphysician,*’ of
Chicago. But this pamphlet includes extracts
from the unpublished manuscripts of P. P.
tpiimby, which appear in no other publica-

11■

1

of Mental Science.
A.

let form.

1

■

.11’LIt'S

This is a revision of an address delivered at
the Church of the Divine Cnitv, Boston, Sunday Feb. ft, 1SS7, and now published in pamph-

Like the Occidental nations, Mexico has a
manufacture of textile fabrics peculiarly its
The Mexican weaver of -ilk and cocoa
\ i*\ i:i;i : -l x*. Tku.M' l-'ur nne si pure. one im li
rank next to the < ity of Mexico in point of
•roods uses a loom resemblim; nothin*' ever
!• n_rili in n- l.11iiii
*l.oo lor one week, ami 1seen
of the Uio (Grande- a primitive
north
!:!- 5,1 earn -aI.-n|iieiit insertion.
A haelioti <»l
wealth and commercial importune*:; and eel-,
and clumsy affair, yet which turns out remarka -'juare eliaivi*'! a' a tollooe.
the
it
i'
more
interestin'.:
to
far
stranger
tainly
j ably irood work. As u<> village, however poor,
is without its
b-isn and st rojir manufacturer,
1 it iollowintr are aiitlhui/.ed agents for t!:** i than either from the fact that, lying remote
.loiirnal.
it
has pro- one may see scores of them in operation in alfrom the highways of foreign travel,
I.’ Nii i.s. No j.v. Washington st,.. lio-toii.
served many of the manners and customs of j most am street of (Guadalajara.
\\ ashin^ton st.. Ito-ton.
I
!.-• \\s,
ami
(Me- has also a chance to study tin* imrenuity
the middle aues.
As | i_fos is the prest-nt rail- |
I’i I ixf.n.i A ( <*.. In state si
ih»ton.
of the
way terminus, it requires two days ol stairing
Fo-tun.
liiinn. _n;:. W a.-liiiiipon st
IIoitm
in
Mexithe
road
over
i:>»
miles
of
I.
<
*rk
a
A
w a\-\\ oi:k!:ks.
I* IP
Kl
A
roughest
n., til Spruee St.. New
I. li. Katk-,41 l’ark Mow
co
New York.
to reach (*tiadalajar:i.
Rut though the dis- svho an*
eternally fashionimr fruits and il«»\vcomforts e.f the journey are !*y no means slight,
«t-. “iarae as life and twice as natural," aone is well repaid for making it : and it has
'I li't III I'l-.IJ' vroiiMiim mom* or desirin;: to
Mi>. IVirtinaton observed of the crocodile. Ask
t*ir ;i• ?• I—
paper-rhaiuvd. niu.-t stale tin been said, with truth, that whether the travel- me of tln -e dark-skinned workmen for an :ip’•
I
-t O'Vmr to \% 11
! the paper lia- beer. sent, as
er comes for business or pleasure, he i> sure to
or an oranac. and with itierediMe rapilits
u.
a- t
lb-lo V. I mil it is to -o.
remain lie re u much longer time than he intend- plc
lie will inatuilaeture one wliieh would tempt
ed
and the longer he stays the more dilhcult
the aod- to he deceived l>\ its exact shape and
ii* re pm-leii to take liotiee of the
'o'
it becomes to tear himself away.
delicate fruits bloom. It i- merely a layer of
!-.!•
*’, i'ii
ioivil >!ip attaeheil to Ibe paper, it
It is one of those places which produces an
\\:i\ oser forms *»f jmjiii r-unnhr: but the soft
■•!!.> P in id reeiapt now n-n|. For in.-t a nee.
impression dilii< ill? to describe, but never l'or- -ubstanee is
M m '7. means that the -nbseription i- paid to
deftls manipulated ami the nil*•
gotten- from which the visitor carries away
W ban a new payux lit i> ma<h
thedate
or so accurately applied, that one i- lost in
■a
i\ id mental pictures which eon,,- to him afterenatiiri-l t" r,,rr«*-piiml. ami 'l list 1211»
astonishment.
i," \i:i- i:i ».»i i 'ii.i* '-» si i; tii\t tiifu;
war-i- in quiet nmments like tin- phantasmaMexican aoid and silver embroidery, thread
:*A 1
Mil 1 «>12121 < I
Sub-, vii.er- it. anvargoria of a dream, so unique and enarming an- iaee. •*drasvn"
work, and intricate nredic-xvork
:e-|Ue-ie.l t, lore, and the -unis dm*.
thev. yet -•» dream-like and unreal wlien 1- a!-o commands universal
admiration, lint the
railed amid other sun "tindin^-.
riehest and most curious of all i- the
Local Agt ms for the Journal.
As ear!\ as |.V.|.
or feather-work, which is made only in Mexi1'he following are :• mb
iveeh<• snb-eripV I.
co. and now h re bi tter than in <• uudalajara.
i■ *i- and ;• d
.-rti-efiir ids Pa* tin* Joiinial
-t
I
'f V IP .-i it;'!
\ lain-.
the
,-j( t of wliieh i- known only to certain
was a town ol emisi.i:i" it was tin'll railedswim ii
lion. \ |- Nieker-on.
families Ju wliieh it has hern preserve*I for
*Tahie importance; and in bVJO it was created
Mnvi
I
I .illklin < ha
in this city there are elegant manlb ina lirst -< 111 e<i by Span- eeiituries.
an ITpi-e.ijia! city.
W tx i- i;i a;:
M Hal!.
I
sions l|. e..rate«’, somethintr a- wa re Monlezuiards from the » astilian (iuadahijara < I lie anmus* palaces with feather-work the snost elabcient
a
now deenyed town of the
Arri'irtt.
-ingle Copies of the Journal,
province of the same name, on the river ll.n- orate. which is neither tapestry nor applique,
m.,
bad at tin* Pd|.w iu^r pla**elior i- it woven into nor s< wu upon the foundain atare-. tliirt>miV- from Madii-1).
do a* ai < ali
I'.i I !
d
-!
a Id we II A
tion.
l ucre are magnificent eurtaiti' also, betempt was ma le p, build a eity in tin New
M
M F W o.b ork A s,.n, M tin M. | ,. p.
World a- mar!> like that in iln
l a
M.
possi- side-. altar- -loth-, -earfs. hanaintrs and otln r
Tempb HAh '1.
dee..ration-,
mud*- of some heass material or'i \i: i*< *t: t
ble.
T" this end the ehurelles of >.;ii ft- ball
\t tin FMfm,
namented i;i in indescribably brilliant manner
Ill i» -1 i;
1. 11:
A
>ai:it Stephen a in I >ar» t* ami-e.. w re r.proW
i:i•«;
!
M HatI.
b;, leas, mid IV»lof embroiders. in which
dina -I in "lie liew <«in lalaxai a, in even ar* ater
< \MI• x. -F. Lew i-.
bird- stand out in bold relief b< eau-i tin iattei
which
spieinioi 1 liau Ih**se of tin- parent .u
are made of the uatura! plumage of the birds
was easy for 1 lie illlpoX ri-ln d aval!dees, sjm*c
t heiusep.
I * \ some ms 't« rimi- p»a.-- known
the\ were built by wealth wrested from tin*
I.ifr in
i hr Paris Srarrs.
old\ t
the arts-ts ihe-e real feathers are
'm.-- 11• ii•
:•
col.<)U< ;*ed A/lees. wiiom the) also compelled
a
-imrt linn- to tin* roblist. l*ut the
wrought upon the sin tied surface
to teai d< vvn» tin it own tempies and labor unnaturally
■: 11 >
i*«• Iil»«*• t per-on- w ould prefer immedi
that the bird from wliieh the plumage came i•.••aill t.. \j;;i their m-kiiiif atmosphere. r- war I. .1 in buiidina line- for he <j ii*-t
11
mi.oil 11.' iv lev• 11i;:ir !>> be in ..nr's sell a ;/V
(.o.i.
I'alaejo*" w*pe! feet ly reproduced.
IA eii the ca\ ernnic nt
pntlhi-i- a. t nail' the e.t- withthosr
Tile same art is ;d-o cxen-i-ed upon card-.
'mb. in imilai i'*n ot tin* palace of tin* Mendow!i ui tin
"l
iisnc-t j\:•
the 1 i\ -i drive- the
l::i _e and -m •;!!. -earf-pin-. hair ornaments.
za". till*
feudal lord** of ai.eant < uadalajara
matt« :• of the l, .d\ Jo r-e,-;pe tlir<m^rh the
< le.. and the tini-s! hummin--i»ir«i- to :lie talle-t
a ml tin* .-Ide-t t«imlis in tin*
I’ ‘nt- >>n are \aet
: reatii. the pore-,
kidney.- and biadder. It
of liie stork family are accurately represented.
"pies .t rhose in < a -1 i a w! i ■ •! ln*h! tin* b-un
d-hinir that life remains in -neb
dwt
’.a
The i>/tnihi}< of the ancient Mcxi atis has often
•
!
in*
Mendoza*.
|t.
I’n re.
lie;.. lh-c..\,r
••(ridden
r.--t, p
normal pn"i!\ t<> tin
-lem ami n new
die w 1,
oadaia xara. -llpoli 1 he left bank ■!' tile Uio In m described b\ early writer-, and a few raa_• d specimen-ot the ros a I feather-cloaks worn
(• i:i!i'!e
|e >anti:tao. just -J7b min-we-t ip-;.i
<
tii
i:y of Mexico and 1 p> mil- s from tin I’a- b\ Montezuma and his nobles, may -till be -eeii
\
a
d mat’} faide- be^iii “Oh.t
a
time."
flutteri11u upon tlie walls of museums. The
eiti.
liJ* be. a! call led **t il<* < 'him'.TO of Mexieo”
»» t.I»' eio»n_rh. too. when married men i.a\e l..vn
nuns of later das* became greatly -killed in
be.vaiM' of it- enterprise and libera! ideas. 11•aei
a time lhe' ar*- apt t
inn at lab!’
tlie
art. and made mosaic pictures of feathers,
illation
ia*
reeorded
pre-ent p
oilirially
!
b
-«"•»:I
”1
weak bma
a
.I. -ir rtliess of
which, we are tol l, exceeded an;, painting
v7‘>: and tin null so remote from railroads and
alii. <■ >;i-11ni111io:>. 11:a!,: -we.,l- aa
,,! iiiujer
little known to 1 he outerworid.it has street- ever >cen in beauts and brilliancy of eolorimr.
I*t I “;•!••.
■(bd.lei. Medira. !u-eo\
in- ’-...ad:
Thai we can readily believe. eoiisiderin.tr the
car". elect ri«* !iailt". tele] holies, a tilie sy*t«*m
ei
a -w civi.ii
d liver
superior io
of parrot-. ma<:t\vs and
•rorecoils pium.-et>‘
of wait t-vv oi ks, ami other adjuncts of an adI!\ dru_'ai'i-.
vanced civilization. It lies in the midst of a other Mexican birds.
I »• i••:." -a: : ue Iriend, -topping him on tile
I'ornierls
all
the
so
lv-ion
fertile, win-re fruit".
d* and
forei.ru trade of riwada'-iw hat
do ;. •*.! t..ke tor a heavy eold'r"
ra ■•!.
A
arou
in n*t< vi-hina abundance, j iia sva- carried on tliioiiah the port of San
vegetable
f t I\. and -o passed
I'-. ." p plied «I: >:<><•;..r
I'la-. but i- now removed p> the superior harthat the out In in*_' haciendas yield as l>bh ;i* lift)
bor-of tiuyatnasand Mazatlan a- our socialii. 1 fa.-e
fair, a- lie.-ll il seemed led.
ini"in !s oi
twice in even year
rn t-• tIn* aeri
Itut b- a\eu!\ portrait o! briirht an.ael line,
istic friends of the American colony of Topolotin lir-t eiop i.eimr planted in l ebriiar) ami
i.-ar as the -ky. w itlmut a blame tir blot.
tin* second ill .1 illy.
bampo bay. on the eoa-l of >inai -»a hope m
1 hr *i:ar;: rod!’, mixture of «• implex ion- due.
The eit) boasts ,,f no less than fourteen lime to nionopol;/.'- it theni-elsi.s.
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tin ei vial I. e< nditioti of it- lair patrons
House. .Mint. < it) Hall, a splendid I'niv. T-ity.
don.
p"o.inecd b\ 1»i. Pn-ree'- ■•favorite Prescription." and the only
A.i\ druggist.
no MUM V nb 1 INI
AIMS
Jamestown. N. X.. with 10.non inhabitant-,
I *o. -n't that sound hea\cnly?" w hisprred the
lias t wo pul ieenien.
in M'*\ieo. except that of San Carlos at the
..ua'.
Mi— (.i.-hiiiirton when the ^r.iom deelarNational Capital.
Tin* arand Cathedral a
tin bride, "W it 11 all Hi x w.rldh yood- I thee
:
Forest tir**s near Meriden, t'onn.. have • a tima-iiilieeiit stnic-ture. situated on the I’hiza de
endow.*’
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damage.
was completed in l(*ls; but it- outer
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NY 11.1.
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aiiioiiut the mountain" on a * mint of the ditlipiestion ha> disappointed the 4 anadians.
xnar; W eed am! lieMadonna l.aekaehe l’la-ter-.
.*:5aH*.

ear.

History

UY

APRIL

IN THE .MEDICAI. FACULTY TO ENTIRE DISIIEl.IEF IN IT. AND TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE
TRUTH OX WHICH I BASE MY TIIEOIFY.”

"( ail a theory he fuuml capable of practice,
which can separate truth from error? I undertake to say there is a method of reasoning,
which, !icing understood, can separate one
from the other. Men never dispute about a
fact that can be demonstrated by scientific
reasoning. Controversies arise from some idett
that lew been turned into a false direction,
leading to a false position. The basis of my
reasoning is this point. Unit whatever is true to
a person, if lie cannot prove it. is not necessarily true to another; therefore, because a
person says a thing is no reason that lie says
true. The greatest evil that follows taking an
opinion for a truth, is disease. Let medical
and religious opinions, which produce so vast
an amount of misery, be tested
by the rule l
have laid down, and it will be seen how much
they are founded in the truth. For twenty
years I have been testing them, and 1 have
failed to tind one single principle of truth in
either. This is not from any prejudice against
the medical faculty, for when l liegau to investigate the mind. I was entirely on that side. 1
was prejudiced in favor of the medical
faculty,
for I never employed any one outside of tlie
nor
took"
the
least
regular faculty,
particle of
ipinck medicine.

[CONTINUED

NEXT

WEEK.]

pre-eminently
sequently we find
were

near

is

no

river people, and contheir densest settlements
the banks of navigable streams. There
evidence that they ever reached the New
a

crossed the Alleghany
mountains.
They preferred the Mississippi
and its tributaries, ami here upon its alluvial
plains we find their noblest ruins. In Wiscon-

England

coast

or

even

lind the northern central limit of their
work, while the lake shores of Michigan abound
in their mighty structures.
Their circular
mounds are found in Iowa, Minnesota, and
Dakota, while Illinois and Indiana were dense-

sin

we

ly populated by

them in every part. It is well
known to antiquarian scholars that the copper
mines of Lake Superior were worked long
ages ago by some unknown people. Mines
have been found in that region which show
iii:

r.nii:.m

run. in

em

by expert workmen. The great

hies

mass of

pure
copper which many of my readers may have
seen in the Smithsonian Institute at Washington, was excavated by these ancient miners,
and the marks of their tools are still to be seen
upon its surface. Excavations have recently
been found in northern Michigan the size and
depth of which must have required a large
force of workmen at least live hundred years
to have mined. Copper drills and other implements were found in tile exact spot where the
workmen lust used them. These drills were
tempered harder than the finest steel, and thus
another of the lost arts brought to our astonished gaze. There is not the slightest evidence
who the men were that did this work; but from
tlie fact that the Moitud Builders thoroughly
understood the use of copper, it is certainly
not unreasonable to infer that it was this race
who were the ancient miners of l.ake (superior.
1 have just Come into possession of some copper
heads taken from a mound in Ohio. A portion
of them were hammered into shape, while
others show upon their surface circular strhe
identical witli those produced by turning in a
lathe. Copper implements of every description
have been found in great abundance wherever
these mounds have been opened. Axes, knives,

buttons, ornaments, bracelets, rings, and dishes
have been found whieli arc identical in construction with similar articles of the “Bronze
Age” in Kuro|ie. The European age of bronze
be very accurately determined by antiquari-

call
an

scholars.

It is also a well known fact that
THE “AGE OP COPPER”

hare preceded the “Age of Bronze.”
Bronze is a mixture or alloy of copper and tin.

viunt

Copper

was

first used pure.

As the race pro-

28, 1887.

NUMBER

greased In the

nnments, and their mosaic relievos the world

was

can

arts and sciences the discovery
made that by mixing one part of tin with
nine parts of copper a superior metal was produced. Thousands of years might have elapsed
while this evolution was taking place. Not the
slightest evidence of a Copper Age has ever

show

no

THEIR BEAUTY CAN ALONE BE MATCHED

railroad would stand abashed before their miliTheir cities were supplied with
mountain water drawn through pipes ihat
were inlaid with solid gold. One of these an-

tary roads.

ages on different continents are identical in
construction and workmanship. Does this not

cient aqueducts still remains and supplies water to the Convent of Santo Domingo. The

prove that the Age of Copper originated among
the Mississippi colonies of Atlantis; that it was
carried to the parent land and there by superior
intelligence developed into bronze and thence
taken to their colonies around the Mediterranean.
The subsequent overthrow of the
Mississippi colonies and their retreat into
Mexico precluded the possibility of this metal
being introduced among the people where the
Age of Copper had its origin. The fact that
an Age of Bronze exists
among the ancient
Toltecs of Mexico, who, as I shall hereafter
show, were the direct descendants of our
Mound Builders, is almost conclusive evidence
of the correctness of this theory. We find the
knowledge of bronze wherever the colonies of
Atlantis extended and remaiued in permanent
possession; while we also have the testimony
of Plato that the people of Atlantis possessed
and used that metal. The Mississippi colonists
did not remain in permanent possession, but
were driven out, and southward,
by some unknown foe; hence no trace of bronze is found
among their mounds. That they attained a
tine degree; of civilization is attested bv their
works here to he seen on every hand. At

llopetown, Ohio,

The four volumes of the first Ameriat New York by Tiebont
& O'Brien in 17tn». were recently obtained by

ceeded to convert the natives to Christianity
by those favorite appliances—the sword, stake,

NEWS

Iron tools and ot.ier implehave been found near Circleville, and
other mound building centres, although so

badly decomposed with rust as to be hardly
recognized. Silver ornaments have also been
found, but notin large numbers. It is often
found in very thin sheets wrapped around
copper ornaments so deftly as almost t > defy
detection.
TIIE ART OF MOULDING

well understood by them, and 1 have recently been shown articles of domestic use with the
marks of the mould plainly visible upon them.
In a mound on the Scioto river a skeleton was
was

found around whose neck were beads that had
been turned in some machine, instead of being
carved into shape by hand. Many of their
carvings are of the most beautiful and delicate
workmanship, and cannot be surpassed by the
finest artisans of to-day. Their pottery is
marked by a fineness of polish which is fully
up to the best Peruvian specimens; while the

sculptures upon the same are executed with
strict fidelity to nature and with exquisite
grace and skill. Some of their representations
are of tropical birds and animals, which
point
to an intercourse with the regions of South

AND

GOSSII*

FROM

ALL OVER THE STATE.

SHORT STORIES.

A Dexter, Maine, fanner who lives well up
the side of a lofty hill and has a line row of
grand old elm trees near his house, lias hnilt
in one of the trees a wall of hoards and in the
warm spring nights hangs a lantern in front of
it. The result is that the brown beetles dash
themselves against the hoards, where the light
attracts them and then fall to the ground, where
the farmer's large tlock of hens make a feast of
them in the morning. He thus not only rids
his lain! of the beetles and the worms that
breed to eat his grass roots, Imt feeds his liens
at the same time* and at very little expense and
trouble.
The Bueksport Clipper tells about a certain
Captain dim Blank, who used to live in an
eastern Maine town,
lie was noted for his
generosity and his habit of always getting
drunk before a storm. He was an alumnae for
his neighbors for forty years.
Everybody
who wished to know wbat the weather would
be for the next twenty-four hours, sent a child
over to Captain Jim's, to see whether lie was
sober or drunk. The old man had a verv hard
time, the past winter. After the lirst o’f January. says this veracious newspaper, Captain
Jim* Imd so few days in which to sober oft', that
h«* died of delirium tremens on the 21st day of
March, “when the sun crossed the line.*'
A bright young teacher in one of the Portland schools the other day explained to her
class that the meaning of the word “vicissitude'* was change, and asked a hoy to give her
a sentence in which the word was used.
The
urchin promptly responded, “Me mother sent
me to the grocery store for tin* vicissitude of a
live dollar Dill."
The deer that was seen by the roadside several days ago playing with a dog, was seen
shortly afterward with a bullet hole in him,
but the bullet that killed him was probably intended for the dog. Accidents will happen
on

though.

[Phillips Phonograph.

successful crazy supper was given by th»*
Cniversalist society at the home of L. P. Totman, at Fairlield.
Mashed potatoes were served in silver cake baskets, milk in oil cans, water in sprinklers, doughnuts in rat-traps, elegant cake cut in odd shapes and put in du-t
pans. [Anson Advocate.
A

THE

SLAYER

HIE GAME WARDENS.

OF

America where other Atlauteans were colonizThe case of Craves, the killer of the Maine
ed. Strange to say, that with all their skill in j game wardens, is exciting special interest, because the recent art of the legislature abolishcarving the sculptures of birds, animals and | ing the death
penalty applies, it is declared,
reptiles, they have left
only to oil nces eomm'tted after the date
the act took etfect.
NO REPRESENTATIONS OF THEMSELVES.
A correspondent of tl.e Portland Advertiser
Of their complexion and form of features quotes from the rules of construction of the revised
statutes as follows:
we know nothing.
were
not a homoThey
The repeal of an act does not atlect any pungeneous race, but varied widely in size. I
ishment. penalty or forfeiture incurred before
have before spoken of the ancient burying the repeal takes etfect. or any suit or
proceedground near Williamslield where the skeletons ing pending at the time of the repeal, for an offence committed or for recovery of a penalty or
exhumed were of gigantic stature. Per conforfeiture incurred under the :u*t repealed.*
tra, another burial ground of the Mound BuildThis clearly shows that Graves, if convicted
of murder in tin* tir.-t degree, might be hanged.
ers has been found in the town of Coshocton
the precedent of the pardoning of Alls.
Still,
which is peopled entirely with a race of pigBarrows, under sentence of death, since the
mies. Not a skeleton has been taken from it
act abolishing the death penalty was passed,
that is over three feet in length. From the would probably govern tin? otticial course if
remains of preserved wood around the bones Graves is convicted.
Nevertheless, there are many who will be
it is evident the bodies were deposited in
sorry that the extreme penalty cannot he \i-itcotlins. These, again, were placed in small ed oil the slayer of two otlieersin the discharge
vaults of solid masonry. They are very num- of their duty. [The Boston Record.
A IIENURED TO THE ACRE.
erous and must have been the tenants of some
Oil the strip of land in this village between
large city. A large number of these vaults
the raiiroad bridge and the upper dam. and behave been opened, tin* inmates of which arc all
tween the railroad track and the river, locally
of this pigmy race. The space encloses ten
known as “l!ead-de-Fall,** there are sixty-three
acres and is laid out in regular rows with avedwelling-houses, a granite shop, a large cotton
two i •e-houses, and -tables, barns,
storehouse,
nues between.
The heads are placed to the
hen-coops, and piggeries too numerous to menwest and the feet to the east.
In one of the tion, and -o graded from
hencoop to house that
vaults wrought iron nails were found, although it is hard to distinguish where one ends and
the
other
Some of the houses are
begins.
nearly eaten up with rust. The body in this handsomely and
tastefully •furnished and neatvault had evidently been dismembered before
ly kept, and the windows adorned with rare
The sixly-three
burial, as the skull was detached and among plants and lace curtains.
the bones of tin* pelvis. Whether these skulls dwellings are inhabited by live hundred and
nine
to
each house, and an
eighty-live souls,
have ever been examined by any one familiar
average of six children to each family; the
with phrenological science I am unable to say. number to a house is from two to tDirt\-nine.
In one small house of two rooms, about ten
When first brought to the light and air they
feet square, and a low attic, there are two
retain their form for a few minutes only, ami
families of nine members each, or eighteen in
then rapidly crumble into dust. This fact all. [Watcrvillc Mail.
alone proves them to be of an immense antiA Will 1 NI.VN Il.l.K TF.Alil'.DV.
quity. Skeletons have been found among the
James Anderson, a Scotchman. Iiv« il at Whitruins of Nineveh and Babylon over three thous- lieyville for many years, lie earned a living
and years old and yet perfectly preserved. I
by keeping poultry and selling eggs. A peacehave in inv possession the head of an ancient able man, John Dillon, an Irishman, lived near
Anderson.
15th Dillon
sent
to
April
Egyptian not less than four thousand years Anderson to bring him some* eggs. Anderson
old, and yet the bones are just as solid as they delivered the eggs and Dillon paid for them.
There was no quarrel and no misunderstandwere the hour he died. But
ing. As Anderson passed out of Dillon's house*,
I III. HUMS U1
llIKSi; MOl SI) Ifl ILIU-.KS,
the* latter quiekly tired on Anderson, indicting
although equally well preserved from mois- probably a mortal wound in tin* abdomen. Dillon then ran to a ledge near his house lo or 20
ture, are crumbling through age alone. That feet above the
water, leaped in and disappeared
were
buried
before
the
they
long ages
pyra- in the strong current. The body ha> not been
recovered.
Roth
men were widowers.
Dillon
mids wefe reared on the banks of the Nile, or
leaves a son and three daughters. Anderson
Chaldea had dreamed of her future grandeur, 1
has no family.
Dillon has been frenzied at
have not the shadow of a doubt. The causes times for a
year or two. The men had always
which led these people to quit a lain! so fair we been friends. Dillon died Saturday.
can

easily

trace.

Their immense fortifications

of

defence show that they were continually harrassed by barbarian tribes from the
North. To this it may be objected that a civilized race would never have given way to a sav-

age foe.

In order to refute this it is only necessary to point to the example of ancient
Koine. While the wealth of the conquered
nations of Europe and Asia was pouring into
her cotters, she was overthrown by the barbarian forces of the Baltic tribes. The mighty
temples and palaces she had reared from the
spoils of centuries of uninterrupted conquest
were trampled into ruins, and her splendid
civilization plunged into the night of barbarism which was destined to last for a thousand
years. In like manner were the Mound Buildof America overwhelmed by their barbarian foes. Fighting their way inch by inch,

ers

they gradually retreated to the southward, going down under the attacks of numberless foes
in precisely the same manner that Koine went
down beneath the iron blows of the Northern
Goths under Alaric.
Mexico and Central
America was their haven of retreat. Here
they collected their shattered forces, and here
again they built up another civilization which
is destftied to yet become the wonder and admiration of the world.
TMUEK

DISTINCT

In Mexico

we

AND SEl'Alt ATE
TIONS.

find

CIVILIZA-

The Col buns were the earliest people whose
monuments we have been able to trace in that
Then came the Toltccs who were
our Mound Ituilders; and lastly the Aztecs who
in after ages were overthrown by the mailed
hand of the feudal chieftain, Hernando Cortez. It was in this region that ancient civilization reached its greatest height, and here we
liuil ourselves among works which arc the astonishment of explorers, and the perplexity of

country.

scholars.

Yucatan is also

one

vast

field fur

an-

tiquarian research, dotted from one end to the
other with ruins of cities, temples, and palaces.
Here are cities, ancient and nameless,
which once contained a population of a million
souls.

The bat and the lizard

now

inhabit the

palaces of kings and heroes. Yucatan, and the
region now covered by the vast forests of
Guatemala, Is the key of our ancient history.
Their exploration has hardly began. Of the
daring adventurers who have penetrated into
that wild and unhospitable region but few have
ever returned to tell the tale. Enough is known,
however, to justify me in the assertion that
here is to be the richest field for the explorer.
We know that their temples were built with
the most lavish expenditure. The solidity of
Egypt is here combined with the elegance of
Greece. In the execution of their artistic or-

in aid of the
This

undertaking

to visit each

cause.

society

among the very earliest organIt was incorporated by Massa-

was

ized in tills nation.
chusetts in
:

iso*.), before Maine became a State,—six
years prior to the American Bible Society, to which
it subsequently became, and still remains, auxil-

iary.

The county we are now visiting has not for
many years been thoroughly canvassed. Experience has taught us that, in all our towns, there are
scores of families who seldom if ever
frequent the

flourishing

one a

disproved.

j

In

family in every town and plantation, the society
lias in view a fourfold object. First, to
supply
tii •
without the Scriptures gratuitously. Secto
collect religious statistics. Tnird, to sell
ond,
the Bible at cost. Fourth, to solicit subscriptions

two

< »i,t>

f.ai»1 ks.

According to the Deer Isle (iazette Sarah
Tinker, of West Tremont, who was one hundred years old Jan. 27, 1NS7, says her health is
as good as it was thirty years ago. For the last
eighty years sin* has drank tea for breakfast, a
glass of liquor on retiring and smoked her pipe
after going to bed.
Airs. Jane Ryder, an old lady at Orrington,
was 10J years old on the f»th of last January,
and is not yet helpless from old age. She lives
with her son, Captain Rvdcr, who is 7'.* years
old.
IN (iKXKllAI..

There is a movement on foot to establish a
National Rank in Pittsfield.
C. K. Littlefield, Esq., lias been engaged t<>
deliver the memorial day oration in Rockland.
Payson Tucker has gone on a trip to Nassau,
lie is to he absent two or three weeks in quest
of needed rest.
Captain Charles W. Stimpsou. one of Thomaston’s retired shipmasters and a prominent
citizen, died Apr. IfUhaged 70 years.
Joshua Haley Tarbox, aged7s years, a prosperous farmer of Lower Riddefoi’d. hung himself in his barn the Kith inst. Despondency
was the cause.
A dinner complimentary to the Nestor of the
Republican party of Maine, Hon. Hannibal
Hamlin and to Hon. C. A. Routelle. both of
Bangor, will he given by the Portland Club at
an

early day.

F. A. Jackson of Winthrop, lost a valuable
recently, and examination proved it to he
a genuine ease of tuberculosis.
D. W. White
of East Winthrop, reports his herd affected
with the same disease.
Hen. J. L. Chamberlain, who has not visited
Maine for a year, intends to ironic to Maine in
June. During the past w inter he lias been engaged in business on Wall street in New York,
as the agent of a real estate and land
company
in Florida.
cow

»>

alien,

Mill w>r;u

UIIU

another young limn at Jonesport Friday the
loth, were in a dorvfhauling trawls. In some
way Osear caught iiis foot and fell on the side
of the dory throwing all three into the water.
The senior Alley and the other man were rescued, nearly perished. Osear was drowned.
His body was not recovered.
Under the pension act passed by the last Legislature relative to dependent widows, increasing the appropriation of the State Pension department from #21,000 to #35,000. there has
been a largely increased number of applications
for aid. Since the first of Januarv ... 500
applicants have presented their claims to Pension Agent H. M. Sprague.
A man named Hodgkins, TO years old, of
Bethel, while crossing the track in a sleigh Apr.
15th. wits struck by the Montreal express. His
sleigh was completely shattered. The train
stopped and tile engineer expected to lind the
man dead under the cars, lie was surprised
to lind him alive and uninjured on the plate of
the locomotive in front of the boiler head.
The annual meeting of the Maine Poultry
Association held in 1‘ortlaud recently elected
the following named officers: President, \V.
(1. Davis: vice-presidents, E. Dana, Jr., John
A. Lord, IV. W. Harris, W. P. Atherton. F.
Nutter, G. D. Stockwell, It. C. l’ingree, II. M.
Thurlow. Fred Atwood. C. It. lingers; secretary and treasurer, Fred Fox; directors. R. O.
Uonnnt, 15. L. O. Adams, IV. S. Tilton. IV. W.
Harris.

been translated into

than two hundred lan-

more

chards about Passamaquoddy Bay a century
guages, and nearly two hundred million copies
earlier.
Spar timber had already become have been put in circulation. To-day we sell a
scarce. Portland is called one of the most _Testament for live
cents, a Bible for twenty-live
thriving commercial towns in Massachusetts. cents, a large print Testament and Psalms for
Its harbor, it is stated, “is seldom or never thirty-live cents.
In view of w hat Bible societies have done and
completely frozen over.”
There were then five counties in Maine,— are s-ti 11 destined to accomplish for the elevation
York, Cumberland, Lincoln,
Hancock and and .salvation of tic: human race, let all who love
tin* kingdom of our Lord assist in carrying out
Washington. Of the growth of population, it
the purpose of leaving upon the territory no famis said, “From one of the most dreary and
ily w ithout a copy of the Book that has done so
barren wildernesses in America, it
by in- much for the world.. We trust Christ;.ui people of
tense industry and rigid economy,
gradually every name will sustain and cheer the non-sectarbecoming a rich and fertile State. We give in ian work, by tin ir prayers, their counsels, and
detail the population of Hancock county, as
their contributions.
taken at the first census under the constitution
The Early History ol the Ice RusInesM.
in !7!M), inserting later names and divisions

Maine Matters.

ments

of this work.

more

■

cle.

now

doubtless generally known that the Bible
Society of Maine has recently begun a systematic
visitation of Waldo county, and we believe the
readers of the Journal will be interested to learn
It Is

of those are without any porread with satisfaction. We have made the sanctuary. Many
faggot, and the blood-hound. The most ruthtion of the Bible. This society can lind no better
less and destructive means were used to eradi- following random notes and extracts.
method of supplying these families and bringing
The District of Maine, politically a portion them to the
cate from the native mind every vestige of
church, than that of having every famof
the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, is j ily visited, ami tin* statistics obtained placed in
their ancient faith and history. Incredible
were the precious evidences of art and know- treated in a separate division. The author j the hands of the clergy and Christian workers.
who desire a different form of the Scriptures
ledge that vanished before the blind fury of pays the following pretty compliment to this ! Many
fvoin that which they possess, gladly purchase
these gold-hunting Christians. The priceless region, now so popular as a summer resort:
" hen it is offereel by this
society at their homes at
‘•The elevation of the lands in general—the
records of the past were trampled beneath the
purity of the air. which is rendered sweet and cost. There are many others who are destitute of
holy arms of the Cross—borne aloft by men salubrious by the balsamic qualities of many tin* Bible and the money, to whom even the small
who excelled those whom they conquered ill of the forest trees—the limpid streams, both sum
required to buy looks large. These must be
but one particular—the science of shot Id mg large and small, which abundantly water this supplied
gratuitously.
and the regularity of the weather, all j
country,
blood! With them perished the knowledge of
Whenever this thorough visitation is made the
unite to render this one of the healthiest connj
our Mound Kuilders, and their
collections usually taken in the churches for the
history must tries in tin* world.”
remain unwritten until explorers shall drag
Bible cause are omitted for one year, and taken ini»ra\ti uouors are expressed whether apples
stead by the agent while visiting and credited to
into the light of day those hidden mysteries can be raised in the eastern
portions of the
the different congregations. Since the organization
which future ages alone can supply.
district, but it is hopefully stated that the !
of the Bible Society of Maine, tin* Scriptures have
French were said to have had
or-

are

miles square, while enormous embankments
extend a distance of more than twelve miles!
One of the mounds is in the form of a bird’s
foot, and is one hundred and sixty fed in
length. Until very recently it lias been supposed that the mound builders hud no knowledge of the use of iron: but even this belief is

edition, printed

Capt. Ira W. Harriman, of Sandy Point, in
Launceston, Tasmania.
The author aimed to make his work entirely
comprehensive, to sum up all that could lie
known of the New World, and to set Europeans right concerning the young Republic.
Written during the administration of President Washington, its explanations of the government are fresh, while its sanguine prophecies concerning the nation's future may he

inscriptions have been found, but nobody can
read them. The furious cupidity and fanaticism of the Spaniards cut off our only sources
of knowledge. Instead of trying to lift the veil
of their early history, they immediately pro-

Distribution.

Scripture

history.

can

obscurity which now hangs over their written
history seems utterly impenetrable. Numerous

TWO WALLED FIGURES,

perfect square—the other a perfect cirThese enclosures contain exactly twenty
acres each without the variation of an inch.
No more evidence is needed that their knowledge of geometry was well nigh perfect, in
the town of Newark are works of such magnitude that they occupy an area nearly three

Early History.

“Ail Historical, Commercial ami Philosophical View of the United States of America,
and of the European Settlements in America
and the West Indies,'* by W. Winterhotham,
is a work of much interest to the student of

by the works of Greece and Koine in their
palmiest days. The builders of our Pacific

been found in Europe. Not the slightest trace
of a “Bronze Age” has been found in our
Western States. And yet the articles of these
two

Some Notes of

better.

17.

made since:
Pen bseot, shirr ioiru, 'ir,eluded Castine and a
large part of Broe.ksville:.pus
Vinalliaven (included North Haven).77 s

j
|
1

l>eer Isle.
tis-j
Eastern-river Orland?)
240
Buckstown (now Buck-port)..an;
Orrington (included Brewer, Holden
!77
Edeston (Eddington?). no
Conduskeeg (now Bangor). r»»;7
Frankfort (included
Prospect, Wiiiterjiort.
Hampden, Stockton and part of Scarsport. sj»|
Mount Desert (included Fden, Trennuit.. 711
ioddsborough (Houldslmrougli). 207
Sullivan (included part of Hancock.. ;».n
Trenton (included part of Hancock and La

were

271

vilh )..
Belfast (included parr of scarsport;.24.7
Duiktrap, /
>7s
...

ima.

i'-ni'-oli'vilk.

Banvtsiown (now Hope). I7:i
Camden..
Isleshorougli. :;>2
Orphan Island (now Veronal.. 124
Small Islands. «;«;
Negro slavery bad already bee*.me one of the
great problems of the country. The number
of slaves in 17iM> in all the States was (iU7.<»!.'7.
The author fondly hoped that their increase
since, “owing to salutary laws, in several of
the Slates, and the humane exertions of the
government in favor of their emancipation and
the prevention of any further importation, has

unknown in those

nington
-7(4

in Bliode Island, and
“In Massachusetts alone
[Maine included]. ami we mention it to their
distinguished honor,” says the author, “there
are none.”
The following aj I '(notation is
made :

County.

-04X

in^t'onneetieut.

“If there be an object truly ridiculous in
nature, it is an American patriot, signing resolutions of independency with one band, and
with tin* other brandishing
affrighted slaves.”

a

whip

o\«*r

his

!

interbotbim, however, expected that
through the influence of th* Fed«*ral government, a gradual emancipation would, in tune,
tree all the slaves; “whether
by transporting
them back to Africa; «»r b\ colonizing them in
part of the American territory
by incorporation with the whites; or
some

.; or

in

some

other way. remains to lie seen.'*
How many of our mariners can 'el! what
kind of a craft a simr F? ^ i Wirterbotliam
tees the word Ms cfteil Ms lie does ,sh
ij>. h rhj„
oi sr/tiion, r.
The word, now seemingly obsolete in this connection, is deiined by Webster,
thus: “A vessel c quipped with twu mast-, resembling the main and fore masts of a ship,
and a third small mast ju>t almft the mainmast, carrying a try-sail.” A rig. then, corresponding t" the “full-rigged brig.” onee very

popular.
I be partisans of the Bland dollar may
protit
from a perusal of the following paragraph:
“The government of the Fulled States f nvall profit from the coinage; this is certainly an honest, a politic and wholesome forbearance*, but America is the first that lias
adopted it,**
goes

Pin* rales ot* domestic postage were >ix cents
a distance of
thirty miles, eight cents for

hundred miles,
and so on to twenty-live cents for a distance
greater than 450 miles.
The following were ports of entry, within
the District of Maim*: Portland, Falmouth,
ten cents for

one

other

about fifteen ton-, and was considered a great
The following summer, on one of
the wannest days, lie drove through the town with
a load of “ice for sale."
The wonder, excitement
and remarks caused by the proceeding can hardly
be imagined. The prolit and loss was as follows*.
(>w*n time.$1.00
Paid for horse and cart.in

undertaking.

>old

£1.10
two

pie*-c- at

n-nts each.

..12H

After this the house was annually tilled for his
purposes, but no attempt was made to sell
until within a period of ten years, when it was
lvsumcd and ha- been carried on by him until the
It did not. however, come
present time l-1n
into general use until about 1*40, since which time
the husine-s ha- rapidly increased.

own

■

and

Ship*

shipping.

There arriv«*d at Now Y »rk in one day recently
2*f» vc-s< |s, the largest number of \es.-elsto enter
that port in any 24 hours for over 12 months.
The Standard oil Company i- to build an iron
tank steamer, with a > ;i rving capacity of 210,(Kin
gallons, to be u-ed in tran-porting oil between
New York and Boston.
The large four-ma-tcd -ehooner Augustus Hunt,
(apt. Hall, rerrnth made the trip from Philadelphia to Bo-ton, with 2I00 ton- of coal as cargo, in
two day.-.
This j- the fastest trip on record.
Ii

i- -aid that

the propeller Sappho, built by
Bath, for the Maine Central,
knot.- at hour, and has proved
propeller in the waters of

(.o-s A
"awver. of
can easily-loam I*
horsolf tin* la-te-i

"1 in* New Knabmd ship Building Company at
I!,.Hi recently completed a light draught side
h« cl -teamer for Norman L. Munrn of Now York.
When ready tor bn-incs- tin- new boat will draw
it ml ms of w a ter, and w ill speed 17 knots
but •'» fcoi
per hour.
w

There was j irkt d lip in the riv er at Bath, a few
day- ago, the water soaked ami battered figurehead ot a ves.-el. winch must have been a century
old at least.
The figure i- of maple, about live
feet in length, and represents the head and shoulders of a man. When found it was frozen to the
bottom of aeako
iee. a- it the breaking up ot
the river might h
torn i: fn in some ancient and
forgotten w 11 k.
Yachts an* no! the only fa.-t boats that Ameribuild. (>ur river and Sound -teamer- are the
most -umptiioii-, and fleetest ves-els
tin t■ class afloat- On Thursday tin* Atlanta, 21 naval -hip. and the < livette, a coaster, on their trial
trips each accomplished the wonderful teat of running nineteen min an hour. Neither of these
-hips i- larger than tin old t ollin- liners, but on a
far le-s consumption ■ f coal thev show from four
ti> live miles tm-r- -peed per hour.
New York
K\ cuing >uii.

cans

largest,

Notes.

.Ncvispnppr

The Nautical («azette, New York, has entered
upon its 27th v.-b urn. Mn\ sinooth -eas and favorable wind- attend it.-

voyage.

Oraphic New-, of Cincinnati, got out a
splemli'l M ister number. This illustrated weekly
i- a credit to tin* -ection in which it i- printed, and
The

merits great

lor

>i\ty miles,

no

or

Maine.

W

there is

shipments.
A communication publi.-hed in islo give*, some
of
the
particulars
origin and growth of the ice
trade in Portland, as follows
The first ire put up for public u.-c was by David
Robinson, in l*!;, in a -mall building, erected for
the purpose near the pond from which it was
taken, on Mi. Joy. The ipiantity was live cords,

happily

been small, and will be less in future.”
In New England there were in 17D0. los slave*
in New Hampshire, 10 in Vermont—all in Ben-

days and

mention of these

..

Bluehill.

Bolivar, Isaac Shute, and Post Boy,
York, cargoes of Ice." Locals

“Sailed schs.

Thomas sliute. New

inoinc).
A*.a
Township No. i; included part of Fllsworih
Sedgwick (included Brookiin, part of Brook.-

Pierre, of this eitv, has been looking

Mr. Hiram

up the early history of«the ice business in Maine.
The first record of cargoes shipped from Belfast
is found in the tiles ol tin* Waldo Democrat. I'nder date ot March :51st, 1*2-, is the following:

The

war

-ue: e

—

Mvcning llcrai-'.
Herald appeal
tagoni-t. Both
Herald i-

more

to

Time-Cnion

Jacksonville.

t

pluck

1 lie

outsider.

even an

the

between

be too

the

and brains

ot

the

much for it- veah an*

are

papers

and

Mia., interests

Ileni.ieratic. hut

the

so.

Bath.- Frenchman's Bay, Wiscassd, Machias,
and Penobscot.
In the first viiume a learned discussion is

/ ..and Herald.
Auckland, attribgood look- general circulation and wide
influence largely to the fact that for three years it

entered into to prove that a French writer's
description of frogs in Louisiana weighing tt7
French pounds, mot had for a Frenchman)
“whose horrid croaking" was like “the bellowing* of cows," is fiction. 'Fin* conclusion of the
same writer that the surface of the earth was
“infected by putrefaction" because somewhere

h

in America reptiles were numerous is also disproved. So, the opinions of the naturalist.
Button, that both animal and vegetable life is
on an inferior scale in this Continent, being
smaller, less varied, and less energetic tha’n in
the Old World, is successfully answered.
In the Public Library in Boston there is an
atlas designed to accompany this work. The
area of Maine as represented is much less than
as filially determined, the extreme northern
point being on tin eastern boundary. Inaccuracies are easy to detect; for example. Belfast
is located about where Bangor is.
We find no mention of Winterhotham in anv
tin; encyclopedias, general or biographical.
In the Boston Public Library there is a pam-

of

phlet containing two sermons delivered in 1702
by him, “the Rev. William Winterhotham, late
assistant preacher at IIovvs-Lam. Chapel, Plymouth [England], on account of which he was
sentenced to four years' imprisonment, and
lined i‘200." The library contain** the four
volumes of the history.
Ciiaki.es F. Bi.u k.
The Rusty Linchpin is a story after the Russian o? Mine. Kokhanovsky b. M. M. s. amid,
i,. E. The scene of the story is laid in a little
settlement in one of the remote steppe provinces of Russia, in the heart of a productive re-

gion. Each estate of this settlement forms a
quiet little world of itself, with its mills, its
little village of farm-houses and fruit gardens.
The story is quiet as is the place, but it is full
of subtle charm, and there are few readers
who will not fed like turning its pages twice.
The descriptions of the picturesque scenery of
the steppes, the manner in which the estates

The New

utes

it-

been

is

printed

one ot

upon

R. Hoc A Co.’- best

lding machine- Wii\ not, then, attrib
11 te the good looks and growing prosperity of the
Journal t the u-e of a Hoe pre.-s, with an engine
made in Belfast,—ami a model of its kind, as
motive power. 1 ertainly then* is no printing nvi
eltinery that compares v\ ith the pt es-e-ot Hoe A
web

and f

»

( o.,

and thev

are

Democratic

A

Mvery

u-ed

Alderman

of Labor have

b\

Organ
1.-a

all first class newspapers.

on

tin*

Calais
The

Republican.

only displayed

Election.

Knights
by

their weakness

the contest. Had they been willing to arrange a
union with their natural friends, the Democrats,
they could have n tuained a-an unknow n factor,
ami their strength would have been magnified.
Had they been w ise the Republicans could never
have crushed them out. But they decided to go ft
We doubt if they
alone, and hist the w hole tiling.
ever again attempt to make a nomination in face
of the fact that last Monday they ca.-t no more
votes than their .allies, the Prohibitionists, and
that the two parlies combined secured only about
one vote in six.
[Calais 'rimes.
The

t

Knights of Labor and the Democratic Parly.

Months ago, when the Knights of Labor promised
»be a new element in politics. Democratic organs

the large cities Urged them t<> orga ize for
political purposes. It never occurred to these
leaders and organs that the men thus brought to
gether could think for a moment ot being anything
el.-ethanan annex to the Democratic organization,
since that time they have had their eyes opened to
These men whom they have
a new revelation.
urged to rail} as a political power are working
the
Democratic
party, and an to-day a ten
against
fold greater danger to the Democracy in I-SSthan
tin* Prohibitory third party can he to the Republicans.
[ Boston* Journal.
in

To

Probably

Pu<

Down

Anarch).

tlu* best

gradual but cfl'eetive means
for diseouraging Anarchy i- to eneourage oleaidiWater is the great solvent «*t Anarchy.
nexs.
Soap is a deadly poison t<> it. The barber’s razor
its throat.
The toothbrush rubs oil' that
noisome increment of ignorance and ferocity. But
these are external remedies. The church and the
school an’the chief foes of the Anarchist. Whatever makes the heart tender and the head fuller,
xvhatexer makes for common sense and decency, is
a deterrent to Anarchy.
[Nexx York Kveiling Sun.
cuts

Mugwump*ry and Prank .loneslsm at Hitter).
The Democratic voters do not seem to increase
in Kittery, Me., the seat of the navy yard. “Two
years ago,” complains a Democrat", “xvc east *2'>0
"Democratic votes, and yesterday xve polled hut at)
votes, and thi> in the* middle "of a Democratic
Administration.” lie attributes the falling oft" to
the fact that a fexv Mugw umps are holding positions in the mix v yard. Is it not rather due to the
fact that Nexx Hampshire Democrats have nearly
all the places through the potent influence of lloii.
Frank Jones? [ Boston Journal.

carried on, and of the indoor life and amuseof tin* people are intensely interesting.
“The Rusty Linchpin" is one of the most
charming of love stories, and those who won•led at the singular title may be told tills much,
that a long and almost hopeless love suit is
Tbf Boss and the Ballot.
brought to a climax by the breaking down of a
“Do
know, my friend," said a very solemn
you
loss
of a linchpin. The
carriage through the
volume contains a second story, “Lubotf Ar- political individual, “that when you silently drop
ehipovna,” which, in its way, is* quite as fasci- that snoxv white ballot from your lingers, it floats
nating as the other. It is pathetic as well as I doxvn in rhythmic grace and settles the destinies
humorous and sheds light upon some of the | of a nation?” “No, sir. 1 don't,” replied the Impc1
curious domestic customs of the Russians. Price cunious voter, “but 1 knoxv xvheu 1 drop it into the
box it settles my bargain with the Diinndcratic
91.25 D. Lothrop Co., publishers, Boston.

are

ments

boss o’ this ’ere ward.

of the New York ’longshoremen are
still stiflering from the effects of the great
strike. A good many of them arc still out of
work, and it is said that no one known to he a
member of the Ocean Association can get work
along the North river.

Many

A

Bangor

[Hartford

Police

Post.

Item.

An individual xx-earing a “xvhy am 1 so fasclnu
ting” smile xvas politely escorted through the bright
April atmosphere last evening by Officer Knaide,
to the asylum for xxeak and. weary pilgrims.

[Whig.
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0onsidcra£ion tiie feasibility and expense of heating the school buildings with steam or otherwise;

Republican Journal PublistyiiXo.

drainage to

of better

the tellers and the

and better ventilation of the school

CHARLES A. PILSBl’RY.EDITOR.

Kx-Mayor

RUSSELL G. DYER. Local Editor.

grounds,

rooms.

preshied. The attendance was
Sibley, for the committee, made a

Swan

small. Mr. A. C.

report, from which we quote as follows:
“With regard to feasibility and expense of heating apparatus, we have considered two methods—

The Inter-State Commerce Law.

hot water and steam.” Of the former the recommendations are “saving of fuel from ten to thirty
per cent, over steam, even temperature, agreeable
quality of tii beat, early adaptabilitv to the small
amount ol heal required for spring and fall, impossibility of explosions or accidental tires from
the circulation. The objections are—larger cost
of apparatus, possibility of not giving sutlieient
heat in very cold days, slowness of raising the
temperature, and liability of the pipes freezing
should they lie neglected. With regard to steam,
its recommendations as compared with hot water
are less cost of apparatus, certainty of efl'eeting
sutlieient heat if properly constructed, quickness
of action. Its objections are—larger amount of
expense for fuel, ditliculty of graduating to a
small amount of heat, unfavorable condition for
study of a super-heated room, possible noises in
The approxipipes during circulation.
mate cost of hot water apparatus will he s?l.’»oo, and
of steam .<lloo. cadi complete. The two buildings
will use this year equivalent t*. thirty tons of coal.
We make no recommendation as to either system
of heating for it seems to us the object sought can
be accomplished in another way. If double windows were tightly lilted and double or storm doors
used at the entrance the requirements of heating
would be much reduced, and we judge from conversations had with several of the teachers would
be well provided for with the stoves now in use.
We recommend a thorough ventilation
for all the rooms in all the school buildings in the
We estimate the expense of a
district.
possible good ventilation of all the rooms in the
two buildings on the common at £lo0, but think
the other school buildings in the district -hotild be
attended to in this respect." In regard to the cellars the committee ?a\
“We tind no urgent need
of fomenting the same it the water is kept out of
them, as we believe it can be, by putting a drain
acres- the upper end of each outside and deeper
than the collar.-. The cost of cementing would be
about s20o." In regard to the grounds the committee say
“We would recommend that the commons on the upper side of the building-be drained into the main drain now there : that the ridge of
earth under the sidewalk on Miller street be removed and so far as practicable the common be
graded towards tin* ditch on the outside of said
sidewalk, and that immediately in front of the
buildings gravel or ashe-. one or’both, be put on to
absorb the'moisture. Theie is to be considerable
earth removed from premises not far from the
common during the coining summer, and we recommend that so much of it be put or. the common
as can be obtained for tin* expense of carting ami
one-half of loading.”

All that is heard concerning the operation
of the Inter-State commerce law i* in the nature of complaints. The idea is ^aininir ground
that the railroads are not simply obeyiiur the
law. blit are j,roin^ beyond it as thouirh by
making it odious to ensure it- repeal. The commissioners have declined in several instances
interpret the law : but say they arc ready to
hear complaints of violations of tin* act and
then to decide whether tin- law lias been violated, while the main purpose of the commission i* to see that the law is obeyed and en-

to

forced. The difficulty N that even the best
lawyers in the country arc compelled to admit
that tin Inter-State act i* on. which they are
not able to interpret, ami opinions concerning
it are widely at variance. The constitutionality of some of tb sections is doubted, while
parts of the statute, it i* * invested, should be
held void for vagueness.
The first act of the commission was to suspend the fourth section of the law on the request of a Southern transportation line. Last
Saturda\ it made an order suspending the
fourth section for To day*, subject to revocation. and with a proviso that intermediate
shall not he raised above those in force
April 20. This applie* t<> Northern Pacific.
Southern Pacific, Atchiusou. Topeka A Santa
Fe and St. Louis A San Francisco. If the
railroads were not bent either oil robbing the
public iimler the color of the law by ex Habitant rates, or of making the law obnoxious, no
doubt it could be made reasonably cilective
and possibly productive of trood in the end.
rates

From present appearances, however, it is destined to cause a serious disturbance to the
business and industrial interests of the country. AVI.cn then arc water line communication* the people generally are u-iiur them, and

i)n motion of Hiram (.'base the report
cepted and the recommendations adopted.
On

and packet lines will be bcnelitcd.
The result hi re lias been practically a total
steamer

motion of W. T. Colburn the

sum

was ac-

of $4no

raised to carry out the recommendations.
Mr. < W. Haney, the agent, and Messrs.

was

Fierce,

suspension of shipments by rail. At other Sibley and i’ottle were made a <• lmnittco to carry
points the old rates are said to have been re- out the above recommendations.
There is a feeling in the district that before
st
••d. as between Portland and Lewiston,and
many years a new school house will have to be
An.
fa and Huston and intermediate points.
erected

the

common,

as

the

present school

buildings are inadequate to our wants, i; l- not,
therefore, advisable to go to a great outlay at this
time, i*t merely to keep the .-cliool buildings in
repair until the time is ripe for building.

Tin- .b nrnal extends to tin* Prohibitionists
the same -oiirtesv it extended to the Greenbacker* of Waldo county, that of publishing
their eaucti- notice-, etc., and al-o •rives place to
tin- communication of Prof. Guvvin, although
we believe his zeal in the temperance enu*e b

on

To
^

I

Prohibitionists

the
will

*>11

see

of

County.

in this week's issue of the .Journal

a

time in Maine, and applies to all State, county
and city office*. < »f course individuals may
continue to *ct their watches and clocks by
whatever time they choose, but thi* will -imply add to confusion that miirht be obviated by
all conforming to the letral time. The statement that the only claim for standard time is.
“that it i> more convenient for those who oc-

casionally travel by rail,*’ i* eonspieuoiisly inexact.

Headlines are *oni«-tim<-> misleading. l'
example, the New York Ib-rald printed over

»r
a

despatch concerning some annexation resolutions presented in the Nova Scotia House—
“Rabid for Repeal. Nova S<otiu Weary of
unada." In
Her RunlenstMiie I'nion with
fact. ***v**ion was the principal issue in the
election only a week or two ago and the seces<

sionist*

were

overwhelmingly defeated, while

tin- resolutions in question were summarily
disposed of: and, a* the Herald despatch say.*,
were regarded by many as a “laughing matter."
We print this week on the first page “Tin*
True History of Mental Science," by Julius A.
Dresser, in w hich the credit of first applying
this science to the healing of the sick i> awarded to tin- late Park 1*. Quiiuby, of Belfast. In
the course of the add res.*, of which we give a
brief instal incut. the unpubli>hed writings of
Mr. Quiuihv are drawn upon and som* of the
wonderful cures lie effected are recalled. The

subject is one of much interest and will specially attract the many who knew Mr. Quimby.
It is instructive that as soon a* Rhode I.*lnnd
State became* Democratic.
tAlta California.
Yes, quite instructive. The Republicans established prohibition in Rhode bland, and the
droutli so disgusted tin* Democrats and dried
up the trade of the liquor dealers outside a*
well a* in the State, that rum money was con-

quit drinking, the

tributed by the thousands to defeat the party
of temperance. It will, however, prove a
dearly bought victory for the Democrats, and
at the next election Rhode bland is certain to
return to

her Republican moorings.

tamebody tried to get up a sensation by reporting that the President had declared his
purpose not to be a candidal*! for re-election;
but the scheme did not work worth a cent. It
is certain that Clevclafid will be renominate*!
by tin- Democrat* ami as certain that lie w ill be
defeated. Tin..- White House is engaged at tin*
expiration of his present lease, for a Republican

President.

D. (ireenleaf. of Starks, claimed to be the
of the (ireenbaek party in Main*-,
but the Eastern State says that John Whit**, of
Levant, is still a (Ireenbaeker. If then* are
any more they will please stand up and be
S.

only survivor

counted.
We publish this week Prof. Bateman*.* second article on “The Mounds ami Mound Builders,” and with next week's issue will conclude
the series. The Professor's facts and theories
are

attracting much

<

'iark and the

ount\ ticket in

late election of

our

Witii the county wholly unorganized and with
very little speaking we came tip with 11s votes for
the

part;, of the future. The growth of our party
depends upon tin* carefulness of its organization.
It is organizations that move the world. Hid Napoleon Bonaparte drive the Austrian army out of
Italy by having his forces unorganized: did he do
it in a hap hazard manner? No, no: but that Italian campaign was fought out with tireless energy,
.‘.very man knew ills proper place and every sollierdid hisduty; therefore Napoleon won ami was
the hero of France, so if the Prohibitory party
wishes

to

There
them

win in Malm-, every man who lias the
must stand up and do his duty.
-Ji; towns in this county and every one of

heart

cause at

are

mast

papers. Familiarize the people with the idea and
our ranks will he swelled by great accessions
in 1"-. The Republican party, whose past record
has been

pure, is not nationally in favor of Pro
hibition.
.Mr. Blaine said at Sebago Lake last
August, “The National Republican part' is against
-<>

Prohibition, but the Republican party of Maine is
in favor of it.

The New York Tribune has

lately

High License all along the line and
prohibition. We simply ask, la w arc

out for

•omo

opposed

to

the Prohibitionists

plish through

to

get what

they

wi-li to

accom-

party which believes in state
Prohibition and national license. The early victories of the Republican party were gained on tinone great issue of sla\ery.
>o the Prohibition
party will win on the one great issue of Prohibition. Tliis third party prohibition question is a
live one in nearly every -talc in the I'nion. In the
Sunny South our party is hoominy. The Prohibitionists oi Kentucky are now carrying on a lively
campaign and the Northern Prohibitionists are
lighting side by side with Southern Prohibitionists
for a party that knows no North, that knows no
south, but ha- for it- object the destruction of
the drink trallie. Would it not he a grand thing
to wipe out sectionalism? And can the
Republican
or Democratic party do it? No sir, there is
only
one party that can do it and that is the Prohibition
of
America. Hive your assistance and supparty
port to this party of principle. Hive your support
to a party that is saying, “With Hod's*he Ip we will
stand by the flag of Prohibition not only here in
a

Maine hut in every state in the I'nion.”
Very truly,
F. W. Howiln,
state Organizerand Lecturer for Prohibitory party
of Maine.
Freedom, Apr. 2~>, 'S7.
(he

Prom
To
Hie

Tin:

Union

Sage of Quanlcbucook.
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By reading

knal

my friend Bust has not made even the most distant
allu.-i*Hi to my former letter. This is very depress
ing. Still, | admire his discretion, whatever I may
think of his courage. His is one of those sad
cases which will serve to point a moral, although
it

can

hardly

be said that he will

answer

commences its next
session in this city on the 4th Inst. If you are actting in good faith, make application for such a
writ and let the question of law be settled. I will
service and submit the matter, (if
desired, without argument on either side,) on an
agreed statement of all the pertinent facts, or upon
the testimony of the officer who was present at
that application by request of Mr. Brackett. I
will also, if you require it, cause the petition for the
writ to be
drawn without expense to you or
cither of
You can then have the disputed
question settled by a tribunal which you must acknowledge is competent.

to adorn

tale. This does not of necessity imply that a tail
would not adorn my friend Bust. I regret the
necessity which compelled me to give him a w allop-

a

ing, anH sincerely trust that circumstances will
not demand a repetition. This does not lessen my
regard for him in the least. "Whom the Lord
loveth he chasteneth.” Now we shall expect to see
the Progressive Age treating the soldiers and the
Knightsof Labor with more kindly regard, should

pair.
A Bangor pa per reports that a Blanchard
blacksmith's bellows blew up tlie other day.
This is the nearest we can come to a cyclone,
down east.

.fudge Whitebouse, of Augusta, is
than the White House at Washington.

*

bigger

word of

warning to you. There i*

position

is

you have
line. Let

a

little

more

dubious.

Once

approached dangerously

or

tlie

solely as

the Atlantic coast.The* President has
awarded a handsome gold medal, suitably inserilw.'d, to Captain Mar«*o Antonio Muzzio, of
of Genoa, for
the Italian Bark “Expreso
rescuing the master and crew of seven men of
the schooner “Carrie A. Bucknam,*’ of Bucksport...Senior Vice Department Commander,
Samuel L. Miller, of Waldoboro, will deliver
the address at Thomastou. Memorial Dav.
It is reported that cholera is raging in Mazatlan, Mex.. and has already spread to two other
towns.E. T. M. Simmons, manager of Hotel
Del Monte, recently burned at Monterey, Cal.,
has beeu arrested for arson. His past record
is bad and there is said to he ample proof of
his guilt.The governor of Newfoundland has
been summoned to England to confer with tli
imperial government on the fisheries.Iamee
G. Blaine arrived in Chicago April 20, hut wus
depressed over the death of his brother ami re"
ceived no callers. Saturday he received a delegation from the Irish American and one from
the German American clubs in his parlors, hut
at his request no speeches were made.At a
meeting in Bath Monday it was decided to have
the clock run on local time by a vote of 504 to
157. It is understood that notwithstanding the
vote, the city clock will Ihj kept on staudard
time as required by an act of the Legislature...
....The bill authorizing the consolidation of the
Boston and Maine and the Eastern railroad met
a signal defeat in the House of Representatives
Thursday. The vote was 35 to 109.Mr.
Blaine left Chicago for Augusta Tuesday P. 31.
.Dr. A. J. Grant the noted bigamist, died in
the Cambridge, 31ass., jail, Tuesday..No election
of U. S. Senator in Florida.Graves the murderer of the 31aine game wardens, arrived in
Boston Tuesday from California and was taken
to Bangor Saturday. It is expected he will be
tried at the present term of court..The Superior Court of Kennebec County will probably
adjourn next Saturday, when Deputy Collector
Murphy will be discharged from jail.

up it the present term. The issue was
to the constitutionality of Sec. 40, Chap.
and no other reason was assigned for re-

forget yourself in a paroxysm of joy at
Bepuhlican ascendancy. 1 shall promptly jump on
vou.
This is not pleasant for me to contemplate.

has

quarrel with the
organization, and its symno

Knightsof Labor as an
pathies can never be otherwise than with those
who labor, whether with hand or bra n. It* columns show that it lias ever been ready to sustain
and encourage all organizations and enterprises
designed to promote the moral and material welfare of (lie people. Ed. Journal.]

County Commissioner'''
The criminal costs before the

Court.

county cofmni.*-

sioners, as indicated last week, largely exceed
those of any term for years. The expenses incurred since the December term, not
including the Su-

preme Judicial court, amount to $4,088.54, or more
than one liftli of the entire
county tax assessed.
Of this amount $078.15 was for eases

originating

Belfast Police Court; $71.51 before
Trial Justice Greer; $51.37 before Justice M. J.
Dow, of Brooks; $40.08 before Justice My rick, of
Tnity; $30.50 before Justice Johnson, of Liberty;
$18.02 before Justice Bunnells, of Scarsport; $14.32 before Justice Jones, of Brooks, and $7.11 before Justice Knowlton, of Liberty; prisoners board
at the jail, $1410.05; general bills, $1320.71; mittibefore the

improvements

on

the Brooks House

are

in

progress. The bay window on the north side is to
be carried up to the roof and end with a tower,
and the windows of the upper stories arc to be

Capt. Joshua Hines, of Frankfort, who survives

statute.

him.
Lecturer

the

before

Pollee

Court.

Welsh, an Irishman, who claims to
up a Catholic ami to have left
that Church ami become a Protestant, lectured in
the Belfast Opera House Sunday afternoon on

brought

Why 1 became

‘•Romanism and
remarks

a

Protestant.” His

displeasing to some Catholics present, and a stranger in the audience arose and denounced the lecturer. At the close of the lecture,
another was announced for the evening on the secrets of the Confessional, to which
only men were
This of

The annual

Haney obtained

warrant

a

against

ers, but this season a diligent search proved fruitless.
Mr. Burgess said that where he usually

deep

snow.

in the Post office Mon-

Berry,

B.

has

account of John F. Bern Mr.-. Berry’s
ho served as a lieutenant in the late w ar.

w

there

on

IKK) guesses at the weight of the
recently disposed of, each guess represale of goods to the amount of $2 or over.

were over

they
senting a

cow

Words fol-

An advertisement from the

respondent’s

births.

city clerk calls attenkept of all
old one, but for the past

requiring a

tion to the law

The law is

an

record t«> be

thirty years has not been enforced in Belfast.
There is no question but that it should be, and had
it been we should have avoided disputes o\ er the

stairs and

disarmed Welsh and advised Haney to
leave. Mr. Welsh, in defence, said that
complain
ant disturbed his
meeting Sunday afternoon. Mon-

placed
voting
day morning when near Moody’s corner lie met lists.
Ilaney, who was in a team, and who used violent
The Commercial says that Friday Mr. l.C. Liblanguage to him, and followed him to the post by, the well known Burnham stock dealer, bought
‘■dice. Respondent made no answer. Met in the of
Elijah Smith, Esq., eighteen cows and thirty
ages of those

to mash your face.” lie drew his revolver and
threatened to shoot if the act was repeated. Mr.
Richards, Mr. Brannagan and Mr. Geo. W. Bur-

present.

Mr. Welsh

discharged.

was

Judge said in substance that he regretted to
di'i'llarge him, but must do so oil the testimony.

|

Court.

KMKHV l»KE8lI)IXli.
of three days the Court

JITlOK

A

a

recess

recon-

■'i'»n, owing

to the illness of Judge
Emery, went to
i~: asset where he is holding court.
The Grand Jury reported on
Wednesday eve-

April 20, but their lindings were not made
public until later. Five liquor indictments were
found against sellers in this city, as follows:
Charles O’Connell, common seller, second offence.
mug,

Maitland

Smith, single sale and common seller.
Nash, single sale and common seller.
Monday the Court opened with the case of Josephenc c. Caswell vs. Amos l'itclicr. The parties
Frank

daughter, of Northport.

father and

are

assumpsit, with

account

A

case

of

annexed.

pay her for labor.
Deft, says lie made

A

man

was

out of bad

company, but you have dragged me
into it again.” It was hard on the Grand Jury, but
the jurors could not refrain from a broad smile.

twenty-one she wanted to go away and earn her
living, but her father said remain at home and
he would pay her. She married Mr. Feudal Caswell in 18s4 and went to Washington to live, lier

Mr.

Henry

last week

they would

home and

Bad Company.

the Salvation army one week ago. I am trying to
be good and lead a better life. 1 am trying t<* keep

own

come

into

Jury, in this city, la-t
week to tell where he had bought liquor.
On
entering the jury room he addressed that body
somewhat as follows: “This is too bad, I joined

sues her father for 728 weeks labor, before
marriage, $2,184, and for 63 weeks labor since
her marriage, $180,
amounting to $2,373; credit is
given for $71. Plff. says that when she became

for her to

England Trotting Horse Breeders, to
be trotted for next fall, closed on the :ilst ult.
There are a number of entries from Maine, and
among those for stake No. 1, for foals of iss.’>, the
following: G. K. Ellis, Belfast, r. s. by Hambletonian Chief (sire of George O., 2.24'4), by Middletown, son of Kysdyk’s Ilambletonian; dam by
Gilbreth Knox (2.20^), son of General Knox.

Dkaoghi)

Plff.

sent

the

summoned before the Grand

lier

parents

on

Mention has been made of the scheme for creating a new county with Waterville as the shire
town, and which involved the taking of I'nity
from Waldo.
The Pittsfield Journal now propounds the following conundrum: “What’s the
matter with forming a new county, taking in Ih xter, Newport, Plymouth, Detroit, Troy, Burnham,
Clinton, Fairfield, Canaan, Hartlaud, St. Albans,
Harmony, Ripley, Cambridge, Palmyra, Corinna,
etc., with Pittsfield as shire town?”

vened in this city Monday with Judge
Emery on
the Bench. Judge Danforth who
opened the ses''

for the first time

of the New

He said it was
cowardly to draw the revolver and
lie regretted there was no law that could
punish
him.

supreme Judicial

Court.

present

a

was an

buildings.
The Belfast Odd Fellows spent Fast hay in

hearsing their

work under the instruction of R. B.

Capen, of Augusta, Grand Representative. Waldo
Lodge has become very proficient in the work and
is

of tiie

one

largest

lodges

and best

Cottrell, of this city, now has 2*25 chicks
of tiie Plymouth Rock and Brahma breeds that
were hatched
by incubators of bis own construction. The older chicks were hutched in the winter.
Mr. Cottrell will erect a house at tiie Cottrell ship
yard where the chicks are to be kept.
A South Carolina subscriber writes to enquire if
the

day that

distant

no

A

the demand will be met.

and Miller streets in this
tiie

are

already

excavated for the foundation. The
to have the building completed

O.

to

Mr.

Dodge, of this city, went to Boston
a suit before the Superior

defend

Dodge

manufactured

clothing for G.
is alleged that a

decided.

effort made to

db

never

have been

brought

into Court.

Physical and Mkntal Cultpre. Dr. George
F. Fames, a native of this
city, now of Boston,
w rites to say that he w as much interested in the
article on Dr. 1>. A. .Sargent-and his work. Dr.
Fames has written a lecture 011 “The Relation of
Physical to Mental Culture.” The divisions of bis
subject are: “Does the condition of bodily health

Ver-

for

plfl. in the sum of $<>8.04. Williamson ami
plff. Fogler and Thompson for deft.
Belle J. Palmer vs. Inhabitants of Monroe. An
action to recover $2,000 for
personal injuries received through an alleged defect in the
highway.
Fill, and husband were
driving home from Skowhegun on the 11th of Feb. 1880. Between six and
seven o’clock in the
evening when on the Stream
road near the house of Elvira Gilmore, one runner
t

of the

sleigh

went into

influence the mental
tion of bodily health

colleges?

Plff. has not
Defts.

arm.

highway,

Influences favoring or working against the
above conditions. Exfm iples in gre.it men, conclusion, Ac.” Dr. Fames expects to deliver the
lecture before the Normal School, at Castine, on
Friday evening. May 20th, and before the faculty

hole in the

yet recovered th? use of her right
admit that there was a hole in the

but claim that it

and students of the seminary at
Bucksport the follow ing evening. He will be in Belfast
10th and

May

the traveled
firevious to the
accident, ami that the municipal officers on highpart,

made but

was

way sarvev had no
< Mi trial.
Fogler for

The

Late

a

was

To

would like to deliver the lectuve before the pupils
our schools, teachers and parents.
All he asks
is that bis expenses be paid.

outside

of

few hours

knowledge of its existence.
plff. Pierce fur defts.
Willard

Pouch Court. Sarah Colson was before -f udge
Board man on Friday, on complaint of Lottie E.
Hawley, for assault and battery. The parties live

Mudgett.

in the

ment.
of

love his

sterling, manly qualities. He
daughter, Sirs. Libby, w here everya
money, beautiful home, and tender at-

lived with his
that

thing

tention could

do,

done; anti when his spirit
went home, his body was laid In Lakewood Cemea
beautiful
tery,
spot overlooking Lake Calhoun.
Sirs.
w arm

was

Libby, her husband and family have the
sympathy of a very large circle of friends In

-Minneapolis in this great bereavement.

Very Respectfully,
SliNNEAls *1.1 s,

Win. K. Donut n.
Pastor 3d Univ. Church.

April 20, 1887.

formerly

Libby

Base

Ball.

I >xlcy is one of the catchers for the
I’nion team organized in Boston.

new

Boston

Forrest Goodwin is In demand. He has offers
from 1langur and Boston, hut prefers Belfast.
Tlie friends of base ball In this city, met
but no definite arrangements

day evening,

|

Respondent

Monwere

made.

The Salcms arc trying to sign Knowltou, the Belfast catcher, but doubtless lie will remain with the
local team if one is organized.
At the first game of tile Bowdoln nine, with the
Port himlsat Portland, Thursday, Williamson(short
stop) played right field ami Pendleton (spare man)
was short stop.
The score stood: Portlands 15;
ltowdoins 5. The Press says: "The Bowdoins
arc much stronger than last
year, their outfield
being noticeably so.”

said she threw out the contents

basin, clean water where she had comb*
ed her little child’s head. She saw no one and did
not know that any one was beneath her
premises.
The Judge found Mrs. Colson guilty and lined her
$10 and costs, amounting in all to $17.5.*). She appealed and gave sureties for her appearance before
the October session of the S. J. Court_Same day
Edgar L. Jones was before Justice Knowlton, for
an assault on complaint of Charles Johnson. l*arties live in Belmont. Jones borrowed a watch of
Mrs. Johnson and broke the crystal. She sent for
it. On returning it Jones rubbed his list in Mr.
Johnson’s face, made threats, etc. Fined $2, which
he paid.
a

small

Personal.

Harris

gives

and says his
....Mr. S. L.

Arnold Harris, of this
week, after passing the

Mr. and Mrs.

city, returned

home last

winter with their

The sad news of the death of the Hon. Willard
Sludgett, who died in Slinncsota the 15th Inst., was
received hero the 10th. Sir. Sludgett went west
some two years ago for his health. He was a
highly respected citizen and lias been a man of promia merchant, and later
nence,
enlargelv
gaged in ship building, and was head of the'firm
known as Sludgett,
£ Grinin, which failed
some years ago in Stockton.
Sir. Mudgctt has
borne an honorable name and his presence hero
w ill lie greatly missed and a large circle of friends
mourn his loss. I Prospect Cor. Buck
sport Clipper.

near

Sunday, the loth inst., she was seated in the back
dOor of her tenement, when respondent emptied
on to her head the contents of a chamber vessel.
A number of witnesses corroborated her state-

great sufferings were ended on the date
above mentioned. Sir. Sludgett, although not able
to go into
society, made many warm friends. The
writer became well acquainted with him, and
to

Gilbert house

the foot of Spring street.
Four families live in the house and there is more
or less trouble.
The complainant alleged that on

THE

learned

Wlnat is the condi-

study.

roadway,
throw ing the occupants out and
injuring the plff.
in the right shoulder and
the
fracturing
right arm.
a

capacity ?

as found in our schools and
Three essential conditions to successful

a

son

at Los

glowing

Angeles,

Cal.

account of that

Mr.

country,

Louis is

doing well in business.
Hodge, of tiiis city, who spent the
winter in California, returned home on Saturday,
lie is much pleased with his visit. While in California lie went into some real estate speculations
and now owns a small tract of land in Pomona, 33
miles south of Los Angeles.Miss Adelaide
Gilmore, and Miss Grace McColley, of this <*ity,
leave this wreek for Jacksonville, Fla., making the
passage in sch. St. Johns... Conductor Mace, of
the Belfast train, went to Portland last week lor a
brief visit....Sheriff Irish, of Knox
county, was in
Belfast Saturday, returning to Rockland Monday.
He had been to Ellsworth attending court.... W.
G. Frye, Esq., is here from Boston for a few days.
Mrs. Frye is in Waterville ...Capt. J. B. Durham
and wife, of Chelsea, Mass., now in town, will reson

ensions

have been

eight hour agitation meeting in Boston last
C. S. Griffin of Chicago v.Stockton)
of the speakers. The Herald reports
him as saying: “Combination is one of the results
of civilization ; without it we should have the stagecoach; with it we have the railroads. The carpenters should incorporate and do their work as an
incorporate body if they want to beat monopoly.’*

crease, West

preferred

stock

city.it xxiil be seen,

are

held

our

owns more

goes

by

Bangor was
Is days longer

than last year.
scot from Boston went
through to
afternoon.

of.

Steamer Penob-

tact.

lhorndikc, o|
arrive here in

committee of young ladies who

ticulars
Lv

Sargent, and she

was a

remains arrived

on

Mrs. F. unice,
Durham, formerly of
Saturday last, aged 5*7

Tuesday’s boat, accompanied
sons. (’apt. J. 15. Durham and Charles Durham, and their wives. Mrs. Durham left Belfast a

I

M.

susnn

last

< Mliecrs

notes.

Sunday

The

subject

sermon

of

Rev.

B.

<

society

met in

getting up
or

a

horse trot, to take

Wm. II.

past winter,

next

list will be

proved
had

Mansfield,

“Cod’s Financial System of Church Support.”-Mr. F. B. Stilson, Supt. of the Maine
Bible Society, will preach at Morrill next Sunday
morning. He has recently occupied the pulpits of
the Baptist, Methodist and Congregational churches

re-

on

to

to can-'

...W. A. Park hurst

raising poultry

Tasker & Gould

w

iud"W

.».

quite

on

are

we are

informed

lias moved into the

an

engaged

P.oody has gone
extensive scab*_
in sawing the large

have the

Hood\

w

ho

went

from this

tow

u

to

>wift

<

At

nobscot, will succeed Mr. Katon as purser of the
Katalidin
Mr. C. K. Weeks, the agent of the 15.
& B. S. Co. at Rockland, has a very neat office. Ju
his private office are photographs, in groups, of the
officers of the various steamers of the line, and an
oil painting showing the Bangor, the first steamer
to arrive at Rockland, and the wharf at which she
—

landed.

A chair

and another that

Katahdin, are among the furIn the outer office, the walls of which are
with fine lithographs of steamers aud steam-

grocery business at Brunswick, Ga. He is coming
north on a visit next summer.Mr. George A.

ships, is

hung
time

a

she

clock that
was

ed home last week.
accident

arc

The roads in some parts of our
about in their worst condition, making

traveling almost dangerous

was on

wrecked.

the Cambridge at the

Mr. Weeks lias shown

Quimby returned fi;om Boston Tuesday by boat. much taste in the adornment of his office, and it is
His purchases included a baby carriage.The
kept in apple-pie order....We learn that the marmuses, $152.0.3. No costs were allowed to Trial
Machias Union of the 2Gth has the following per- riage of Mr. A. II. Hanscome, the purser of the
Justice Way lain! Knowlton, of Belfast, as lie did
sonals: Mrs. P. II. Longfellow' left for Boston, Penobscot, and Miss Havener, of Wintcrport, will
not present a tietailed account of expenses as reThursday; called to see her brother, Park Wheeler, take place on the 30tli. After a bridal tour to New
quired by law.
who Is very sick. Rev. T. II. Murphy is out again
York and other points they will make their home
A league ought to be formed to Include
Bangor,
Belfast and K tUland, If no other places .can be after several days sickness, which prevented his in Wintcrport. The soon-to-be wedded pair will
A New Schooner for « Maine Captain.
Induced to enter. Great interest has heretofore cenusual pastoral work....Mrs. A. G. Hunt, has re- have the congratulations and good wishes of a
The three-masted schooner built in the Sewell tered In the games between Bangor and Belfast,
and the existence of one team seems to depend turned home from a visit to Boston—Mr. Almon host of friends and acquaintances....Mr. II. T.
at
Bath
for
Fred
S.
yard
Capt.
Dyer, formerly of upon the existence of the other. Bangor cannot C. Waite, of Portland, visited Corinthian Royal Sanborn, Bangor agent of the B. & 15. S. Co., and
Lineolnvillc, was successfully launched on Tues- do much w ithout her down river antagonist.
Arch Chapter in this city on Tuesday evening in one of the most popular aud efficient men in their
last.
The
Bath
day
Independent says of her: The
Sweeney and Chatterton, who played on the an official capacity....Mr. and Mrs. James W. employ, returned by Friday’s boat from a business
vessel has a stout and well seasoned oak frame
Belfast nine last year, arrived in town last
Clark, of Iloulton, are in this city, the guests of trip to Boston.. .Steward Smith of the Penobscot
und is solidly put together. She has an abundance Thursday and returned to Boston the next day. Mrs. Clark’s
Both men are with the Salem team, but are so fixparents, Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Hunt. is a smiling advertisement of the good fare lie
of labor saving machinery. The schooner has been ed that
they can leave, and they are anxious to re- Mr. Clark for eleven years has been assistant post- wuppllcs to the patrons of the line. The best of
Bangor lias organized for the ball season, and named the Carrie A.
turn
to
Belfast
this
season.
and
the lady may well
Lane,
McAndless, who playwill sign a nine as soon as possible. If possible
ed short stop last year, writes that he would like to master at Houlton, but resigned....Mr. A. K. P. everything aud plenty of it is his motto_The
itis proposed to have one of tlie players manage be proud of her name sake. The Schooner meascome here.
He has other offers but will give Bel- Moore, of this city, who has ueen suffering with steamer Cimbria will make her first trip from
ures: Cross tonnage, 800.3d; net tonnage, 700.35;
fast the preference. Goodwin, of Colby, who has two carbuncles on the
neck, is Improving. ...Mrs. Bangor to Bar Harbor next Saturday, leaving at
178.2 feet; breadth, 35.il feet; depth, 17.3 played with the Belfasts two seasons. Is In correNoble boro and New Castle have disposed of their length,
with other places but prefers Belfast. Wm. Barker and her brother, Mr. Bailey, of Exe- 7.30 a. M., and after that date will make two trips
spondcnce
feet.
The
are
spars
Oregon pine. They are all in In fact all the boys who played here last season ter, who have been visiting Mrs. David Barker in a week till June 1st when the change to three
joint right in the Fish stream to A. Nickerson &
trips
Bon of Boothbay for $2485.
would be glad to return.
position and very stocky looking sticks they arc.
tills city, returned home yesterday.
per week will be made.

the

Grange meeting, one of the wheels of the latter
gentleman's buggy went Into a hole on the hill just
below Copt. Henry Albert Hichborn’s, and wasbroken completely oft'. The occupant had to leave
the buggy at the side of the road and walk home,
leading the horse.The Bangor ice came down
during the latter part of the past week, doing as
usual more or less damage to weirs in the cove.
As Frank West was putting a tire on a wheel las t
week the tire suddenly broke in a place formerly
welded, and

of the severed parts flew up and
the eye. Had it struck a fraction of
inch lower he would undoubtedly have lost tho

hit him
an

one

near

sight of an eye.
being.

time

It

was

quite a severe hurt for the
Blanchard and family

Mr. Veazie

in town last week and made a short visitlie is about to move his household goods back to
Camden where lie has employment... .Clifton Snell
and Mr. Howard Bragg, of Lincolnville, both attending school at Castine, came over from there
last Thursday and remained In town until Sunday.
.Cant. Morse returned to
last
Wednesday....Capt. Oscar Eaton, of Bark Penobscot, is in town for a few days.The Grange is
receiving many new members. Georgle Staple*
was initiated at the last meeting.
were

Philadelphia

by which

time before he

usually

in

after dark must be quite venturesome. Last Friday night as Mr. Robert Doe and Bradford Blanchard, of Sandy Point, were returning home from

on

Friday evening

one
to a

He had
one

of

met

with

a

serious

ins

legs was badly
probably be a long
The quadruped who

crushed and from which it will

Stockton.
town

Frost’s Minstrels gave*

packed house and everybody was delighted with
Mr. Charles K. Campbell, w ho
the performance
has been at work in Indiana for some time, return-

places, but very little can be done in the way of improvement until
from the steamer Cambridge,
Nature finishes her work of upheaval and depressaw service on the Mcmenon
sion. A person who will travel on the. highwayher wreck on the coast of Flor-

Sanford ami after
ida was used on the
niture.

of-Harlow Bros. A

of their entertainments

recovers...

with “the flowers that bloom in the

comes

la,’’ known to naturalists as mephitis
spring
americana, but commonly called by a much shorttra

made his appearance on one of our
streets last week and sent forth his annual greeting, whereupon one of our public, citizens offered

er

j

name,

boy S-.* if he would capture the intruder
bring it to him. The enterprising youngster
immediately set to work and arranged a trap and
the next morning had the pleasure of taking bis
a

small

and

prize to the contractor, who promptly fullUled his
part of the bargain and paid over the money—but
he

evidently

and

thinks the market is overstocked now
he doesn’t c are to take any more at that fig-

ure....Congratulations are in order for our old
townsman, T. W. Vose, Esq., of Bangor, for having won the suit for John White, of Levant, vs.
the town of Levant.
courts for six

The

case

has been in the

years and he has secured a
verdict for the client of #*2,000_Letters have
been received from Capt. J. F. Howell of the ship
or seven

Melbourne, Australia. He had
a remarkably quick passage considering the fact
that he experienced heavy gales for two weeks.

Great Admiral at

He crossed the

equator in *24 days, passed the Cape
of Good Hope in 43, and arrived at Melltourne in
73 days.... Hon. Fred Atwood has an order fora
wind engine and tank of 20,500 gallons capacity,
with pumps, piping, etc., for Hancock Point. Improvements costing $1,500 or more are to be made
for the Tarratinc House aud residents.

ing
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SPECIAL NOTICES
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We k
j
I
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1\I*1XX

A lew days a151,’KAK
acoujdc.il sea captain*, now in port, win* i.\ tinwax arc brother*, went <>n a short trip to Tumwat
er.
While looking at the Indian* catching -ainioi
a drunken smash ap|»roachcd them brand:*hing
an axe. w hich was quickie taken from him b\ a
>

M AI. I

ar

d

Sickly Chi dree.

For weak ami
irettiuu

siekiy ehiMivn, especially when
xhau-tnii: ili-easi■>. there i- nothin-

over

like Pel

Sal

M< .write'

e

|

will probably be ready for next week and will
be in line condition. She will be commanded by
Capt. Mark Ingraham, with Mr. Katon as purser.
Mr. J. 15. Patterson, now freight clerk of the Pe-

ml

at l-m

••oten-a
Whereas. Heath has tor the lir-l tv
this Corn-, and removed I'roti: out im-1-t --ur I. av
-i-t* i. >aral: M. Ke.hert
Therefore. Besolve*!. That her l**-- vill be
j.
p-.
ly uiounied bv the members *d the <
ii i-band
B« solved. That vv e tender to tin- a ill :*
and daughter our -imi-re and h-vm.
mpathv.
tue:i
praying tiie “l.od of peace" ma; ...
bea n
Be.solved, That in token of out re jar-1 f v > -it r
kelhert the charter be drape I -n mourning for
thirty days, and a copy o» the-* re-o!mion- be
ml that they b,
presented to tit*' allliet* d lamdprinted in the Bepuidiean .huirmii.
<'ll a lit
I I I.i n \ svi vi
ill J.l
A. "II
l. N s,
\ mat* I nwa hit,
Be-op. ti-*i

|

addition to ids own crew—W. K. Mason arrived
home from Boston on Saturday’s boat. He will re
main two weeks-A. II. Nickerson of Fast Corinth, Me. was in town last week. He contracted
with the Canadian and Pacific Railroad Co. to furnish them 200 tons of hay along the line of the
proposed road and has since supplemented the
contract by agreeing to furnish 150 tons more_
Miss Mamie Nickerson of Fast Corinth is in town
stopping with her grandmother Mrs. A. Nickerson.

>

The remain- will

Corps No. s, April *ilst, the
were adopt*1*!

minty.

■

i 1i-

for interment.

>

constitute tin* hoard of health for this

-.

■

sympathy of iIn- couimumty in tl-e.r-ad

bereavement.

his business.W. K.

| town: Dr. L. F. Brown. R. is. Sherman and II. A.
Minn., about three year> since, returned with liicity with much acceptance ...The annual
Pierce.There is to be a grand May ball at the
session of the Fa-t Maine Methodist conference
family to town a few days ago. lie i- wry I.-iiim
Centre,
under
the
au>
Monday
2,
evening,
May
will he held with the first church in Bangor, beginwith rheumatism and walks with the aid of n ut
pices of the Band.\ town meeting is called for dies.
ning May ">, Bishop Walden presiding_The anat 2 o'clock i*. m. to raise money
Monday,
2,
May
nual National Baptist Convention will he held at
lor highways and transact
WlNTKUl'OUT. A meeting of the Winterport
any other business that
Minneapolis, Minn., the last week in May. Bemay come before the meeting-Mi s Annie Lamb i Cheese Factory ( orporation was held on Saturday
sides the Church Convention there will be the anbasgone to Camden fora short time_Nearly all to consider the matter of selling their building l"
niversaries of the Publication Society and the j
j
of our schools are to begin
Monday, May 2nd, and ! Gen. C. B. Mattocks for a eorn-pa<*king establishMissionary Society... There will be the usual serment. A proposition was agreed upon which ir is
most of the teachers belong in town....Mr. Charles
vices at the North Church next Sunday_Next
believed will be accepted by (Jen. Mattoc ks, and it
Heal has moved to Camden-Mr. Lincoln
Young
Monday evening there will he a parish meeting of
sulluient number of
now remains to obtain a
is in Beltast during tin* session of court,
the Congregational Church to extend a call to Mr.
acting as
fanners to agree to furnish corn froni/2uo arris of
court messenger.
Hack to become pastor of that church ...There
land ...The Winterport Ferry Co. has purc hased
will be no preaching at the Fniversalist church in
Swan villi:. Mrs. A. Nickerson 1ms
very much
the* Lathi, ltieli wharf property and will make* imthis city, until further notice. Sunday school as
improved her house by a new coat of paint inside
provement*'on it ...Mrs. Harding died of paraly
and out, and papering the
usual at 12 o'clock noon.
ceilings has also greatly ! sis at .the iwYiir ot her
daughter Mrs. II. G. Morgan
the interior-A. s. Nickerson has be- j
improved
STKAMKK .\on:s. Beginning Monday, May 2d,
The
on Friday last at the advanced age of oj.
to build a barn and storehouse 2^x40. I. It.
gun
the steamers of the 15. & 15. s. Co. will leave Belfuneral services wen* held on Minday afternoon,
Nickerson is doing the work ...Herbert Fclker
fast for Boston Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursconducted by Itev.A. A. Lewis-Quarterly meetbought a heavy pair of work horses last week.
days and Saturdays, about 2.30 i\ vi., and will
ing services were held at the* M. F. church on SunHe thinks of hauling paving lor Oak Hill Granite
leave Boston on the return Mondays, Tuesdays,
day I y 1*. K. F. 11. Osgood. At the close of the
(Jo....Swan Lake Lodge 1. (>. G. T. have postThursdays and Fridays at i\ m_The Penob- poned their meetings until tin* second Saturday in morning service three persons were received into
scot had a big freight down from Boston last FriMay on account of hatl traveling... .The assessors the church by the pastor-Itev. F. >. Green, of
of this town find 173
polls, an increase of 7 from
day night and bad to leave some behind. When last year. Itate
the church of Latter Day Saints, from Attleboro,
of taxation 7 mills on highway
anti 1! mills on cash tax. Our taxes are lower
Mass., lectured at Fnion Hall on Sunday after.
you sec egg boxes on the upper deck, it is a sign
than they have been for several years notwiththat all is full below....George F. Wood, for many
noon and evening-Fnion services were held at
an increase in the County tax and the
standing
the Cong, vestry on Fast Day, conducted by Ucv.
years a popular purser on the 15. & 15. s. line, and purchase of a road machine-A man from
Mass.
now with the Union Mutual Ins. Co., 8 Kx change
was in town the first of the week
A. A. Lewis.Mrs. May McManus from Watei
looking around
with
a view t.f establishing an industry winch if
\illi; is visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. F. <
place, Boston, has not forgotten his old friends located here will
a blessing to'our little
prove
down east, or lost interest in Ids former associates,
A rev_The up street schools began last week
village and town....Mr. A.T. Webb recently lost
hut a shore life suits him best—Work on the a mare ami young colt and II. O. Cunningham has
taught by Miss A. I>. Fiiicld and Miss F. D.
lost
a yearling colt-Goo. T. Nickerson is making
Lewiston at Fast Boston is driven that she may go
Moore_I'ncle loin’s Cabin was played at Fnion
ready to put up a large kiln of brick before having.
on the route and relieve the Katahdin which is to
Hall on Thursday evening by A. IF Mover’s com
He has hired his crew, consisting of N. G. Nickerundergo a thorough overhauling. The Lewiston son, John F. Nickerson and Augustus Tripp in | pany. The performance was very highly spoken
In this

make liismark in tin- world,

Hr. Hailey was immediately notified by the selectmen, but has not yet been
heard from. A subscription paper has been eireu
lated and about £4n has already been contributed
to assist Mr. 1 bulge in buying anotheV cow
t has. Hogan has sold his farm, known as tin
Hamilton farm. t«* Henry Page ot West \\ intei
port. Silas F. >praguc is to bu\ Mr. Hogan >othei
farm, but the w ritings are u..( ct done, it i-. <u|
posed that Mr. Hogan will soon move t Hrooknearer

-.

1

1\ diseased condition.

wherc he will be

t'Kt'S.

<

-Jo «!>.*»; I lav F t« ",
IV.dOa IJ.uo
«111• I F n.
Hi.lcs f n».
o.io
Means.pea.P lui, .'■•'»g 1.7'> l.amh F fl>,
tiu'luiin.
I.oo.ri ;»o
1.|u<j 1 ad I.ainl» skill'.
tv « 7
iliou a\ (•'. l.lag .-.‘a;.Mutton F tl»
Limes
P.
in
Butnam.
command
ot
Capt.
-hip Mutter F !k.
P a
Oats F Ini'll.,
-I<»a IKlizahcth on tin- voyage from ban Francisco tIk I’ F It-.
‘ijH Potatoes.
nUg.V*
i:
atigT-." Kouinl llo^r F It. 7g7‘
l.iverpool put in to the Faulklaml Island- and Parle. F
hce-'r F :t,
i,(l.‘» '•tra\v F ton,
iViN>g7.n<>
write- that Fel*. 1*1 the mate. .lain*
L. IVmilev-n.
u gii
lueken F tt*.
IJ /j I»- Turkey F Ik.
Mv I
fell from aloft and was instantly killed.
all '•kill' F Ik,
7n
>gl" N eal F 11
!>u<*k F It-.
ii- Wool, ua'ltd F Ik.
*■
!.
Pendleton was the youngest s.-e oi iP
-ir-i-F11 U onl. unwa-lie*I. *J4
P«*n«lleton. II*- was about twenty two
uI t»>«a.un
fowl F ft.
IJ gl' W.umI, lianl.
i.ei-'i-Fti,.
iig,-|\v,.ml, soft.
age, a young man <•!' gr> at promise, and hav cm
Ititnil M-nkit.
Urtnil Mu r/:t t.
risen rapidly in hi- rhosen pi de--i--n bid i.m to

both farms this

on

l-i ‘RKl(tN

Gibura
Ilavci"

at

smiling taeewe are al- I
glad t*» see, seeine-i jollier than ever on a re
cent trip, and assigns as a re a -on thereto!- that
within one short week he ha- been admitted a !
member of the firm, ami lueii presented lit his
wife with a nine and a fourth pound daughter.
Frank, \ on hav e our congratulations.

..

Church street.

Fowler

V

visit.-us often, amt whose

logs that has been put into their mill yard
during the winter. J. II. look sawing some nice
.The assessors have completed the :t.shingles
sessmentof the highway taxes forthi- tow n.
s.
James
Hodge lost a cow last week from what
is supposed to be tuberculosis,
flic lungs of tinanimal, when removed, were found to be in a bad

in

learn that Crank

ways

Stock of

Lincolnville. In accordance w ith the new law
our selectmen have
appointed the following gentlemen

blinds for tin-

old Sam. Johnson house... N. It.
to

to

<

Herbert of Fast Thorndike, but

line-Mrs. F.liza A. White, Belfast, oilers for

place,

new

on

that Mr. Kowe intends

have grass and garden seeds in
papers.... 1). P. Palmer, Masonic Temple.

sale the Robert White

putting

glad

<

1. Pooler. Her ago was ab..at
7*J years... 'I'. W. Kowe has move I into the -Pai
sonage" house and has let his old house to Mr~.

new

season

Without doubt Mrs.

Salome

summer

novelties of the

look

her son-in-law,

Masonic

newest

one to

l’attee, relict of the late lb a.
James L’attee, died last Friday, at the residence of

stockmen to his stallion Percherou
very line animal.swift A Paul, Masonic-

j bulk
Belfast, has the

confuse

to

perfectly familiar with.

.....Mrs.

published in the

A. A. llowes A Co. present

enough

and undertake to remember their numand unpronouneal lo names, which Mrs. K. is

over

hou«e and

place the

attention of

his

mostly of glass, as a receptacle for his
plants, of which she has so many beautiful

flowers to her many friends, and public gath
as well, i~ notable.
Mr. Kieh is now cm
ployed in repairing and painting the outside of ids

lemple, Belfast,

will he

walls

clings

advts.W. Grinnell, Searsport, horses for sale.Mr. 1. t Libby (alls the

| Boy, a

at the M. F. church

outer

fijnd

by F. H. Francis & Co., Belfast, in
...

deliver

Kieh has the finest lot of house plants to he
in Waldo county, and her generosity in furnishing

features in their

|

small

so

..

ments offered

H

its appearance ...Levi Kieh lias recently
room in his house finished up with tin-

a

them

Temple, Belfast, has
put in a new stock of spring and summer dry and
fancy goods....Geo. W. Burkett, of this city, will
have an opening of spring garments at his store
to-day. Mr. Asher will be present to exhibit the
See change in the adv. of Waterman's
goods
Waldo clothing house, Belfast-Seethe induceboots and shoes

and

address May 30th.

varieties that it is

The

issue of the Journal.

A. 1*.

to

are

e

<

Mill street

The travelling must he now at it.worst; ami the idea ol' an early spring i'
ahandoneil. The farmers are finishing up their
wood piles and getting their farming impleineiain order for spring work ...The grange store has
received a new coat of paint which has much im-

Kquity Grange and Farmers Pride
hold meetings with them at an
early

({range to
lay. The premium

well.I.

has been invited

to tin
Xpert, d

I

the

Jackson.

ceived from
•

May loth.

on

[

very

Hall

invitations have been

a.

leg- badlyglad to

unningham,

to nu.vc

mell is

«•

give an entertain
Full particulars next week

Moody, Ksq.

the memorial

lirst of

and

C

oi

*.

.-.

lor the purpose ol disposing of
here....We are sorry to have to re-

Roseoc

\\

Philadelphia.

1

are

on

M,.

from

Saiilla Diver, \pril2l. Arrived -chr. l-'iora (<>n
don. French. Philadelphia.
Brunswick. Gn.. April 22. Arrived -chr-. Nellie
". Pickering. Flower-. New York; John <
"mith,
V
Belfast.
lYrth Amboy. April 20. "ailed scb. Fannie A
(.'•rliani. Burges-. Brunswick.
New 'i oik, April 20. Cleared brig Any A. Lane,
Kmer-oii. Poin-c 21-t, arrived -ch. II. I ( ottr«di.
ila-k« II. .Mobile. 22d. arrived .-ehs. Welaka. Loft rcll. A vo
Mcv«
M ulicr, Perkin-. Havana;
I b I'li Mar. U.*i
Pr**v iden* «
Ellen M.-rrian
:. -ar.iti I.. Davis, Kiuciaii'l. "t
Ho
1-1* .gib.
John. N. B
2- tli. arriv ch hrig John (
N**vII"It,
< ai -lenaI *ark 1 lav ana. Dice, do.

|

n

so

Chaple-. lb'ss,

>

"ailed about April hh bark Beatrice
1 lav ciicr, New Y
k.
(aide;.a-, \pril l'h
"ail* I bark Havana. I!.
Ciriunell, Iowa, has been promoted to distriet
Delaware Brea k vv a ter April I'.', "ailed "ch. Win.
super:.ltendent of agencies by the Brooklyn In
h .'.crick. Patter-mi. Pi n-aohn.
suratiee ( ompanv of New \.»rk.
I'"wc\. \ pri I I!. \rrivcd. i»ark Hud-on. Carver,
llav rc. t
I* ad i**r New "i «.rk.
Capt. Frank .1, Pendleton, who has been in com
(.Micenst. \vu. April 21. Sailed -hip R. R. Timm
maud of ship Nancy Pendleton, is coming home a
Nich"!-. Hull. Eng.
."ingupore. March 14 In port. big. -hip \\ m. M*
for a rest, ami his brother (apt. .lames \ Pcndle
<
t:
I ‘unbar. l-»i V vv ^ ork
ton will take commaml of tin- shij
i.i c'rpo.d. April la
Arrived -hip John R. K*-l
(lil.boti-. "an Eraneisco
12 lb !'. B. Hyde.
Mrs. .lames (
(dlniore anived lu-me last Me t
Pcm’.Icton. la’- -lays from -an Fram-i-ci do. 23d.
nesday evening by train. C: pt. (.ilim-re is over -ailed ship Robert I Belknap, "tuple-. New 1 **rk
l.ond-m. April 22. Arrived -hip David Brown,
I>. Bryant,
seeing the loading of his bark, the t
Mm,il\en. New 'l ork.
at New ’i oik for ban Franc:.-,
p. R.. April 12
In put, brig' David
jI Arroyo,Slower-.
t.*r New V 'rk
Bugbec.
The roads in the north part of the town ate in a
"t.
N.
(
John.
If.,
>ch. Pav i’li -ii.
deared
|
\pril22.
terrible c. nditi.-n, ami it i- tin gl-t he.-t by the
j Pell'll' '*• 11. New ^ ork.
a
Cnr.acoa.
Arriv
<d
-ni ty r.-a-l to ;
\pril
brig Hattm, ( « u G
municipal authorities t*> close the
\ a
n*m New port New
public travel as it is consMered danger*.:.-.
Pctnaml i. *. March 22. ."ailed brig I- W. Par
Capt. Phim as Pendleton. .1 r. has again heat the | her, ham Mao io.
(nmaivc-. In port April -. -ch. Lizzie Earn
record for this season, hav ing arrived at Li-, erpool
IbTrick, for New \* rk.ldgr.
ln,>
from
b.n
Fra.
-Tin-beatApr.-1st,
day
M UHTIMK MISC 1.1.1. VN\
the best of them this sea-on by at 1. u-t ti ii t day
Ellsworth Bav cpetied to navigation April 22.
;
ice
went out of the Pen*.h-cot riv*r April 23.
The
( apt. Andrew H. folcurd has taken th. agem-y
."poken. April 21. hat. I. Ion. m.. bar*|tic "amui I
for the Life and Works >t lletivy \\
-l I'.-.
l.,-r
D. < arlton, Ereeman. from Singapore f«*r Boston.
"hip Jo-, ph B. Thomas, at -an h :;.* i-c** April
by Thomas \V. Knox, for B. li.i-t, be .? -1 or; and
II from Liverpool, report.- m lat. t'»
Ion. i'*o \\
Stoektoll. < apt. ( oleord was pels m
aeipirdn: I had strong sotitherlv vv iuds and lo-i for« topgal!ai:i
ed with Mr. Beecher.
mast.
-« hr. U ciaka. Cottrell at N. 1
22 from Arr*p *.
Ship Hav id Brown. Capt. biwyn M<C.i:\«i\. P R 2n dav-. with sugar had -trong 1
wind-,
arrive.l at London last week, botne fear- wen ! w itl itcav; -i|iiall- from \N ; split main-ail and i*.
"ciir. Daylight, at Baltimore \piil 1-forBo-ti n,
entertained for tin safety of the .-hip as.-heualaid a bilge strake torn by striking an unknown
overdue, and the new o| the arriva! was rceeiv ed
schooner in a log oil’( ape Henry April Id. The
<>tl
er v ''——cl wa- n.*t injured.
with.joy by those win* have friends .»n l-.-ard
-hip Robert I Belknap, vv Inch arrived at I.ivr( apt. .1. A. Carver has opened a lish market at
i.I March 2tiromS‘in Fram i-co. hail a gale on
March 21 and March
-love in
abin doors and
the Havener stand, ami the lay out the m-ptain lias
tilled adin with vv atei
in opening, and the manner in which lie conducts
Three-camen from-ch. George NY. i.oehner. at
Na-sau in di.-tre--. and the aptain
Bern
and
the business, indicate that lie is the right man in
mate < rockett of wrecked brig A. *1 Pettengill,
the right place, ami w ill supply a needed branch
arrived at New York 23d in -t« amcr (.imftugo-.
"f business in the slimmer time.
t
in Na-.-aw.
."ehr Rival, -tuart, from Roekporf. Me., for \d vv
Stephen "smith, who was employed in tin hay
York, with a cargo of lime., arrived at Boston on
team ..n Lane's wharf, received a bad -baking tip
Saturday and anchored oil the Hats with her cargo
of
lime'll lire. Tim lire wa- discovered when
Monday by a fall of twelve feet from the op ,-f about
Hi mile- from Highland Light. ( ape < d.
the bay. He came near breaking hi" leg and re
The v c-scl ha- been sealed up vv ith the expectation
reived a badly sprained ankle,
lie is liable to be of mothering the tire.
•-eh. I ora Etta, from Rockland f a New York
eonllned to the house for some time.
before reported overdue
struck supposed on
Ba-- Rip -h* ai
and -link night of April L and is
Me-srs. btovve. Freemen A (',-. exhibit* •! umi.
now in
a thorn.- of water ( miles E.
by .". from
[
of
tiie
Post
A.
1
(..
B. their *»\y by drogen
au.-pices
-<•■
Head. Nantucket. V news of ihc crew ;
Mere- ptieon views of the great rebellion, ceoun 1
probah v ;t11 drowned, "in* had a crew of -even
panied by a lee tu re. at Lit ion Hail Monday evening. uu an I u.a-commanded bv Jame- Kale-.
11 Mar, at Providence fr**m Elizabeth
"chr. lb
>.*me of the scenes wire startling in the extreme,
port, report-'.' i*. vt April 14. while at anchor «>tY
while the portraits of the gei-erals of tire war
Port Joliu-oii. wa-run into by a t**w **i barges in
■barge **f mg M. R. Brazo-. of Middleton, < t., the
were very life like.
barge George K. ui'ceti colliding with the sclioonAiming tlio-e appointed from the M»phoinnre it earn ing awa\ the latter's headgear, cutwater
.iti-1 Iigurehead. parting lmb-tav-, starting -tcui
class at the Maine Mate College to compete for tin
and
au-ing tin- vs.-cl to leak badly.
Prentiss prim for the best Soph -more He Inmati-'i
l e -chooin r Parker M. No* per, of Bath, -ailed
from Havana for Boston Feb 2<>th. "he has not
was.Lb. Furguson of Searsport. The-e appoint
been heard from since and was given up for lost.
incuts are governed hy excellence :u
a
iaiuati- a
Moi.da1 a cahUgiam was received at Roekporf
from \ mi na. -pain, sign'd l*v (apt. llarkiu's-.
tiie
who
a
in
students
<|o
not
rank
de
althoiigli
w I"* i.'dongs in
.ui deii.
Tills relieve- the ‘ears
cannot
receive
one.
portment
'i
the -atetv of rlie crew. Probably tlicv were
li the -ehooner and carried to Alim ria.
ink*
u
Capt. Alanson F-»r«L of .-hip K« in.* !
1:.
\ita alifornia of \pri! 13 say\ di-patch
from California under *late April lltli ‘I nave :*•
i. m -cattle from captain of bark Enoch Talbot
cided to stay by the ship and get what
i:
i,r of
coi linn- tiie
repoii <*i the foundering "l ship -t.
iter." In a former letter ( apt i id-poke
-tephen. iroiu "cattle for San Franei-eo. in a gale
i.•**L
oil' Point Flatten vv itli all hand-. The captain of
ing for other business, but it is supposed b, in- the Enoch Talbot state- that he -aw the -hip go
• low u, but he could render no assistance, as he had
tends now to remain in command of the kema
all lie could do to look after his own vessel.
\
vviiieh is umh'rgoing repair- at "an Fidispatch from -an Eraneisco of April 7 -tated that
there wa- no foundation for the reported toimder(Mn of the popular commercial travellers wlm
M

former resident of tlii-

a

N.

eupmd the rc-i

<

°ng'- parsonage,
home.

l’osl D. A. R. will

about

ment

at 10

souiktv

we

alls to the cellars for their stables.1

Itradstreet

of the

Faulty ({range

of his

one

at

B.

1

and L. C. Morse have the rocks all hauled for
w

rare

or

uni

the

newspapers. Another meeting will he held in May
lor action on repairing the fences and otherwise
improving the grounds of the society, and also to

in the

Sell. Abraham Richardson has discharged a cargo
of coal for Men JIazeltine_Steamer Mount Wal-

eMate

< o\

July, before haying. The
holding of Fanners meetings with the dillerent
will
be
continued
Granges
during the summer as

Mabel Thomas is at this
port loading hay for Charleston. The cargo is
furnished by Mr. Michael Chase, of Brooks.

bis real

erous

last of June

for Fast Boston....Sell.

is in tow

Saturday. The meeting was well attended
considerable interest manifested. The work
<d revising the
premium list was completed, and
the list accepted and voted that it be
printed in the

consider

to load lumber for New York at $7 per in. Sell.
Nelli'o S. Pickering will load lumber at >t. Simons

village,

recently vacated by

b|st
and

survivor. The funeral

Belmont, Mass.,

work

Bidley

Brooklyn.

at

Ci. Il irbuit wini has
lenee of K. > Wotmell is about

broken-M. liemmen-

were

way i>f

wife's

Waldo County Agricultural

Boston, and they arrived in Belfast Monday morning. Miss Marshall was the oldest of Mr. Thomas
Marshall’s family, of which Hon. W. <’. Marshall,

Cm

Bev

clocks

votir

at

Hamilton and wife and Miss Ada

(

1. "il*|cv, Bartlett. Belfa-t, J2d. arrive! -elm. P*
nol.-i'ot. ( artcr. \nntc I. M* Keen. Mahoiiev p,< |.
fa.-t
23d, clean*'!, steamer "liver "tar. Barbour,
Baiigoi 2«tth. arrived -chi Florida. Wain n. Bel
fast
\
vei
at Fort George 22d, sehr. Lots \

at

(Jrinncll timls it necessary to start after anothci
invoice of horses as buyers are so plenty
In tv
-lay s of last week he disposed ,-f t vv, nty -one.

Charles Bagiev -on of Richard) will occupy the
Mrs. Rowell house near the upper mill dam.
Fred Dilman has his new stable up, and R. W

will be elected for the ensuing year.
is the order of exercises: Papers

trustees of this

had

logs, but

11. .Jones has moved into the house

ounty Medi-

rooms

bones

no

while

port that Mrs. A. L. Norton is not

himself.

before his arrival Mr. Charles Berry had left with
the remains and arrived here Saturday evening.
Mr. M. T. Marshall came on from the west and
joined his mother, who came from Washington, in

Wentworth’s

learn that

by Drs. A. s. Bird, of Stockton, and M. T. Dodge,
Troy, on subjects to be selected by themselves;
by Dr. J. C. Whitney, of Thorndike, on Diphtheria ;
by Dr. 11. II. .Johnson, of Belfast, Diagnosis of
organic Diseases of the Heart. Alternates: Dr.
Ldmund Abbott, of Winterport, on “Physicians,
Regular and Irregular, in Waldo County;” Dr. .s.
W. Johnson, of Belfast, subject to lie selected
by

treatment, and while she thought she was recovering her friends did not share the belief. Friday
morning Mr. W. C. Marshall received a telegrain stating that she was failing rapidly and a
texv hours later another
despatch announcing her
death. Mr. \V. R. Marshall vtont to Boston, but

do, with granite for New York, put into Belfast
Tuesday for coal.Brig Ned White, Flwell, at
Delaware Breakwater from Mexico, lias been ordered to Philadelphia.

held in the

between two

jammed

regulate

Tcssoy,

Friday,

Stevens mill last

ot

00 years. She had a
throat trouble and last fall went to Boston for

took

the Waldo C

Thirty, Belfast, Tuesday, May 3d,

following

The

Marshall, <>f this city, died in

city, is noxv the only
place Monday.

Club of
a. m.

Friday, aged

of this

meeting of

M. J. I

accordingly...

Mr.

Army to our citizens it is hoped the
response will be liberal. The Post will immediatetake
ly
steps towards the erection of a monument,
using what funds they have.
cal Association will be

|

tained until the last. Her husband died here many
years ago.
Miss

Soldiers Monument.

Tin-:

ill

The annual

few years ago xvitli her son. She is remembered
as a woman of remarkable intellect, which she re-

Boston

Take due notice thereof and

l.odge

apt. <>. (L Latou and wife are ju-t home from
y oar's ov age to C hina. His bark, the Penohs.-ot,
is chartered to load for M. Ibnurne.

a

0.3u and II.tin

at

Masonic (.rand

(

On and after

that the whistle will he blown

T. uuimbv will attend the

'*

valuable horse Saturday night.
extremely had and it i.- suppost

\

speeding a few weeks
visiting Mrs. B. h Bice.

m., 12.30 and .7.30 i\ M. standard, which v ill make
tiie time of beginning and leaving oil' w ork about
six minutes earlier than the present local time.

of the Grand

native of Gouldsboro. Her

by her

C.

singer and all

<

Black and

are

May 1st Mc-sr-. Hunt
adopt standard time at their tan
To those w ho regulate their time by the
nery
whistle at the tannery we are requested to state

Pierce, of Iowa, formerly of Waldo county,
lecture at the Belfast Opera House on Thursday evening, May 12, his subject being “Twenty
years on the Frontier.” Mr. Pierce speaks from
his own experience, and his lecture has been
delivered in many places with marked success.
He will generously tender the receipts to the Sob
‘liers monument fund, and as this is the last
appeal
w

Fohmkk Uksihknt.

years. For many years the family lived on the
farm on Belmont avenue noxv occupied by Mr. Geo.
W. Boulter. Mrs. Durham’s maiden name was

■I. W.

Bo-ton

the result

convalescing.

(initial session of tlie
Portland next vveek.

A Walker will

•John K.

widow of the late Jonathan
on

found

concert

was

Bangor.
savannaii. April 22. Arrived sell. Austin 1».
Knight. Drinkwater. New York.
Ja*'k-ouv lilt. April 2*'. Arrived sell, t liarlotte

visit his

The citizens of Freedom contributed eighdollars and hope Belfast people will go and

Lnikhty.

distance

a

of

a

was

tin* death of the animal

teen

Boston, is east for the play, and will
few days. The east and other pargiven in our advertising columns.

are

Aid

traveling

.,

(apt. Nathan Carver was in town last week to
father, Capt. Wood burn ( arver, whom In-

are

do likewise.

for the benefit of the North Church
society. The
drama is in four acts and is a very tine one. Sanborn's orchestra will furnish music. Mr. K. o.

had the

Belfast, died in Boston

long

a

Hue

a

After the

MeDougal, who have been
V N
arrived hy

spending the winter at Auburn,
steamer Tuesday.

.-train.

Ksmeralda will be presented at the Belfast Opera
House, Thursday evening, May
by local talent,

Party of the Cnitarian Society last
Friday evening proved the most enjoyable of the
several like- entertainments given during the past
winter. A good part of this is doubtless due to

of a

Mr. Whitmore claims he is

inside the bounds of his deed.

steamer.

Dkath

ed

losing

loss in

The

High streets, has placed his walls in the street
limits. Surveys are being made to establish the

rates.

enterprising

Mr. and Mis. .lames

*

oils

Bangor Saturday

city ollicials claim that Mr. Frank Whitmore,
" b<> is
building a house at the corner of Spring and

from

She is

should attend.

can

command.

sume

there rbe supper, and a dance. Music by Bryant Bm-.
-Mr. Merithew, the kind and obliging Mage
driver from Belfast to Freedom, met with a seri
t

The

good. The

The Parish

the

(Thursday) evening.
that

Penobscot river Saturday

The liver closed Dee. 6, amt
shut out from navigation for l.»>
days

little if any more than under the forTheir finished xx-ok noxx all

costs

Capt. Wilson V West has sold his interest in
to ( apt. Arllen, who will as

schooner Brunette

To say that it was a novel ailair would he putting
It mildly.Miss Lizzie M. Lawrence of Fair
Held has been engaged to sing at the concert this

morning April 23d.

billed through to Belfast by rail, have
ordered the ears stopped at Boston or Portland,
and the lumber reshipped to Belfast by water, so
all-rail

for Calcutta.

Saturday. Her mother. Mrs. Deo. A t.owen.
has had a partial shock, losing the use of her left
side-The night-cap sociable passed oil’pleasant
!y. Considerable excitement prevailed w hile bid

$446.;V2.

the South

mer

Capt. W. (L Nichols of ship Belie of Bath is at
on a vacation while his ship is loading «cl

home

at tile

.Miss Ora Dovveu arrived home from

The exact ligurcs for the
year ending
April 1st, lsS7, are as follows: Gas bills, $303.o7>;
and
lighting
repairs, $141.41—making a total of
1 lie ice went out of the

Curtis, w bo has been spending the
Woonsocket, B. !.. returned

son at

last week.

last

streets.”

Belfast merchants are having large quantities of
goods shipped from Boston by sailing packets,and

come

Mrs. Lchbeus
winter with her

Mr. Drew preached his farewell ser
church last Sunday. Mr. Reed is to
preach next Sunday w ith a view to locating here.

Troy; John Ward, Belfast.

—

freight

rear.

Hervey Howes, at New York, has sent home
Siberian bloodhound, a huge animal that
weighs
about 100 pounds.
The dog arrived Wednesday ding on the caps, which were sold at auction. It
morning by express and is now in charge of Mr. was purely “hit or miss,” and when tin-gentlemen
"•imuel Sleeper. Ask Sam what he thinks of him.
entered the hall to claim their partners plenty of
An item published last week stated that “the cheering was done by the spectators, according acity now pays about $700 a year for lighting the they considered the victim to be lucky or unlucky.

of the state.
than half of

are unable to take all the
fen <1. The outlook for small coasters is
Mathews Bros., who are having lumber

on....Rev. Willard Carr and wifi

go

inon

Mr.

this stock.

these vessels

Agent Kb hards in district No. •_* informs us lie
104 scholars—a large falling utV from last

Fhkkihim.

fo|.

as

a

The facts and

that it

granted

Ldgarll. Hurd, increase, Camden; Wood
bury '■>. Harmon, increase, Liberty; .Joseph 11.
Townsend, original, Belfast; Ruel A Hollis, in-

one

during the summer.Mr. C. L.
Elliott, formerly of Wlnterport, is engaged in the
main iu Belfast

1

I ensiuns.

lows:

first

an

The

the 2Sth,a new list of bargains
offered at the Mark Andrews ( lothing
Plncuix Bow. We have not room for the

be

and her sister Miss Annie
visiting friends at Poston.

are

linds

visiting friends and relatives in this place_Rev.
Mr. stratton is giving his house a fresh coat of
paint-Mi:is Dertie Weymouth is engaged t<>
teach the school at the village ...A movement i.ou foot among our sporting men to build a track
near the village for the purpose «d giving some
of our promising horse llesh an opportunity to
develop their speed, juur correspondent scudus an interesting account of a \i-it to a Burnham
stock farm, which wo arc obliged to hold o\ or until
next week. Kd. Journal.:

lull

1

Friday evening

was

work

nearly one-half the present rate

House,
particulars this week, but advise the public to
call and examine the goods.

on

expe-t

by September
At

on

A derrick lias been erected and the

being

contractors

city,

Thomas H. Marshall Po?t
portion of the proeo ds.

Beginning to-day,
will

are

—

was

corner

j

'Xlint dread disease diphtheria has
raging at the village and several deaths have
occurred. No public assemblies are now allowed
within the limits of the village. Daniel N. >hernian died April loth of diphtheria aged II years.
Mary I.. Harding died Thursday April 21st. aged
17 years. The Immediate cause of her death was a
tiershom Twitched is
relapse of the diphtheria
gradually improving—Mrs. Kdgai Whitney is re
ported as quite ill-Mis.- Kdith Morgan, who has
been dangerously M'-k with diphtheria, was improving at last accounts-Revival meeting- are
held nightly in the Horseback neighborhood and
several conversions are reported. May the good

<

begun on
of High
Friday last. A

at tint

of the stone and brick

grounds.

earth is

Work

iliung.

a

AMERICAN POUTS.

Philadelphia, April IP. Arrived brig Ellen Maria. Clay, (oven's Landing. Me.; 21.-t, seh. s. ".
Hick more, Wall, Vinalhaven; 24th, arrived sehr.
Nellie F. Sawyer, A rev, Trinidad, Cuba; 2.»th,seh.
Sallie l’On, Ward, Matanza.-.
Boston, April 21. Arrived brig Stockton, Allen,
A/na ; 22*1, sell. Palatka, ( liaple-, Port Johnson.
Portland, April lit. Sailed seh. Wuidemar, Parker, Wilmington. N.C.; 20th, arrived, bark Carrie
E. Long, Park, Boston.
Baltimore, April 22. Arrived -eh. Frank Her
bert. Herrick, Buck-port; 23d, -ailed, seh. Dav
light, Ho(lgdoii. Do-tou.
Port Townsend, April II. "ailed ship Manuel
Llaguno. Smallev. San Franei-eo.
Pensacola. April IP. Arrived .-eh Mi sun N. Pick
ering, lla-kell. Deer 1-le; cleared seh. F. ( Pendleton, Fletcher, New 'l ork.
.Apalachicola, April 20. Arrived seh. E. II. liar
rinian. Ww»d, New Orlean-.
Providence, April U*. Arrived seh. Laeavvanna,
( lo-son. V vv ^ ork.
"an Franei-eo. April 11. Cleared ship Richard
P
Duck. Carver. Nanaimo; 14th. arrived ship
Kennebec, -an Pedro towed tip
"t. Mark Nich
ols, New 1 ork.
San Pedro. April II.
"ailed ship Kennebec, t* r
San Franeiseo, in tow
Fernandina, April 21 Arrived sell. Man I..
Peters, Williams. lto-ton.
Wiseasset, April 21. Sailed s<-b. ( harlev Bueki.
Patterson. Na—an; 22*1. arrived, bark Megunti
cook, llemimvav, lb -ton.
Mobile. April 22.
Arrived sell. Jesse Lena.
t.
Bunker. W i-i
A
22.
Sailed brig Fidelia, Blake,
Norfolk,
pri

liev. C. A. Hayden of the Elm Street church. Auburn, has been secured as speaker for Memorial
day.

lu'KNHAM.

war was given
Tuesday evening,

SAILED.

Apr. 23. Sell. Mary Farrow, Condon, Scarspoi't.
E. L. Warren, Colson, Boston.
27.

Mrs. A. J. Nickerson
Nichols

Sunday

on

**

contributions will be called for

Capt. Frank Curtis and Mrs. Jennie Hunter
in town for a short visit.

been

the late
on

held at the North church

were

Apr. 20. Srh. E. L. Warren, Colson, Boston,
21.
Alpine,-, Deer Isle.
Mary Farrow, Condon, Boston;
Odell, Wade, do; A. Richard-on, l’attcrsliall, New
York; Luella,-, Deer Isle.
Apr. 24. Seh. das. Holmes, Ryan, Boston.
20.
Mabel Thomas, Coombs, do.

in town

was

Capt. J. C. Nickels left Thursday fora business
trip to Philadelphia.

chosen school

afternoon, Rev. Mr. Drew ofliciating. Text, ••For
me to live is Christ, and to die is gain."

The gas main, near the gas works in this
city,
burst on Sunday, and in the evening the city was
in darkne<s. It was the largest break tin
ompany
ever had, the ga
escaping faster thanjit was man
ufactured.

Lodge meets Tuesday at o a. m.; the
Grand Chapter at 7 l*. >t.; the Grand Council Wednesday at 2 r. m.; the Grand Commandcry at 7 r.
M.
A delegation of Belfast Masons will attend.
Library building,

services

has returned

new

manufactured at
of gas.

The Grand

LiitUAitv Bi

city,

was

ARRIVED.

E. Nick-

Tuesday.

and T. P.

BELFAST.

PORT OF

hay for A.

Capt. A. 1). Field and family arrived by boat

agent in District
13,
Thompson in District No. 12, at
meetings last week....Thomas Thompson died at
his home last Friday at the age of 73. The funeral

gas is to be introduced in this city on
trial, and if it proves satisfactory a local company
will buy the right. It i.- claimed that it can be

land, Tuesday anti Wednesday, May ;>rd and 1th.

Tiie

L. Howard

well received.

was

A. If. received

(r.

on

Belfast opera House

the

and

The Masonic Grand Bodies in Maine hold their
annual sessions for lfc?87 at Masonic hall, in Port-

the Public

of this

Tuesday.
The monthly
next Sunday.

of

sum

Hasty gives a humorous and dramatic
at the Congrcgationalist church, Head of
the Tide, Belfast, on Friday evening. There will
be guitar and banjo music.

An illustrated lecture

of “Our George” have ever been pubbook form, anti if so where they can be
had and at what price. There have been repeated
enquiries of this kind, anti we hope to announce at

small

a

No.

at

writings

It contained

Farrow has loaded

Capt. Joshua Adams of Camden

sometime last week between C. M. Plummer's
store and his home.

Mary

erson.

two

money, a note and some receipts_J. L. Hall has
returned from his visit to New Hampshire_Fred

Drury,

Sch.

years. He thinks he shall not return there, but go
to Massachusetts... K. L. Rowell lost his wallet

Tuesday evening the 68th anniversary of Odd
Fellowship Was observed in this city by the
Daughters of Kebekah. A -upper was served at
the hall, followed by dancing.

lished in

absence of

an

SHIP NEWS.

Searsport Loral*.
Charles Avcrill arrived home Saturday.

Stephenson closed a sucHigh School in
week—Frank Sprowl is at

home from California after

home after a successful lecture tour in the counties
of Kennebec, Somerset and Oxford. He will remain here until September.

Mr. F. E.

merchants is

hats and

Prof. A. A.

in the State.

enterprising

Albert

District No. 8 last

reading

re-

box of

no

compromise the last
period of service, and the matter was before the
Court in October last. It is a
family matter that
should

Montville.

Prof.

the interior of his

our

cessful terra of ten weeks of Free

Ferguson will have an opening of trimmed
bonnets at her store in Masonic Temple
on Friday and Saturday of this week.
The public
are cordially invited.

very attractive appearance. He has supplied the local
markets for some time with line lettuce, and has
cucumbers in blossom. It looks like summer in
now

Phillips & Son., of Boston, and it
Shuti.m; Items. Sch. Annie I. MeKeen, Maclothing was lost last summer in transit.
Phillips & Son have brought suit to recover the honey, arrived at Jackson\ ilie on Friday, after a
from Belfast. The captain televalue of the lost goods, about $50. Mr.
Dodge rough passage
for her wants, that she was sickly and was not able
says he shipped the goods, and the truckman who graphs that heeanied away some iron work, broke
to do much labor. After marriage, the
daughter delivered the goods at the station in this city so boom and gaff and split sails_Sell. St. Johns is
w rote that her husband was out of
work, poor, and testified. Station agent Crowley, of this city, was loading ice at this port for Jacksonville_Sell.
w anted her parents to assist them. Deft, took them
summoned by the pill's, but said he had no recol- Charlotte T. Sibley now at Jacksonville, has chart
to liis home, gave the husband
employment and lection or record of the goods. Boardman Hall, ered to load dry hoards for Philadelphia at
paid him wages.
Esq., defended Dodge. The case has not yet been per m. Sell. Penobscot at same place has chartered

promise, that his daughter
lived with him after she became of age just as she
did before she was twenty-one, that he
provided

There

pounds.

Miss

Hamilton’s green houses

arrangements in charge. Nothing was left
calves which were sent to Brighton Monday. The undone by them that could conduce to the comfort
price averaged forty dollars per head. Probably j or pleasure of those present Between supper and
there is not another farmer in Eastern Maine who | dancing members of the Belfast Banjo Club gave
could sell as many cattle and have a good herd a number of acceptable selections, after which one
of the plays given at the church parlor earlier in
left. The animals were all in line condition.
The stakes opened by the executive committee the week by the young people was repeated.

office, when complainant thrust his fist into
respondents face and said “1)—n you I would like
post

were

order.

lished last

Attention is called to the advertisement ol K. L.
Bean & Co., of .'searsmont, announcing a great
mark down sale, Som«* idea of the amount of busincss this firm docs may be hail from the fact that

face and the latter drew a revolver and threatened
to shoot.
At this point, Mr. Richards, janitor
of the building, came down the Custom House

gess
'Hie

bull

Holstein

One of

W. Lane, stove dealer and plnmb<v. Mr.
Lane learned his trade in Belfast, is a good workman, and has a line run of business. Brooks people can do as well with Mr. Lane as by going elsewhere....The town is having the new four per
cent, bonds printed in Portland.

The American and International express companies have agreed upon a uniform schedule of
tariff rates.

business, the former driv-

shares of

son,

Welsh

day morning, when the latter said “How did you
like my lecture'” He replied, “I would have liked it better if you hail told less lies.”
lowed when Haney shook his list in

on

granted

was

Berry, of I'nity, widow of
.just received a pension of $15 a
month and back pay amounting to
The

aggravated assault, and a trial was
police judge in the afternoon. Welsh was
defended by Geo. 1-:. Johnson, Esq. Mr. Haney

respondent

up

back pay is believed to be the largest any person
in this county has ever received. The pension is

Mrs. Hannah

Alfred

fore the

said that he met

came

a

Brooks.
Mr. O.

Some of our city gardeners were prepared to
plant peas Tuesday, but the snow storm prevented.

Messrs. Walk

ligures about the railroad, pubweek, did not distinguish between the
preferred stock held by the city in its corporate
capacity, and that held by indix iduals. < >f the *2.‘»T2
shares of preferred stock held in Belfast, K5;m;
sh ires are the property of the city and 1110 shares
are held by private individuals,
Seventy-three

flowers

found the

held be-

an

meeting of the Belfast Whist club

(Jnimby, on
Thursday evening last. For six years Mr. Albert
C. Burgess has presented the club with Mayflow-

ity ami there was a good attendance in the evening.
Indeed, it is generally supposed that the “stranger” who got up the altercation in the afternoon
was working to the same Qiul and was an
ally of
the lecturer, who besides taking up a collection
had books to sell. The lectures led to a
difficulty
at the Post office
Monday morning, when after
some words with James
of
this
Haney
city Welsh
drew a pistolaml threatened t > shoot if he was motor

ink bottle

held at the house of John II.

was

stimulated curios-

course

an

on

were

to be admitted.

smashed

some one

against the front of \V. T. Howard’s marble shop,
Church street, and the ink spattering ruined
$50 worth of marble. It is not known whether
this was done from mischief or malice, but the
perpetrator of the outrage ought to be detected
and punished.

A Mr. Patrick

have been

Walls

and

cr

Charles A. Piper, of this city, has
calf live months old that weighs 500

inalhaven, arrived here

Saturday and returned on Monday.

large portion

Friday night

death

any time

The Journal

•Some

alleged unconstitutionally of the statute. In Jan- lowered and the house repainted.
uary the judge of the police court was anxious that
The 63d annual session of the Maine Conference
this “question of law be settled.” In his answer to M. E. Church will
open at Waterville to-day. The
the petition, filed at this term of court, lie ignores Portland Advertiser
says: "At Biddeford there
this question of constitutionality altogether, and
will be no change.
The popular author and
bases his refusal to issue the warrant mainly upon preacher, Uev T. Gerrish will return for another
the fact that the application was verbal, and year.”
“denies that said complainant made any applicaThe work of tilling in and grading the school
tion in writing.” This is simply pettifoggery. It
house common was begun Monday, ami a stop
has been the custom of the police judge to write
should now be put to driving across the upper
die application himself, lie considering that a part
part. Properly improved the common would be
of his “official duty,” ami on one occasion he was
an ornament to the city.
It would be a good place
to
very indignant because an applicant presumed
to set out some trees the coming Arbor Pay.
make a suggestion as to the wording of the doculion. S. II. Blake, of Bangor, died in Boston of
ment. Of course had he declared at the time that
pneumonia last Monday. He had been prominent
a written application was necessary Mr. Brackett
would have complied; but the refusal, as shown In law, politics and business. He was a native of
bv the letter above quoted, was based simply and Oxford county and a schoolmate of Hon. Hannibal
solely upon the alleged unconstitutionality of the Hamlin. Late in life he married a daughter of

til his

us iiope that ibis was merely frolicsome
>port due to the exuberance of youth and will not
l»c repeated. Peace is what I most desire. Still, a
sleepless eye i* watching you, and should you at

strain.

The*Governor has made the following appointCharles F. Bcsscy, Thorndike, justice of
the peace and quorum; Charles JS. Hichborn, Augusta, notary public; J. W. Lang, Bowdoinham,
trial justice and deditnus justice.

27,11. S.,
fusing Mr. Brackett he warrant asked for than the

A

Lots of letters, resolutions of respect ami other
matter, crowded out this week.
^

needed there.

May Field, of

Steamer

ments

come

twice

In Bmkf. Hon. S. W. 3lattlicws, of Caribou, is to i»e appointed commissioner of the I “ain’t” cruel in
my nature,—no I “ain’t.” For
newly established Labor Bureau by Gov. Bodwell. The headquarters of the C ommissioner authority see Johnson’s latest revised dictionary—
will be at Augusta. Mr. Matthew will till the a last year's advertising card!!
pla«*e admirably.Capt. Abraham 1*. Lufkin,
Ever yours,
Batkman.
one of the pioneers of Galveston, Texas, died
of
heart
suddenly Sunday morning
disease*,
esteemed
is
[Our
correspondent
disposed to be
aged 71. He was a native of Muiuc, and, in his
early days, was one of the In st known captains facetious, but we will not answer him in like
on

Warren, which arrived from
week, brought forty-five hydrants for
the Belfast water works, and the iron pipe will
soon be here, to be followed by the workmen.

mandamus at the last term of court and the matter
will

long been

has

to maintain

The schooner E. L.

writ of

a

KlIITOK OF THE JOURNAL Will you
kindly lx-nnit inc to announce the death of one of
your oldest readers, and one of the most respected
citizens of Prospect, Maine. Mr. Willard Mudgett,
Who came to this city in September, '85, died at the
home of his* son-in-law, Sir. Gen. w. Libby,
Friday
morning, Apr. l.itli. He was in poor health when
lie came here anil gradually failed in
strength, un-

a

near

petition for

a

published in the Journal.

Boston last

duly
yon*

at any time suffer a relapse I will take him
my knee once more. And now, Mr. Editor,

great hankering among “the boys*’ that 1 should get- my
tail twister into operation on the Journal. This I
must decline to do until I have a positive grievance.
Your record on the soldier question is as clear as
heaven. There is no chance for me to pick a muss
with you there.
On the labor movement your
a

gramme has been

acknowledge

Brackett did present

week,

Mayor Burgess has received the farewell address ing out to his stock farm in MontviHe.
of Carter Harrison, the retiring Mayor of Chicago,
Ju the absccnce of Capt. Huluie and wife the
W. K. Mori son & Co., 47 Main street, Belfast,
and the address of the Mayor of Portland.
Salvation Army meetings are conducted by the have
permitted us to omit their advertisement this
Waldo County Grange will meet with Victor local
clergymen. The meetings have been disturb- week, but they will keep right on selling Atlas
3d.
The
Grange, Searsmont, Tuesday, May
pro- ed by a
disorderly crowd and steps should betaken paint.

Brackett. The Supreme Court

across

We notice in a Washington paper the marriage of a Mr. Rich to a Miss Kitchie. The
bridegroom no doubt believes that Ritchies
have wings.
May Uichs attend the wedded

get along without the Journal. I conbest paper printed; it is for me, any
how,” writes a Waldo county subscriber.

last

ox

The street commissioner has laid a crossing on
Church street to the Academy building. A walk

“I cannot

sider it the

Brown for

Progressive Age—last week’s issue—blind that

and Mr.

Salome Pattec, of Jackson, the mother of
our fellow citizen James Pattee, died on Thursday last, aged 76 years.

signature, the judge of the police court said
concerning this matter:
If the statute prevails I may be compelled by
mandamus to issue the warrant applied for by Mr.

Mr.

Hurd lost a valuable
U. W. Ellis a valuable cow.

Mr. A. A.

Vicinity.

Mrs.

own

be

equipped with its Town Committee,
and through t he latter organize the school districts.
This i- the question of the hour, and the third par
ty workers in thi- county must he getting into line
and making preparations for the great light coming in *ss. net subscribers for our Prohibition

he

attention.

<

News of Belfast and

last Mr. George E. Brackett, of
this city, went before the judge of the Police
Court and asked for a warrant, under Sec. 40,
Chap. 27, K. S., to search the premises of a rumseller. Tiie warrant was refused, on the ground
that the statute In question Is unconstitutional. In
a letter dated Jan. 3,1887, and published over his
In December

lested.

Waldo

certain extent mi*direeted. There i* no
| iai there is a rail I'm* ;i County Prohibition Condoubt to our mind that in the future, a* in the l'erenee to bo held at the (.'ourt House in Belfast on
j
past, the Republican party w ill include in its i >aturday. May 7th. We hope to see many of the
membership tin: practical temperance men. Prohibitionists in the county, as well as others re
and that the third party movements, howevi r gardlessot past party afliliation-, who desire the
laudable their aim, will -imply result in uiv- overthrow of the liquor trallie, a free and pure
injr aid and comfort to the party vv ho*e alliance ball< i.anb xcrtiotiafisui forever wiped out, present
to assist in preparing l'ora \igoroitsand thorough
with the rum power is daily made manifest.
organization of ihe 1M•ohildtory forces in good old
The comments of the Prof. Aire on the adop- Wal lo. In iss-j we polled onh 1 vole in tliis countion of standard time in this city indicates ig- ty- in 1 »4 Bust is polled 11 votes stud st. .John 4.'
But we point with pride t<> our vote for Aaron
norance of the fact that this i- now the lejral
to

Police Conrt ail the Lava of the State.

rhe

Meeting.

adjourned meeting of the Central School
District was held in the High school room at *2 p.
hear the report of Messrs. A. K.
M., Saturday,
Pierce, A. U.'Sibley and .lames T. l’ottle, a committee appointed at the last meeting to take into
An

till-

o\er

them.
ts

Ul

'.a

pa i.! la

Mr

-a\e

it to

W

\

M

the Ml a'ie' at.-I it

iviriir them health ami

Warren. I »<>

ehiklren

our

w

er,

lien >ret
nt for

exeelli

pro\ei|
-trength."

Only ho

per hottle

Prohibition Conforonce.
The 1‘roliihitioni.'t' of Wahlo ( ouiity, ami ail
other.' intere-teil in the eaiisc. are rcipic.-tcil to
meet at
n
•//rt ll -n
H-tiust. ,<n StU nhni. Mini
7ih. ut / / o', /ii.-/,' / \[ :-n the pnrpo'i' <.| eleeiin-'
a new eounty
committee, also city committee, tow n
committee, am! to transact any other husini" tiiat
may eoine he fore -ai'l eoiilen nee. I., t u> push the
Prohibition party in \\ ahlo ouniy
Per oriler ot Proliihit ion < om. for W ahlo ( o.
IP n. T. (
>M.vi; t. I hairman.
s \n11•
II.
ia', Secretary
I

tillicum: this startU‘d the captain of the C.'loma,
and looking oxer hi* shoulder lie found fifteen or
twenty Indian* approaching. Misname is < aptaiii
Null's but < ioodspeed would have suited him I letMe had read of the
ter under the circumstance*.
tn-achery of Indians and their numerous outbreak*
and felt certain that one had begun and that he
had unwittingly run into the middle of it
l.iii we
can assure our readers that he lost no time ruuuip.
out of it.
Ills older brother, w ho is eon*id. raid
stouter, tells the stnrx with much gusto, and -ax
that \\ hile he wa* rolling ox el the gras* in intrust
A (AKI).
rock* and
laughter, his brother was jumping
I wish f* thank tin- ei tt/ens of Kiveiloui tor their
streams for hi* very life, and it is rxrn now a diili
kiml
ami
!
timely a>-i'laiin of ci-htecn ilollar- to
culty tldiig to convince the licet «•! t« -t < apiai.i i
help me Luy another Imr.-e to replace the one that
that he xvas not in a hostile camp, and that lie did
licil
niuiit.
K/i.uni, Mi ni m.w
not narrow lx escape losing hi* scalp.
Oregon pa
jx-r.
■

n

|

Salimia;.

Monruk. Mr. Ashlex A
Webber, of Monroe,
has been appointed assistant surgeon f<> the out

GRASS SEEDS!

door

department of Cnivcrsity Medh.nl Co|lego of
city of Nov. York.\ dog belonging to < ru*
Chase, one owned bx John Perkins and om- l.v
the

W ib

lam

Txx omldx. which had

w

GARDEN SEEDS!

niio.iina

mptom*

Mr- Mild
promptly killed l.i*tw« ok
van Plummer, an elder'y ladx, ha* occupied her
"litain- ir.ru
spare time in making a quilt that
squares. It is surely a splendnf 'one-C. \ M«
Kenney got hisdrivedoxx n Monday hax ing been lix *
days in running it.Walter (irant has gone to

mad.

were

New York

to

Katon died

Paper

—

SWIFT & PAUL, Masonic Temple.

visit hi* brother.
Dr. llosea Ballou

Cam i>KN.

in Bulk and by Ihe

April

10 of blood poisoning receive* 1 ii\c \cars ag.. in the
line of his professional duties. He was ver\ act
ive in town matters. He was a dreenback mem
her of the Legislature from 1881 to 1884, and for
the la>t
He

was

two years lias acted with the Democrats.
the father of tin* Prohibition amendment,

which In1 pushed through the House ami smatc.
forcing Republicans and Democrats to go on record on the subject. He was horn in Plymouth,
Maine, in 18*22. He was a son of Parker Katon,
formerly of Fitchburg, Mass. He was a graduate
of the

Brunswick Medical .school.

He left allo-

I

pathy practice in 18"*4 and took up hom<copath\.
He was president of the Maim* llonucopathy Noidc.
ty and vice president of the American Institute ot

Homu'opnthy.

He

was a

volunteer surgeon in the
Katon, of Kan

army. He leaves a brother, >1- M.
sus, a widow, two sons. Dr. 11. B.
Rock port, and Thomas d. Katon,

York,

a

Katon, Jr.. ot
I;-«| of New
daughter, the wife of Dr. A. K. Piper, ot

Thoiuaston.
was

Dr. Katon

hurled with

was a

Masonic

self made

man.

COCKLE’S
ANTI-BILIOUS

He

honors_The alleged

robbery of Mrs. drizzle turns out to have I icon mi
robbery after all. dalligher who was arrested
and brought before Judge Talbot had a hearing on
Mr. A. R. BillWednesday and was discharged
lias begun the canvass of Camden, Hope and Cnion
—

PILLS,

THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY
I

Indigent Son, etc. Free Fom Meronly )'ir* \ «g* taMe luuie-iiintA.
N. CIS I ITINTOa, n.w Y«ik.

For Liver. File,
cury;

i-ii in ins

Agent: (

for “Eastern Maine and the Rebellion."...

.Angus
carpenter, died April 20 of lock-jaw,
Examination of
the result of crushing his lingers while handling a
; rpilK SIri'KKINTKNPINU SCHOOL COMMIT
stove two weeks ago. His age was 40. He leave*
i l tee of Belfast will he in session at the lliyrli
a widow ami three children.The Camden
A ; school room on Matarday, May 21, 1**7, at I
Rockland Company have begun laying pipe and
o'clock P. M.« for the purpose of examining teach
tus

Spear,

Teacher*,

a

have three

work...Saturday's

crews at
boat
j
a lot of furniture and household effect* I
for Mr. J. It. Stearns, whose new stone villa at
1
tracts much attention.

brought

schools. All not previously
notified to he present.
1»KR OK DC It s. S. COM.
Belfast, A |»rll 28, 1887.—3w 17

ers

for the

certified

are

summer

TWENTY
YEARS
-J-OX TIIE-}-

IF. A. SHAW, New Goods!

FRONTIER. !

JOHN

K.

PIERCE,

The

DEALER

Ytuing Frontiersman, will deliver his WideWorld Famous Lecture,
“I WENT Y YEARS ON THE FRONTIER,”

MASONIC TEMPLE,

Opera

House,

SPRING

FOR THE BENEFIT OF

SOLDIERS’

ADMISSION,

Kh ‘Tickets <» sale at Poor A sou*-. Woodcock A
Son-. .1. s. ( a Id well's. (
\\ ||;me\ "s. and h\ Coni
rades of the Post.
17

It is peculiar in that it
your confidence.
strengthens and builds up the system,creates

Farmington

aj>j‘« lile, and tones the digestion, while
it er;;di< ales disease.
(bv«* it a trial.
Hood s Sarsaparilla is sold hy all druggists.

an

Prepared by C.

IOO

Sold Wholesale and

I.
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1
1
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"/ he t.firorst

& Montville
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••

<.<*•

take

to

some

2
In Slim «•.!
April 22. lb-sell II. Ilurp-ss.
in i:tlis and M day
y riii''.
M:-mk.h
M.
Mar*
liail.
«d
Ii; It..-;
22,
April
m i'"' y eat -.
Iii:i>s. :i
n. a.
In l\ii"\. April 2!. Arthur !’.. linn
i
y sir- :• limiitli.' a.in la day
In Jackson. April 21, Mrs. Sah»m> Path.
7*> y <-ars and .*» months
In f.ini olnx ilU*, April
havid I I n.h-au. ai_*v'i
i'd v a: .-, 1 month and 17 dav
'A
.,-w
I'n Host on, A | ri! 22. Mr- -I nny« ■aril, Koekpori. \pril 2" l.i-ni- A mw-tn.e >pcar.
a*r«*d •■'years. o month-and || a
IS. I7ai n. ;i/i*d il.".
In K n'kpori. April U* hr II
ai
and 2d day -.
wise ot .1 111;
l.,-!ia A
In (amden. \ | r: i !
V
-!,*■'. apa d Id y e:u
:.a-uth as*• I 24 >iay
Mi
la. A j »ri 1 id. Mr-. Maria
In ( learw: !•
< ..nalen.
M W alkei. a_red 77 y >*a
lormeny
In Koeklhiei. \ •,l i. M.i* l:h et.'w i'e o' W illiam
\o-ter. aired d year-, li months and 21 'lays.
I;, l-.llsw uih. \pnl 1., A/ubalt, widow of the
s.;,,,,., ,.| i.ray. :sd. aa'ed -> years and .*» mouths
In i:ii>wortli. Mar. 27. K11;i. wile of ( apt. II, nry
Ti :.dy ajred .'la years. 10 months and 4 days.
I:
Mil-worth. April 11. Mr. Abram l>. >ar$rei,t,
months and 1 day s.
:'_o i -1 y ear-.
in N-n ( a-tine, April 12. Mr. Andtew Web.-ter,
a_re 1 7‘.' years.
In Monroe. \ pri 1 2.',*. h, -a lii* I... daughter •>)
months.
Wilbur and J* -ie I.r nl'-y aired 2 year-.
In llo-ton. April 2.1. Muniee I mrliam. widow of
this eity aired ''7 > r-.
t!ie late .1 -nal inn l hiriiam, c
A l-rnir life beautifully rendered. As a faithful
wile, a lovinjr mother and grandmother, and true
friend to all. her memory will live forever. Tin*
anirci of Death has home her over tin; river, into
the beautiful home heyond. At last she is at rest.

i same’time the

-.

the result is

-.

health.

-If you

are

a

condition
result

is

IKThe Latest Boot Out^

Ladies’

FOR SPRING & SUMMER TRADE.

PATENT CALF TIP, FRENCH FINISH STOCK,

is the

pleased with—--

VARIETY!

■

jin

of

it!» your

own

-pleasure

1
j

BARGAINS!

eyes. It is with the greatest
that 1 will show you.-

j

Hi>l Shoes, hit He Shoes, ]\'i<!e Shoes,
S'ftrrotr Shoes. Ifii/h Cat Shoes, how
('at Shoes, in fort nil ki mis of shoes.
I
book at ami

your money in

save

buying our,

STONE YARD AND FARM SHOES.
Ladies Wine Oxford Ties, Opera Slippers of
all kinds, full line of Wigwam and
4wlti
Tennis hoods.

better or more complete than ttt jirescnt. Call in.
was ni cer

annost

Dwight P. Palmer,
Masonic

/> -n't

he I'omnl at lln ohl amI reliable slam?.

F. A. SHAW,

MU N° MiliAKi

reliable

fo-i/et that /lose HI. Hd. I X T llAUCAIXS

are to

Me.

Temple, Belfast,

STREET,

13 MAIN

BELFAST, MAINE.

1887

by
DR. R. C. FLOWER'S SCIENTIFIC

out

season

year’s in style and durability.

Youths, Womens, Misses amt
-('h ildrens.-

Douglass $2.50 Shoes,

iti connection with his
Oii.qo line which has
given so much satisfaction. Also his

School

Boys'

Shoes

for

$2.00,

which have no equal for style and wear.
AM) LAST BUT LOT LEAST,
wisli to remark that

we

we

have

offered.

we have ever

GOOD

■

NEXT THiUTV DAIS

marked down

Large and Comprise Careful Selections
Of the goods from the leading Jobbing Houses and Manufacturers. We offer the

LEADING

Safe and Sure Cure for Corns !
If you have any doubts try one bottle, as we
warrant every bottle to do as represented
or*money refunded.
Jylft

F. H. Francis & Co.,

and the patterns approved

our

by

the best trade. We also have

can

be assured of

Men and

RIBBONS FOR MILLINERY!

1

Great Inducements !

Boys’

intend to sell CIIKAI* Foil ( ASII.

Mrs. B. F* WELLS.

Our

slightly damaged in manufacturing, at astonAll NKW, FBEsil
ishingly low prices.
GOODS,

( all and look them

)

over.

Belfast. March •*!, ls>7.-!J

auk ski.i,in«. \ i:ii\

HILL

we

PAINTS

and OILS,

fuel iimst every thinjr u>ua!l> kept in
ei.untry store, and'.-ell at LOW 1’IiK l>.

I

"< ami
<'•’luc ami
just at* err eeilnrtisr.

I

Key

</

< li

\

'KS

//-?// ah tar

err

>/,•>//

"• a-- it

I

Sick Headache:
the
of

DYSPEFSIA

KKSI*i:<’TIT|J.Y,

Co.,

llnriny '/ost returned front Jluston.

Vpril 27. 1SS7—42tl‘

out.

no

to

Lerge Congr ss Boots,
Ladies'Glove Top Button Boots,
Ladies' Heavy Grain Button Soots,
Men's Heavy Buckle Brogans,
Men's Leather Slippers,
Ladies'

The abmt*
We
are

$ .50
1.00
1.00

JN THE WANDS

Qviuder,"

of the

.90
.50

only
keep an

a few of our many barimmense stock, and our
the very lowest. A large stock of
arc

N

___

<tn-

FIHST-CLA SS stuck• of

twnnrcs </

W. T.

COLBURN,
BLOCK,

HIGH

STRFET.

Belfast, April 21, 1SS7.—<*mlf»

HATS &

BONNETS,

-AND-

Trimmings,

CARRIASES!

/hclndiny (dt the

Xn 17.7. TIK S of the season.

T •' Lo<tits troutiny Millinery fill do ell
t<» roll before pnrcltosiuj.
iiwld

Is Tin; MMl!>:ii OF CA1MII ACES

F.

A.

SOUTHWORTH,

Announcement.
I shall continue to make

specialty

a

Mn i n Street.

11

OF-

-THE IMMENSE SALES

-FINER

SUITS!-

AND BOYS’

-CHILDRENS

We also call particular attention to
-ment of-

our

Ladies & Children’s

lias necessitated vs to add almost an ENTIRE NEW STOCh in tins department,
mhere me shorn nom some of the most attractive styles of suits to please the fitttle fr/loms.
aye 4 to Id. and the I a rye r Roys, aye // to IS. ever exhibited' i u this State, and invite
your special attention to these as they are manufactured, of the. best material ami very
-serviceable. Our stock of-

Young

Men’s Suits &

Spring

large

assort-

Hosiery,

In Cotton, Lisle Thread and Silk.

Overcoats!

-IS HEVLETE IS EVKHY I’AiriK ULMi:

tfc Trunks

smrts, Hats, Caps

of the

from 87 l-2c. to SI.75.

Ranging

I*

THUNKS <C Tit A V ELI NO BAGS

McCLSNTOCK

Prices

PLEASE.

to

I

COLORED,' |f}>

j || BLACK

+

*&e are pleased to be
able to state that since
opening we have met
with excellent success,
and if GOOD GOODS
and LOW PRICES and
POLITE TREATMENT
will do it, we are SURE

the feet, and have
tacks or nails in the soles. We keep them in
both Common Sense and Opera Toes.

gains.
prices

)

su-

CONSTANTLY OX HAND.

--300 !~

KILLERS.

Can be procured of anv drutnjlst for 50 rents
a box trial size 25 cents), or will be sent bv
mail, on receipt of price, .o am part <-f the l*.
S. by trie selling aj.-nt<. Doolittle A- Smith,
Wholesale Dnr. :;ists, 24 ami 20 Treinout Street,
Boston, Mass.

of purity,
This
More eeoiiomieal
strength .iei w lii.IesotiH-m -s.
than tif «.pl i rat; hi ml-, ami cannot he sold in com
petition with Ilf multitude of the low Te-t. short
Weight, alum or phosphate powders. >'.</</ ■nil/ in
IP -V A I. II KINO l'«»W 1»I; 1 c ('«».. lot; Wall st.,
,m-\
\. Y.
I) r.Y_>

in-

-__

DR. MARK R. WOODBURY'S

Absolutely Pare.
powder never varies. ,\ marvel

that

1 fl.F. SOUTHWORTH

E. L. BEAM &
INDICESTIOn:
ACID STOMACH!

a

breaking in, being very easy

is of

$3.50,-

are as soft ami tine as French Kid, and will
wear better.
These hand sewed goods require no

Millinery!
Millinery!

think the

and in

GBADK at

that

—

—wi: m;i;i*—

}

Co.

CScthing

perior make, excellent
in fit and trimmed equal
to Custom Work.

\

nv

a

Horse litikcc

15<*st

i,mv

A. IIowoh

A.

PLOWS
\nd

-11ST-

t.> call on us before purchasin';, as
keep the LAKtHvST ASSOiMWIKNT and

we

PAPERS!—

there i- in the market.

a-

POWDER

-ANNOUNCES-

\nd th-.se in want ..fa NKW H’KINH HAT

in width* of I yard, ;, yard-, 1 ‘. yards, and 2
yards. I’riee 25c., 33c. and 3V. square yard.

SIDE

I .< )W PRICES.

CEO. W. BURKETT.

-AT-

a

j

Stylish Garment,

will d.» well

SPUING STOCK of

—wi: *i;u. as <,<m>i)

a

H. A. StarretT

the

finding

Ladies’ Genuine Hand Sewed, Fine
i.uol> >To< K I.f
AIm>
BURNETT’S COOKING EXTRACTS
Kid Button at $3.00.
Cloth
Carpeting!
-Also
still FIN Kit

Oil

Garments!

-A l.AKliK I.UT UK-

DKSIliABLK shades in

\lso ail the NKW and

Spring

exhibition

on

Orders trill be taken front those desirous of securing

A. P. Mansfield's, Masonic Temple.

v

-ROOM

that tlate and trill hare

on

-lit are incited to be present.

MOVELTl
<~|j~MAWY^"EXCDJSIVE"«
BARGAINS]

-AT-

ASSORTMENT

ASHER

Novelties in

STYLES!

ifowes' Block. Main St., Belfast.

follow**

as

1.00 to 05c.

by

MR.

Our purchases have been

-OF-

We have nveived

all cured

Thursday, April 28,-*87.

Boots and Shoes Best of Qua! ities & Lowest Compe ti ng Prices

about

DYSPEPSIA!
HEARTBURN!
Belching Wind!

-ON-

public

Will be present

You

pairs from $4.50 to $3.40. 4 Pairs 4.50 to 3.1 7.
I pair 4.50 to 3.00. *2 pairs 4.50 to *2.*25.
1
pairs 4.*25 to 3.ID. 3 pairs 4.00 to 2.00.
3 pairs 4.00 to 2.75. It pairs 4.00 to
io 2.05. I pair 4.00 to 2.50. 2
It is the greatest Spring Tonic ever
pairs 3.50 to 2.00. 1 pair 3.50
to 2.50. 4 pairs 3.00 to 2.50.
! 2 pairs 3.00 to 2.25. 2 pairs 3.00 to 2.00. 3
given to the world.
3.00 to 1.00. 1 pairs 2.50 to 2.00. 10
pairs
Trice, §1.00 a bottle. Tor sale by
pairs 2.50 to 1.75. :» pairs 2.50 to 1.50. 0
pull's 2.00 to 1.50. 3 pairs 2.00 to 1.25.
all druggists.
40 pairs 1.25 to 1.00. s pairs |.25
to 75c. 3 pairs 1.25 to 05c. 10
pairs 1.00 to 75c. 3 pairs
R. C. Flower Medical Co., Boston.

•,

G. W. Burkett’s

a

5

-.

-AT-

RECEIVED-

-A LINE OF-

W, L,

to show the

prepared

we are

tONElYTOFTirfHETtl FINEST III STOCKS jj

Mens, Hoys,

-JUST

complete and

now

-IN--

AN UNPARALLELED MARK DOWN.
We shall oiler for the

this

and isfarahead
We
-have them in-

«*f last

find

Prime Goods with Prices Low.

enriched,
of vigorous
invariably

Something just

(SPECIAL

E.L. Bean’s
i< i iik run: to <,o to

Is

Ui

LADIES AND MISSES.

price, worth #-4.

NEW WIGWAM SLIPPERS!-

{and

ELEGANT

fl^lFOR

DRY and FANCY 600DS!

-| It has drawn the prize everyw here. |-

And if you appreciate BKI» BOC'Iv l’KICKS,
you will experience many pleasant surprises!
looking over this mir line of seasonable
U/oof/.s. Will you call out of curiosity if you
‘nave no other reason
I invite your criticism
ibecause I believe every fair comparison,
istrcngthens me in the estimation of judicious
careful buyers. Now would it not be well
-for you to see these-

the Hathaway, Kiyhnueant! Hates
St., none better matte.

system is vitalized and

This

brought

Q l A LI TIES !

and the blood

invigorated,

bright lhmgola Top, will not turn purple, ami as soft as French Kid,

a

S3.75, vrortli S4.50.

judge of-

a

are

GREAT

w

slugremedy
gently
gish liver, enabling it to speedily
carry off all impurities, while at the

OlfclU.

with

HOODS!

GOOD

.tit

■■AjkiHmivi

WHITE SHIRTS,

acts on the

that

I-If you

irith Collars attached and without.

results in

the wisdom

**-

—AM>—

j FANCY ^ SHIRTS, tl

sensation of

a

STYLISH

SFRIXG

FOR

.1 Splendid Assort men!

debility, which,
a low, vitiated
condition of the vital forces, that
follows the sufferer throughout the
summer, and usually terminates in
some form
of malarial or typhoid
fever.
If. however, the patient has
general
if neglected,

A p: 11 It.. .Iflm W -I. a* l«*n am 1 Mi's
1 >1!: <■: I ll-u nrtii.
April I• Il. rinaii l>. IP*'»i»in.- ami
Mi" ll.itim
W
1
\t>n;)irr<» tlaimrlitt-r «•! tin
iv.- \ M W.I-. I».a!i ..'l 1.. 1 u mil;.
*
In ltfM.ik.>\ill.-,
\ | r» 1 12. -la
ampi.fl;. rt
\ uallia t-n, am: A11~ Su-au t.lvi'llm •*! Hr*•• »kMlif.

■

of the year

season

experiences

LOW HEEL.-

AND

Ladies' Best M Kid Button!

STOCK

present season has come. The goods
spread out for inspection! and now all

that can lie done is to announce the fact to
you. and express a hope that you will favor
him with your presence at an early day. If
-you like to look at-

■■rub HOSIERY!

lassitude and

rth.

t ii.
In I
f.ij-tii- \
l!i**n
i** l.i -\\* rlh.

one

every

OUR ASSORTMENT OF

for the

_SIMMER!

The Greatest
Spring Tonic.

1 v r:*,o

In

r.—of

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Me*

NEW

THIS CITY.

Mob Gan Toe Bottoo,

—

lletail b>

Co* 9

i

in announcing to the citizens'
Belfast and vicinity that his- ;

j-of

IP.Mansfield!

WIDE TOE

pleasure

Takes

The Larpst ai Most Elegant Line

SARSAPARILLA

HOOD'S

SEEX IX

RUBBERS.

1

are

-VERY HEAVY AND NICE.

Doses One Dollar

SUMMER

UNDERWEAR,
EVER

Maple Syrup!

& Co., Lowell, Mass.

1. Hood

25 Cts.
Lecture at 8.

Doors open at 7

AND
1

Thursday Evening, May 12,1887.

The importance of purifying the Mood cannot be overestimated, for without pure
Mood you cannot enjoy good health.
At this season nearly every one needs a
good medicine to purify, vitalize, and enrich
tiie Mood, and Hood s Sarsaparilla is worthy

&

MONUMENT!

Ui) Mr. 1’IKlit K lias generously tendered »lie receipts of this lecture for tin- Monument Fund, and
as tins i- to he the last
appeal to the citizens h\ the
( omrades ol Thus. H. Marshall Post for the Monument, it is hoped that he will he given a l'ttii house,
and hv so doing will have the pleasure of seeing a
haudsouie Monument erected in Custom House
square the present season.

Boots, Shoes,

Has the LARGEST and FIXEST
LIXE of

-}-AT-}-

Belfast

LADIES’

IN

in great variety.

!: GRADES-:-

fidOTEvery article marked in. /dain tiyuns and

no

deviation. ALL

ONE ERR E A T-

-STRICTL )

-OFAM) TO THIS END SHALL

WATERMAN'S WALDO

Undersell Every Reliable Dealer
in the

Oil RE
SICK

II adaelu,yetCai:
sLiilleI.iverPil 1b are equally
valuable in Constipation, car ng and preventing
tins annoying complaini, " h;
th* v aibo correct
all disorders of the siomn«ii. stimulate the liver
an l r.- nlaie the bow c 1«. L- n if they only cured
..

|

HEAD

pills

ArHE

s thai here is where wr
Is the banc of so man;
make our great boaot. Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills arc- very small and
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable ana do not gripe or
purge, but by the ir g-ntle action please all who
In vials at
use them.
cents; five for $1. Sold
l.y druggists everywhere, cr sent by mad.

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,
New York City.
ly rPhirm

ENTERTAINMENT
-TO PINK FIT THE-

North Church Society
AT-

lice..

Thursday
PV
“
A

opera

house,

May .>//#, 1SS7.

LOCAL TALENT.:-

Bsmerald.a,

’ ’

pin v in four nets bv MRs. FKANt I'* Unix;.
SON HI KNETTE Mini W. II. (ilEEETTE.
A success of the Madison Square Theatre.

Mr. A. IV Mansfield.
l.ydia Ann, bis wife.Mrs. F. W. Patterson.
Esmeralda, his da tighter... Miss Charlotte T. Sibley,
have Hardy, a young North Carolinian,
Mr. E. < >. Thorndike.
Estabrook, a man of leisure ...Mr, \V. II. Quimbv.
.lack hesmoiid, an American artist in Paris,
Mr. F. T. Chase.
Nora iXtsmond, t
Miss Kittie Conant.
s‘
M
’Miss Annie Starrett
Kate hesmoiid,*1
/
(ii‘o. Drew, a mining engineer,

“Marquis” i|e Mnntessive,

an

adventurer, i

Mr. W. It. Washburnc.

by Orchestra, Percy A. Sanborn, Leader.
Admission, 25 rls., Reserved Seals, 35 cts.

Music

Doors often nt 7—Overture at 7.4*5.
Reserved seats on sale at P< M >R A SON’S Mon2uT7
day, May 2d.

This

Boy!

promising young Percheron Norman Clvdesdale stallion will make the season of 18K?,

Moilifi at Went Troy, Tuesdays at Catty. Wednesdays at iilatoa, Thursdays at Barabaai,
Friday a at i'aaaaa, Saturdays at Plltsfleld.
Percheron Boy was sired by the imported Per-

clieron Norman Stallion, Gray Eagle of New Brunswick, out of an imported Clydesdale mare. Stands
15, 2 iindies high, weighs 1,400 lbs., is five years
old, dark dapple gray color. A nice, clever, opengaited reader. Kind and tractable. Won the sweepstakes at a pulling match at Presque Isle in IKSO.
Farmers who wiali to raise horses that will earn
their keeping at two years of age, that are born all
broken, should examine this horse before using
others. 4**Terms to warrant, $10.-99
E. G.

I. C. LIBBY, Prop.
4wl7
WHITNEY, Groom.

One Gross Kennedy's Discovery
JUST BEUKIVBH

HOWES

CO;

BV

I

am now

finishing

Men’s Stylish 4-Button Cutaway
-ANl)-

-same

The \\<*rk will als«. contain historic*; of the See
the >i\tii Maine, the

-you the-

BEST

( 'nntf

nf:
The

war

N ice

President, llo\. Manmhal H

I MEAN IT.

|-

-other

iro.Y* T lit:

,im

(elfiny the truth.

Desirable
which

ARRIVAL !

Nice Florida

1

tic F\ Soldiers should hear in mind that all tin
principal local events, occurring during the war

am

described in full.

Oranges!
& CO.

of

In mururro, title In

Four Hundred

gold.

R.

H.

2.00>

JEWELRY STORE

!

Page* Matter!
Twenty Illustrations!
onee.

STANLEY &

CO.,

Box 1205, Bangor. Me,
OFFICE—Room 7, No. *21 Main street, also Eastern
Maine State Fair office.4wl7

Horn! Horses!! Horses!!!
FOR SALE CR EXCHANGE.
Just home with
good horses of all kinds.
Cents anti Ladies
Driving, Livery, Brood
Mares and Farm llorst's, weighing from 000 to l.'MK
lbs. For the next tH) days shull have at my stable \
from 20 to 35
letters promptly answered.
W7 tiBINNKU, Beamport House,
2m 17
Bears port, Maine.

WE HAVE THE BEST LINE OF

Canned Goods, Pickles, Ketchups,
and all that kind of goods ever offered iu Belfast, and when anything new is to be had, you
are sure to lin'd It, and at low prices at

BELFAST, HOWES

Co.’n, main St.

Well, I will tell you.

going to

CL0THIN6,

Furnishing

Goods

1st.

He pays spot cash for all goods that he buys.

2d.

He bays in immense quantities for spot cash.

3d.

He wholesales Clothing and Hats all

4th.

He has three

Kalish,

Sidney

One

1‘

every

trade,

buying

-OF-

Wortli

Ladies and Misses

give-

Quart of Nice Varnish !

ilSTS, OILS <( VARNISHES,

Timothy It. Hiixxey

Agricultural

*

Implements!

^Standard

And it stands at the head for

The very best in the market at

-Now if you

CO’S.

are

Phosphates.

going to liny any kind of

you want to call and look at mine, and you will
buy. 1 have a number of

attention is called to the following extract from Section 21 of Chapter ;VJ of
and
Hand
the Revised Statutes of Maine:
Second
“Parents, householders, masters of work-houses,
!
Truck
alms-houses, prisons and vessels, shall give notice !
to the clerk of their town of the births which take j that I am going to sell at VERY LOW PRICES.
place in their families, houses and vessels.”
-1 have a LA ROE LINE ofSection 22 of the same chapter provides that who- 1
ever neglects to perform the duties required of
him in the preceding section,“forfeits not exceeding CLOTHES DRYERS
ten dollars for each offence to be recovered by
-ANDcomplaint, half to the town and half to the prosecutor.”
WRINGERS !
CLOTHES
All persons in this city named in the foregoing
extract from Section 21, Chapter
are hereby rethat are selling so low that no one can afford to
quested to give the notice required in that section.
be without them.
Belfast, April 22, IH87.—:iwl7
L. II. MCRCII, City Clerk.
Qjj Call and look at my new store any way, and
if vou are in want of any goods in my line you
will purchase and he made happy.

PARTICULAR

For Sale.

The residence of tin* late HOBEKT WHITE, desirably situated
L on Church street, Belfast, with
t commodious stable and excellent
S irardeii. Hard and soft water on
the premises, and other advantages that recommend it to one in ueed of a comfortable home.
For further particulars and terms apply on the
premist?* to A. E. CLAItK, or by letter to
MRS. ELIZA A. WHITE,
4wl7*
Farmington, Maine.

Hdkfs.,

Collars A

we are

CEO.

O.

BAILEY.

Belfast, April 14,1887.—3ml5

7th.

He defies competition
(ioods.

%

8th.

Howes

He

guarantees

just put in

He has

9th.

his

on

goods
a

Clothing, Hats, Caps
as

represented

or

and

money

Burnish

ing

refunded.

and

be convinced that this is the

place to buy.

Clothing Store,

Boston

our

stock

Give

before pur1U

we can

sell you

just

as

-good-

lias returned from Boston with

The

And

everything usually kept In
-grocery store

Low as can he

BY

tfc cos

a llrst-class
as-

bought elsewhere.

SWIFT & PAUL,

public

a

h.

Hold On!!

-If yon
Gold tying, Pin. Ear Jewels, Cuff Buttons
and Watch Chains,
-at bottom prices, call atMasonic Temple
II. £. MCDONALD’S,
fine-

are inriteil to call anil examine

e.

lull:-

LAlid E anil \E II

s

/ 0('h

Stiff and Soft

Hats, Caps,

Shirts, Neckwear & Furnishing Goods
,,t

all kinds in prices and analittf to suit even/ Man. Youth and School Hot/ in Waldo Countialso

before

same

and view the

FINEST STOCK OF

Ms, Clock: & Jewelry
Of all klaJs an eelllag al the

Mil, Steel, & CeMoid Spectacles,

VERY

>

LOWEST * PRICES

and EYE GLASSES
city. Particular attention paid

to

fitting

the

-eye.-

Masonic Temple,

THAYER ft

Belfast, Me.

PAINTS
Mixed to order by Howes «C Co.

CO., 78 Main St., Belfast.

purchasing should

call at

Fernald Bros.’ Granite Yard

at

McDonald

HAS THE

In the

a

Spring Clothing,

a

Mends & Relatives

FULL LINK of

G1 HAIX STREET.
Belfast, April 20, IHS7-—Umltl

MASONIC TEMPLE.

want

||V hare just received

E. P„ FROST 6l

Millinery of Latest Styles!

To,: tills,: Slim,: It.,

Co.

Thank inn you heartily for your kind patronaye the past year, ire trill ,)/.( h E /'/’ EOR
YOVlt INTERESTin still rail upon us.
Respectfully you* humble servants,

Chance I MRS. C. V. MONROE

us a

To convince yon that

&

FROST

WILL NOT UK UNDK15SOL1)

Onr expenses
at 1,11 H7-;/,’ PRICES Hum run hr hnuyht at any other star-- in llrlfast.
heina eery at nr ft smaller than any other eoneern of the hi lot. ire can .1 E El > lip to S El. L
VERY MUCH CllEAPER.

Hew Millinery.
E. Johnson & Co.
inspect

E. P.

II Phoenix Row, MARK ANDREWS, Prop., Belfast. RUBBER COATS, UMBRELLAS, TRUNKS, &c.,

selling for 50 rents Is s

chasing.

ir.i.v/' to save .1 non.ah:

-:

come

goods be-

MOMENT!

A

i\/> he w tuis ie v<>t

He guarantees his prices 20 to 30 per cent, tower than any other
store in Belfast for the same quality of goods.

lOth.

our

STARRETT,

A.

STOP

and Men.

XTew

& CUFFS.

invited io examine

5 MAIN STREET, OPP. NATIONAL BAKU

choice line of Tailor Made Suits for Hoys

Bargain.

Hold On!

Pure White Lead & Oil
SBIililNQ LOW

personal

cordially

are

attention to the retail trade.

He has always given his customers good goods at low prices.

Carriages
Wagons

!

his strict

THE-

purchasing.

H.

travelling salesmen out selling by sample to the
that his goods and prices must be right.

tith.

gives

Ladies
fore

Ac.

LAUNDRED& UNLAUNDRED SHIRTS.

C.

sale of last year.-

Ever Shown this side of Boston.

of Maine.

He

CENTS’ GOODS.

The White Shirt

the Slate

!ith.

Please

Cuffs, &c.,

so

over

a-

Carriage!

Nonce ot Uirths to be Uivpn

CORSETS,

4Lf Please call ami

>

Superphosphate

Hosiery,

LADIES’ SUMMER VESTS,
Ladies’ Cotton Underwear, Gloves,

HOSIERY, COLLARS

-1 also sell the-

SEWING MACHINE OIL
«C-

CASH,

Dollars

also where I have moved to, THREE stores
below where I was at NO. 52 MAIM 8T.
1 also sell all kinds of the

Phoenix Row

HOWES

and PAYS

CAP,

HAT,

AND FURNISHING BUSINESS IN BELFAST.

-AND-

4S MAIN STREET, HE LEAST.

This will continue for THIRTY DAYS, to let
people know that 1 am headquarters for

PITTIMi TO TIIK KTKS A SPECIALTY.
C. HERVEY,

me

-1 will

you arc looking for any goods usually
found in a jewelry store don’t fail to examine my LA ROE STOCK. We are
selling all goods at wonderfully
LOW PRICES. Every descrip-tion of—--

A.

am

Paints, Oils and Varnishes,

constantly adding to mv stock the NEWEST
-STYLES and PATTERNS of-

A.

STIFF stud SOFT HATS

ttv-All our goods are guaranteed as represent.‘hull
ed at prices as L<)\V as the L<)\VKST.

-OF-

! S|»«*<»taol(»*s Jfc Ey<, Glasses

PRICKS:
IB rlolk. blur, title la wild.*2.00I
In shrrp, title In gold. 2.Ml

I

Ten

Silver and Plated Ware,

If

going to do?

Clothing!

-A GOOD LINK OF-

We Now have Open and
a
buys
Ready for sale
Three Dollars Worth ef Goods !
A NEW & FULL ASSORTMENT
also
one

Watches, Clocks,.Jewelry,

Thf formation of the regiments and their depart
ure; the great war meetings; the work ol thi
women ; the evening political contests ; the de
struct Ion of Northern newspapers favoring se
cession; the cheering news or Inlon victories
and the discouraging tales ol defeats, the re
Jolelngs over Lee’s surrender; the grief at Lin
coin’s death, as well as the urrounts of the re
tarn of the troops after the **Wblte>Winge< I
liove of Peace” had spread her broad pinion: 1
over the land—all will be falthl'nlly portrayed.

you

All the

Give Ever; Mae, Woman & Child

those

GOLD AND SILVER GOODS !
HERVEY S

are

a

-Best Assortments i Pants!-

XIIE LEADING

SIIOITLI) DO

<;<><>!> and CSKFl'l. PKKSENT that

HOWES

A.

and Children's

Gents’

BAILEY!
What

OVERCOATS*-

Cannot he excelled in the Citv.
LATKST STYLKS in

Boys

At A. A. Howes & Co’s.

Sco M(“.

Just reeeived another lot of

MARK ANDREWS

Made Suits!

of my own manufacture, which for the past
t wenty years have given such good satisfaction
to my trade.
Our line of

MOLASSES

Feh. 17, 1SS7.—7tf

FRESH

thy

^SPRING

large

so

--HAVE

-REASONS WHY-

Made in New York cifV hy Journeymen Tailors
and equal in all respects to CUSTOM WORK,
at MUCH LKSS than you can have them made.
1 will also keep
USUAL LINK of

public.

HEAT OX Ell HE EOJi

E. F. HANSON, Belfast.

A.

pleased

to show ihc

Sice New Vorto llieo, Sew Orleans
and Burhadoes

man.-

Coini‘ mid

Col. ( Alv in s. Dot TV. The rebel (ien. Ashby
has stated that the First Maine Cavalry under tin
command of Col. Douty, once saved the army ol
(ien. Dunks from capture.
Adjt. (ien. John F. Housi*on, vvhose labors dur
ing the war eontrilmted largely to Maine's gram
war record.
Col. J. D. Hi'st, of tht’ Fight!) Maine. This gal
hint officer went into the army as a private and ot
his discharge was made a Drig.-Ucneral.
Capt. Fli.t aii Low, Provost Marshal, (Quarter
master and Commissary of the Fourth District ol
Maine.
This gentleman's reminiscences of tin
various Drafts will he of deep interest.
Capt. Fkkp A. Ci .mminos, recently appoints
postmaster of Dangor.

she will hr

Millinery

Belfast, April l!i, ISS7.—fiwlb

El It SI-CLASS WO 1th".

Army.
(jieii. ('has. II ami.in. On his retiring from the
service, a special order, complimentary to (.en.
Hamlin, was issued by order of (ien. (.rant.

LINE!

we had

Wear!

Ear Spring and Summer

Tailor

a

as

Suits

-OF-

tin 1 am now sending in orders for “Cl'sTOM
WORK" such as I furnished last year. If you
want an\ style built 1 u ill guarantee to supply you
for ( ONMDERAIILE LESS MONEY than any

/

BOSTON ullh

out/see thrill before I hey ore /mi ntrit unit

then you trill I'nmr /

The war <lovernor. Is vki:i. \V vslim i;v, In.
Hon. (
A. Hot 11:1.1.1.. C. >. Navy
(ien-.l AMI.SOX, (,en*. HoithitTs. and < <>i. V vitM v.
the three gallant commanders ot tiic xrund Maine,
(ien. < 1 id's Hamlin, of the regular Army, who
receiv' d many promotion-, “for distinguished ser
v ices during the war."
Hen. 111 it a M
Hkkky, of Dockland. At the
time (.en. Ilerry was killed, the War Department
had determined to place him in command of the
Army of the Potomac.
C’oi. (11 vi i.in, of the First Maine Heavy Artil
lery. Tennyson has immortalized the “Charge of
tile Fight Drigadc," hut history records the fact
that the famous First Heavy 'equalled them in
i their famous charge, which then excited the admiI ration of the military world.
1
Col. Di kmiam, of' the Sixth Maine. This HegiI incut has the
reputation of being the linest body ol
skirmishers either in the Volunteer or Hcgulur

returned Iron.

PULL

v.vt

I.IN.

Just

lias

Wagon,

I Yol* EVER SAW.

amply illustrated with more than twenty engravings and portraits. Among the latter vs ill he I it ho

Mrs.J.C. Cates

a

GROCERY,

Or Portion(f

Orientals !

Cent

ir>

KXTKNSIYK LINK of

Sack

and 1 want every person who intends to buy
carriage to call and see them. I ran show

First Heavy amt in fact ol all regiFighteenth
men t** containing Fa-tevn Maine men, including
A Do, accounts
Infantry. Cavalry, and Artillery

an

out

70 TOP & OPEN CARRIAGES!

tit -Tlic book will lie issued al

Percheron

and will show

of the Events Occurring in this
Section of the State, from the Firing
of the First Gun at Sumter to
the Close of the War.

are

CAST OK CHARACTERS.
Elbert Rogers, a North Carolina Farmer,

room.

-We have another drive in those-

^•Hayford Block, Church St., Bel fast.

I

as

History

of the lilt in the Prison Pens of the South, written
by ex-prisoners now r< siding in Maine. It will he

Ache tin y would be almost pricelosn to those who
suffer fr -m this distressing complaint; but fortunately t heir goodness doc* not end here, and those
valuwho once try them will find these little
able in bo many ways that they will not tn willing
to do without them.
Put after all sick head

JJELFAST

of floor

ond Maine, tin' Fourth M.um

>■

pay,

a-

Repository12,000 Square Feet

the Rebellion."
A

no rent to

-have built

tastern Maine and

t?'< k II ••udicl
l»lcs incin- 1 relieve all the t;
dent to ft bilious ^tu!<* of the svst- in. surh an Dl*7.1 iess, Nausea, Drowsin'*** D «tr-?h uf;>
eating,
V
tin
I* *.n in tin Side, <fcc.
moat lemarEa'nlc success has been ah- ■' •: bi c uring

! shall have

Mate.

CLOTHING HOUSE,

ARAMS,

^JEWELERS,^
HIGH STREET,
Feb. 23,1887.—1} r44U

BELFAST.

LARGEST and REST collection
of dressed

Monuments & Tablets!
ever shown in this scetion of the State.
All kinds of Cemetery work done to order. Fine
Polished work is a specialty with us.
4£'Call and examine Granite and Finish..

FERNALB BROS.,
Pleasant Street, West End Shoe Factory.
Belfast, April 21,1887.—3m 16

FLOUR.
We are offering special laiucemealsto purchasers
of Flour. Save money by buying the next barrel of

A. A. HOWES &. CO.

THE NEW MODEL
KoUr; Disc

JOINTED PULVERIZING HARROW
Is presented with the utmost confidence that it will
he found not only the most satisfactory and valuable implement yet produced for the tillage of the
soil, but also the most convenient to handle for both
man and team, possessing advantages to be found
in no other implement made for the purpose!
SEE ONK, trv one, buy one AN1) 11K HAPPY!
ADENTS W A N'T ED where we have none.
For Circulars or any information, address

FRED ATWOOD.
I2wl4is

When

Wlnterport,

gkn’l Ao't
>

fok

You

M«..

New England.

Want

CANNED GOODS,

^Pickles, Catsup, Sauces,^
COOKING EXTRACTS, &c.,
-GO TO-

Swift &

Paul,

Masonic

Temple.

A

SKIN SCALP
i

Lament.

Generalities.

Where arc the forms
So many ami merry
Purified
and
Beautified
the
Cleansed,
! That gladdened the house with their
by
coming,
Where are the dear ones
Cuticura Remedies.
l'or cleansing the skin and scalp of Disfiguring I
That gathered at eve
Humors, for allaying Itching, Rui ning and Inllam
When the day sunk to rest in the gloaming?
ination, for curing the first symptoms of Eczema,
When the mountains grew dark
Psoriasis, Milk ( rust, scaly Head, Scrofula, and
other inherited skin and Rlood Diseases, CTi n r
With twilight's soft shadow.
ua. the great Skin Cure, ami (
nn ha Soai*, an
And the stars eame out with their gleaming.
e\.jui>ite skin Reautitier, externally, and Ci nThen the whip-poor-will eame
< t'K\
Kisotvknt, t !i«r new Rlood Puri Her, interWith his plaintive lament
j
nally, are infallible.
! That startled the barn-swallows' dreaming.
A COMPLETE (IRE.
From the hills eame the cry.
I have suffered all my life with skin disease*5 of
Low. mournful, and lonely,
different kinds, and have never found permanent l
That
called the night birds to their rally.
relief, until, by the advice of a lady friend, I used |
And faintly prolonged
your valuable < ththa Ri.Mr.tms. I gave them
<
Mi
a thorough trial,
the soft night w ind.
using six bottles of the ft ri< t uv
Rksolvknt, two boxes of (TTu ria and seven It echoed down through the valiey.
cakes of Cl in cua shat, and the result was ju>t
Oh flowers and youth,
what I had been told it would be—a
curt
And beauty and bloom.
BELLE WADE, Richmond, Va.
Reference, G.W. Latimer. Druggist, Richmond, Va. Cast their love and their fragrance around us
So many, so merry,
1 1 It Ml.
BALI
1111 hi >1
Oh kindred and friends,
I was troubled with Salt Klicuin for a number And dear tender ties that bourn! us.
of ears, so that the skin entirely came off one of
Where are you now.
my hands from the linger tip- to the wrist. 1 tried
remedies and doctors* prescriptions to no purpose
I sti\teh out my hands
until 1 commenced taking (tint uv lli.'it.t'ii.s,
For the greet ings that hmg since have vanished.
and now I am entirely cured.
No soft sighing breeze
h. T. PAKKH1J, dT'-i Northampt n, >t., Ho.-tou.
lirings the dear voices back
i'hal death with his stern touch has banished.
DIUl.blST* ENilOUSE THEM.
Have sold a ijuantity of your Cuticura h’ouiIIl l.l'.N N. P.U K Alii).
edies. One of my customers, Mrs. Hours Ivintz,
■

w ho had tetter <>n her hands to -well an extent ato cause tlie skin«f<> peel off, and for eight
years
she suffered greatly, was completely cured by the
use of your medicines.
(
> \VK. Druggist-, (.'anion, Ohio.

ITUIlNh.

Literary

SCALY, PIMPLY.
:

For the last year I have had a species of itching,
scaly and pimply humors on my face to wlii< h 1
have applied a great mam methods et treatment
without -urcc-.-, and whi.ii was speedih and cntirelv cured bv (Tin
ha.
Mits. |s.\A( PHHHP>. Kavenna. < >.

News and Notes.

A 'imp!.* Heart is the title of a story by S. R.
Kill »tt
lii«-li conics to us in neat pamphlet
form from tiie publishing house of John ireland. 1PJ7 Broadway. New York.

Among the illustrate d articles in the forthcoming numbered Tin- Century is one by Lieutenant Frederick Shwatka on the Apaches,
with portraits of some of their chiefs ami
scouts.

NO

MEDIilNE

LIKE

THEM.

What i' tin* source of natural gas. ami what
is the limit of the supply? These questions,
ami especially the latter, on which depends tin*
continuous prosperity of many important
branc hes of manufacture, an* to be discussed
by Prof. X. S. Shaler, in tin* Forum for May.

Wc have sold your (
n*« l:A Hi:mimi> for the
last six years, and no medicines on our shelves
give better satisfaction.
<
F. ATHFirroN. Druggist, Albany, V V.
UTi'
i:v
Kkmi:iui:- arc
-old everywhere.
(
Price
ip
uv. .‘•u cent-. Pi-.'iAiNi. sl.oo;
s"Ar, -■> centPrepared by the I'uiiKi; Dim-.
AMiCin mu vi. C< u. Poston. Me--, send for “Hnu
to Cure Skin Diseases.**

PDllDC
UltU O

I’imples, Skin Hiemi-hc-. and P.aby
Humors, eured Dy < n* nv >o.u\

Catarrh to
(

Consumption.

atari h in it- destnietive force slam!-

and

undouhtediv lead-

therefore

The t hiu eh Review for April contain* among
otln r article* of interest in it- special tield one
«»m the Law of the- Church in tin- fnited States
introduction) by the editor, Rev. Henry Mason Baum.
Tin* department of Contemporary
l.itiTature i- well maintained. Houghton. Mif<
ilin .V o.. Boston.

on to

singular that those

fearful di.-ea-e shauhi

not

next to

It is

ror-umption.
a

filleted with

make

:t

tlds

tin*

(inject of
it.
Deceptive
pretender- to

their live- to rid thcm.-elves ,.i
remedies concocted bv ignorant
medical knowledge have weakened the confidence
of the great mtijoritv of sufferers in all advertised
remedic-. Thev become resigned lo a iife of misery rather than torture themscives with doubtful
pal Hath es.
Hut tin- w ill never do. < atarrh must be met at
every stage and < .u.batted with all our might. In
many ease- tin- disease ha- a -mired datigcro.i•>v mptottis.
The bone- ai.d cartilage «*f the no.-c.
tf e orga -of hearing, of -cc. ,g and ot ta-ting
to be u-ele—. til*- ir id;-,
affected
cc-ngaten,
the thro..
inllaincd and irritated ;•
t
pro.
dticc a (on-..
and di-trc--ir.a cough.
>.\M< ||{I»*S
I v
V!.
ri.‘ iii*
every phase
of ( atarrh. from a simple head <••.! ! to the most
loathsome and dc tractive stage-, it i- local and
constitutional. In rant in relieving permanent in
» uting. safe, eeoiji l.jieai and m
tailing.
Kach package contains one bottle of the U vidc vi. LTki
one box < vt vituiiai. s« >h\ i:n r. and an
iMi’imvi-.i. isi! vt.i.it. w itii treatise ;
>1.

>

o

>

>

Porn.it Dim

i;

«

\

< m.mi«

vi. < <»..

P,.*ston.

KIDNEY Pains

f ati'l that \\<*ary.
ai!;ri>m- -t i;-.i
I tion <*vtM jiiT'fii! u ith 1;>•!' in!'ann •!
wrak hack an.I loin-, arliina"i
.■'■!<! «*;m
i.\crv, i'kt
am I
I'V
Mot ill u y or en—ipanon. :a. :r;i*-\« n ;n
• •nr
«•
uit
*I
!!u*
t utinira
minute ami sjuavlily
Anll-Paln Plaster, a now. original. < lcirant ami in
fallililc anti'iott* t<> pain am*. inilanitnanon. Al all
an: or
f Potter Urns
'Irugprists, iW., jiv* ii r
Co., Boston.

^ki«iiu'ys.
™hips

Wonderful

England and Russia have settle*! the Afghan
question.
The Chicago boodlcrs
in their trial.

fighting for delay

are

world.

it

What It Did for an Old

Princess Beatrice is a composer, and a new
piece of music by her has just been published.

R» v. E. I*. Roc, the novelist, has already rceived £7000 in royalties oil his latest booh\*‘I!e
Fell in Love with His Wife.”

Louis lias raised £77.000 to defray the
expenses of the Grand Army encampment,
and expects to increase the amount to more
than £100,000.

i<

ernment

|

even

•luainta.

MONEY REFUNDED

Trial Bottles IO Cents.

at every erug store in America.
Vnd- f y I\
KINSMAN »v CO.. Aj).>tiiecaries. New
rk.
Large bottles o5 and 75 cents.

Iyr6

W

lml 4

You chew because yon like tic- flavor; you don't
tobacco that ha- hern cut. and the edge- c\
ltosed and -o heroine hard, rrulidding, and flavor
less
A oil won t get any of these unpleasant pr< pties in
want

“llappy Thougltl.*’ the Wave Line Plug.
The dealers recommend it. for they know it t- an
economical, superior, and lasting chew. < hewers
choose it for the <|ualit> of the plug, and the supc
riority of its flavor. You tr\ it and \on will u-c
no

other.

BRANDED T|NITAno8T

letters N. & S.*'
^
Every Cisjar being thus ^
branded,
Lovers of Pure Tobaoro can

protect

3s=r-

Jk

’i

commerce.

throp

Since ls7C the exact locality of the resting
place of President Lincoln was a secret known
only to a few gentlemen. Recently the body
was removed and placed in the vault where it
cannot be readied by grave robbers.

tises

slight

|

N. ft

8.”

are

Fraud is alleged on both sides in the vote
prohibition in Michigan.

on

The Kcpublican members of the Michigan
Legislature favor a liquor license ranging from
9300 to §5,000.

By

the capture of the Yaqui chief, Cajcnc,
tlie Mexicans have ended their war with the
Indians in Honors.
The Philadelphia Zoological Carden lias received all ant eater and a penguin, tin- onlv
specimens in America.
The hill granting to women tlie right to vote
In municipal elections inis been defeated in the

Michigan Legislature.
Putting cold

ill an overheated boilei
Wrecked a mill and killed three men near LanOhio.
caster,
water

Hot weather and

rain forsix week is causing apprehension in Illinois and Indiana for
the safety of the crops.
no

Police Judge Labor of lies Moines, la., lias
emigrated to Canada, taking everything except
it 94,000 shortage with him.
It is said that Secretary Whitney Inis under
Consideration the organization of a naval reserve
force, after the English plug.
The official returns of Irish agrarian crimes
for the past three years are given as follows
For 1884, 762; lSSo, 944; 1880,1,050.
Tile Irish National League of Boston and vicinity is to call again this year for live dollar
subscriptions to the Parliamentary fund.
Californians claim that onlv high freights
prevent their raisins from driving the Mediterranean product out of American markets.
The Boston Chamber of Commerce has adopted resolutions urging the necessity of improved mail facilities between Boston and New
York.
Thus far 63 employes of the Pan Handle Kailhave lieen arrested for robbing freight
ears, and 9160,000 worth of stolen property recovered.
wav

Tte Vermont Commission which is to purchase land at Gettysburg and locate the battle
monuments of the State will undertake its work
this week.
The Chicago Turners have deposed their Executive Board because of its action in !>ehalf
of Anarchist Spies, who is a member of the

society.

The President lias appointed Alexander It.
Lawton, of Georgia, to lie Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to Austria-

Hungary.
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"PRINCE RANIER," No. 15,663.
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DAKOTA/^S,
fef£RK

OMtorts cures Colie, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation,
Kills Worms, gives sleep, and promotes digestion.
Without injurious medication.

a

Terms so easy that the
land will PA Y VOil
ITSELF in Five
years. Prices
nrc rapidly ud
mincing. Maps.
with guide books,
giving range of
prices,terms of

pennyroyal
pills
"CHICHESTER'S

sale,and other;
particulars,
sent

«

The Original and Only demine.
?«fc awl
a’.";.?.t,i IMIaM.-. IMnmor wvrthlMw luiiiailom.
A.k >o„r DrUK.l.t for
LADIES.
."J,I5C1.“biC
lilch enter n r.nt;h«li *:u, 1 t:ik.- n» n-h.*i, jr inclose- 1c
.iWr- o, utterl.y return tuulh
Mamps, to us kr |
NAME PAPER. / ‘iichenier Chemical Co..
*
•*»sulidt:it Niiiiirt, iMiltudu., I'a.
Sold by DritincMn everywhere. a k for
“Chlche*ter » Lntflinli” Fenai v r.iy ul I'illn.
1 akc tiv uther.
Cco. C. t. (md HI a A <’o., Bo-ton, Wholesale \-ds
I vr2

Tua CtoiACB Cosipakt, 183 Fulton Street. N. Y.

l.owo.'t market

prices.

£/}-Kncoura^e

home

industries.. (‘ii

-ear-port,

a

March

BAY VIEW POULTRY

YARDS,

V

t;,'‘

|L
|L
^

BROTHERS, Proprietors.

i.11 in

comprising

hum, pimi wen oi
water,
5inall wood 1 >t, house, shed and ham connected and
in irond repair, is otic red for sale. Terms ea>v to
suit, the purchaser,
\pply on the prcmLcs to
MBS. !•< Hi 1) t. A V.
.M

21*, 1>"7.—2m|:l

Physician

and

nn<i out*

r*>

•*..!•* in
.onvenicnt
-r

STOP!

This Invaluable Medicine is acknowledged by thousands to be Tlio 1Jest Cough Medicine in the world. For Coughs, Colds, Sore
Throat, Hoarseness,Inflammationof the Throat
and Mouth, Whooping Cough, Canker, Hash,
Ac., there is no medicine now in use that has

performed more

smt
to market*

squills;

the finest in the world, every
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Cocoa, from which the excess
Oil has been removed. It lias t!-y.
times the strength of C >coa mixed
with Starch, .\ rrow root or Smrar,
and is therefore lar tnoie economical, vesting less than < ;,•»> ant a
\ cup. It is delicious, nourishing:,
i etrenpth'.-nimr, easily digested, and
hadmirably adapted for invalids as
swell as for persons in health.
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YARDS AT SANDY POINT, MAINE.
Boston

MOW IS
^

45

OiHce,

THE

TIME
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IMPROVE

SETTING, $2.00;
wiTviKSiS!* “IS®!**4 •"

2

SETTINGS, $3.50;

WM N

M

.i.'iTi

a

For
APP'Vto

Coasting.
JOIH 8. RANUTT.

®. *• **'»<■* C«Mls*lener, Bocklaai, Me.
July 2!>, 188«.—SOtf

SEARSPORT SAVINGS BANK.
SAVINGS
f;n>nrator8 of the SKARSPORT
TH!':HANK
requested to meet at tliclr hanking
are

flack, A. R„ f«r

3 SETTINGS, $5.00.

A. 0., 1887. at 10
J»»ychoice
,l«®. of
the
trustees for the

ensuing year ami to act on any other business that
may legally come before the meeting.
*»'•
CIIAS. F. GORDON, Treas.

and see

J.

F.

fl„i3

!

then._;

FRYE &

CO”

General Commission Merchants
AND

WHOLESALE DEALERS

IN

Flour* Butter* Cheese *Eggs*Beans*
■AY. POTATOES, PISH, GAME, POULTRY, Ac.
9 John and ft Barrett Street*, Boston
Correspondence nml consignments solicited.
Boston, Aug. 6.1S86.—1 yr32*

C.

®

lyr!2

SOLUBLE PACIFIC GUANO
Since IS(io this fertilizer has proved like

P

DENTIST,
Coraer Charrb and
Spring Streets,

tfl

1UHB.

AUM15 in AVfillX

Farm-yard ma-

nure, good for any crop, on any soil, in any climate.
1 ry it alongside of brands which advertise attractive 14 valuat ions," and see if the latter even equal it in tlieir effect on
the soil. Any farmer may thus learn to his own satisfaction
the doubtful value of “commercial valuations,” as against
a the agricultural value of a good fertilizer.
Apply for Pamphlets, etc., to
H

|

P. LOMBARD

BELFAST. MAINE.

I IlLrrHhT

SAUL

I

CLIDDEN & CURTIS, Boston,
General Selling Agents,

Pacific Guano
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Every druggist shou Id keep Athlophoros
and Athlophoros Pills, but where they cannot be bought of the druggist the Alhloplioro^ Co., 112 Wall St., New York, will
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For liver and kidney diseases, dyspepsia, indigestion, weakness, nervous debility, diseases
of women, constipation, headache, impure
blood, «kc., Athlophoros Pills are unequaled. 1
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BowdoinSt. & Btiwdoin $q
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MASSAGE GIVER !

with pain is the sad ry of
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of rheumatism or neuralgia, mi l nv p-.enily
other diseases, such a- kidney and liver

regular price, which is $1.00 per bottle
for Athlophoros and 50c. for Pills.
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“NEARLY CRAZED

Hugh Hatpin.
Nashua, N. II., March 17, 1S8G.
For rheumatism and rheumatic afflictions I believe Athlophoros a most excellent remedy, it penetrates all parts of the
body, driving out rheumatism and makes
a sure cure if taken according to directions.
It is a splendid tonic for a run down system, a condition rheumatism is sure to
make of one’s health, f heartily recommend Athlophoros to all suffering with
rheumatism, if is a fine medicine.
Mrs. A. C. Wright, 43 Granite St.
Great Falls, N. IT., March 25,1886.
This certifies that two bottles of vour
medicine, Athlophoros, cured my wife of
her neuralgia after trying all other remedies with no avail.
Dudley Gilman.
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Portland., Me., April 1. 1886.
Athlophorosis a real goo i thing, ii eurc 1
1 was ttouhled with it
my rheumatism.
for sometime, my hack was in a had way
with rheumatism.
I took Athlophoros
and was completely and speedily curc*<F.
1 have recommended it to many suffering with rheumatism, all of whom
received good effects from its use.
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nurse: and physicians in the United
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never-failing success
by millions of mothers for their children. During
the process of teething its value is incalculable. It
relieves the child from pain, cures
dysentery and
in the bowels, and wind-colic.
«}’ having health to the child it rests the mother.
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Secures Patents in tin* 1 uP* d >i.-,tt
:
Britain, France, and other foreign
nut!
of the claims >>i any Pat.mi fumi-m
...
one doiiar.
AMgiiment- nr..pied u: \\ i.;,,
in th. I /(ittn
.\<jymU
fm'ilit n s ./'<*/• ohfuir i n </ /*«//•
,,'nin
puti ntilf;ilil;/ <■/ in
B* 1 * id I) i»Y
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House for Sale.

“Castorla is so well adapted to children that
1 recommend it as
superior to any prescription
known to me.”
II. A. Abcme, M

|fl
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Complexion.

by eminent physicians.
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cancer
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Husbana's Testimony.

A
wife
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S3.00

no cream
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Partridge Cochins

It contains

fi

My

h rli:

j

grew stouter

rapidly di.-np;.cur

-be every one

:o.

severe

..■

SEAR? MONT, MAINE.

led

little

r.

and it is

a

sixl-oGhsof

SWIFT bPECIfiC CO.,

1

Women with pale, colorless faces who fed weak
and discouraged, will receive both mental and
bodily vigor by using farter’s Iron Pills, which
are made for the blood, nerves and
complexion.

io

jj

9
9

Skill

I travelled all over i-.ur.ipe and other foreign
countries at a c.
of tlmu.-amls of doliars,
search
health ami fotnul it m-t. 1 returned di.cmiiagcd and di-h.•aliened, ami w a- r*-sp.ivd to
real youthful health ami spirit with !<
than two
hottles »>i Hop Bitters, j hope other- ma\
tit
by ni} experience and .*ta\ at home.
A l.A'D'l
\[ (.* -!A, Mi..

—AM*—

recommen

had

1

HU ! AS!

I

It is

but

all

bad

been

harking rough

>

s.si;.

Cor,

A

strength-giving phosphates

any other

n -..:

Mas. N.\M

1

WyandQttes,

shortening than

;i•

v- <•

A.

troubled for .-.ir- w nil l.i*.
moth patches and pimple* oj, li.-i i.; -.-. u |:|rh m-..i
ly annoyed the life our of lie:-, .-he -p
main
dollars on the tiiou-and infallible
cure-, with
nothin'' but injurious eiVeets.
\ .,.i\ n,-! !. ..t
Syracuse, N. Y., who had hai! imilar e perienee
and had oeen cured w iti: Hop | inters, ii
.,*•
u;.
b>_t*'y it. One bottle lias made In lace
lair ami soft a.- a child'- and given li.
-i,. h p.
that it seems almost a mira a
A Mi:.mr.i.i, nr < \N \;>ian 1* kmaui n i.

Plymouth Rooks,

less

had

■

M\

publishers. Hoston/

or

'ag.

cancer was

my

health

take both m -n l- to w rit!nit now m\
hand w rites this. Now it you cmitimn to
faeiuro as lu*n.a,.d
.m
p. a, v, id-.
y«*u w ill a ecu mu late an
i-»r; am
a
d’ a.
die greaIe-I Ides-nigou \.• 11r teI. w mei. :na: w.i
ever conferred mi mankind.
TIM HI IP H.

I

any nutritive value.

and

that

cars

dime,

at

the second bottle the

used

for several .rears.

over

half

a

for

some

1; u-ed
good •'•hi

Io

quired by the s/stem.

requires

has hcab-d
sire of

a

tiny change another ini
ciiange m;
they are in»w a steady as the\ ever v civ.

A

Angus, shorthorn, A\i>liin-.
to prejudice.

always uniform in quality.

a

had been

T

j

....

n

3

The only brand of Laundry Soap
awarded a first class in; dal at the
New Orleans Exposition.
Guaranteed absolutely pure, and for general
household purposes is the very host

the

to

statement

a

procured

I

and spit blood continually.

*« 1 me
sm-h
extent that the least excitement v, .m i n,,ie
shake like the ague.
I.a-t Me. i wa.-ie
t..
try Hop Hitter-, t u. ed one b..fi!e, u did not -at

Secretary Whitney has awarded to the Bet lilt hem Iron Works Company of Pennsylvania
the contrac t for furnishing about 1400 ions of
*4eel gun forgings and 4300 tons of steel armor
plates, at a tola! cost of £4,512,038.

produces

do, and more. 1 our
shock of palsy, which miner,

to

had

I

three

two or

an

the good of the

!t
inns rather inconsistent that when a man
wishes to drown his sorrows in tin- bowl he
straightway empties the bowl.

Preferred

themselves.

promoting,

Illy i.-,.

neighbors could notice
healing up. My genera!

I

<

a

ear>

Advice

'*

"way,

It., .1

■

g

Dints
Whoever you are. | don’t know, hm j
thank the I."I'd and tee! arPel'll! 1*1 you lo know j
that in t his world < .f at In lb-rat ed m* 1 i i m s there
is one nmpound that prove and
ad p .,d\<

in

I Any tiling which belong- to pare. In altliv blood
is imparted to II.I s
>arsaparilla. A trial will
eomiin*e you <if its merit.-.

All of S. S. SLEEPER Sc CO.’S fiimoua

the

in

Uomauee of ib-ul Life in < uba
■>.
by .Man Mann, i- a volume
that vyill make a strong impression upon the
Am riean people.
Tin author, the wife of the
'li'tingui'i: -d educalor. Horace Mann, spent
tin; winter in < uba in iami there gathered
the materials which mak« up tin; present hook.
The anti-slavery struggle in the United States
had hardlv begun. A few voices had been raised in behalf of freedom; but tiny were little
heeded: and their owner' were’regarded as
tool' or fanatics. Hut .American shivery was a
mild form of oppression compared with that
of tie Wot India Islands. < mi Mrs. Mann's
arrival at t uba, and In the very household
where she* was for a time to make her home,
'he found a condition of thing' of which she
had not dreamed. Although nominally forbidden, the ^iave trade was carried on with hardan attempt at
<
concealment.
argues of
j blacks \\ eit landed weekly at Havana, and the
j owner.' of slave vessels held honorable position^ in society. In our own country the institution had some* redeeming featmvs.’ Masters,
! ay a rule, eared for the health and comfort of
; their slaves, if not aivvavs from kindness of
j heart, at least for policy, for a healthy slave
| vva' always better property and would perform
more- labor than one broken down
by work or
i illM". Hut in Cuba the owners «,f plantations
found it cheaper to work the negroes t,, death
i and pureh;,'e others from tif 'lavers lban to
take ordinary .are* f them.
Th ordinary life
of a plantation ham! was
only from >j'\ to
1
i.-ht years. Hoggings. which often resulted
in death, were of almost dailv occurrence, and
these Were* otteU for a I > *k. w llieli the overseer
might regard a> impertinent, or a mutt -red
word, and this brutality was not eoniin d to
men alone; women and* children \\ere v ietims
•dike, sight-and sounds like these urou'od a
feeling of hiirniug indignation in the heart « f
lie
visitor. As a vent for her feeling- she began this novel, into which she wove real chara- ter> ami incidents.
After her return home
she withheld it- publication for tin* reason
that the personality of a number of her
!l':<iid' had been freely dealt with ill its
idle last
of these friends having
pages,
| 'bed. Mrs. Mann determined to give the
work to the pn >s. hut tie- mami'u
ipt had
| mv'ti riuusly di'appeared, and the most tliorj ough search failed to reveal it' hiding-plaer.
| It was only after tin* death of the author a
mouth ago tiiat it conn- to light. The venerable
Mis> Ulizabeth I\ Peabody, the sister of Mrs.
Maun, into whose hands the manuscript fejl,
carried out the vvisla
of the author, and at
once pla< edit in the hands of the
publishers,
v

I*. L

NASa %m

employed

fair and fea-ibh-

governed.
l-'ili

If ADAMSON’S HOT AM C IJVI.SAAI fails
IO Cure any case el Coital*. Cold. Asthma
or Consumption in its carl*. striae*.
I is
pleasant as liom-v. Sufferers from eidu recent or
chronic cotigijs or Bronchial affections can resort to
this great unedy with confidence.

le-1

A

Before

H titan

Enthusiastic Endorsement.
Corho i;i

station of the Panama Railroad

Company i> the largest and most imposing
building ever erected in Panama for the pur-

I saw

fl pain in my breast, a rr. ;a!.ii_r
9 S. S. s. my cough left me and I

have
My wife and children al
great benefit from their use.
W. K. HATHAWAY,
■\gi. ( n. i:\. ( o.

An

once.

E for

all the time since.

St.

tj

fi

like fire

was

lie papers telling what S. S. S. had done

t

similarly aftlieted.

■

walk about the bouse. When she bad tahen the
second bottle she was able to take care ot h
room
and walk out to her neighbor's and has improved

Preparation,

,

in

others

g

miles, and got a bottle of Hop Hitter-, h had
such a very beneficial effect on her that one bottle
improved her so she was able to'dress herself and

derived

physicians,

permanent benefit.

any

they applied
causing Intense pain.

sore,

forty-live

Terribly destructive prairie fires have occured in two counties in Kansas. From 13 to 10
lives were lost and a large amount of property
was burned.

number of

a

receiving

Among the number were one or two specialists.

About six months ago she got so feeble
she was hclji/ess. Her old
remedies, or phv.-icians,
being of no avail, ! sent f<» Deposit,

The Interstate Commerce law, by cutting off
free passes, has reduced very perceptibly the
number of office seekers at Washington.

I have tried

cancer.

The medicine

the time.

The Southern Pacific railroad asks to he exempted from the interstate law in order to compete* for the China and Japan trade.

twenty years ago I discovered a little
cheek, and the doctors pronounced

my

but without

Stntion, X. )'., Dec. *2S, 1^*4.
Hunts:—A number ol‘ people bad been
using
your Hitters here, and with marked elicet. In fact
one ease, a lady of over
had
lutes;
seventy years,
sick for years, and for the
past ten years I have
known her she has not been able to be around hall

W. Corcoran, the Washington philantho; id, is taxed for £0,100,000 worth of property.
He can afford to he liberal.

Tt

Lady.

Coshocton

\\.

that

About
sore on

to prove this:

■

Den. l-Yum-is A. Walker does not -hare in
1he anxiety which linds pretty free* expression
i;i sc-jentitic. ami literary quart'-r-, tom-hing the
spread of soc ialistic- idea-. In an article to be
1 •ubli.-hecl in the Lonun for May lie draw- a
1M*-ar line of distinction between "the -o.-iali-*-,’* llie terrible !ire-i atc-r- who would w n ek.
pillage*, an t destroy a'! c ivilization, and who
are simply to be treated with the club or the
strait-jacket, or on occasion with the rope; ami
the advocates of a form of _<>\emine nt more
or le—
-oeialLtie, men who beliew* that a gov-

agent known for the building up of debilitat
systems. The following witnesses are oflem'

tive
ed

I ee a >in paid. Poston, have printed in hand
j book si/,<>. (cloth, >0 **t-. • Bridge Disasters in
Grrin Sperry, Treasurer of Chautauqua
i America. “The Cause and tin.* Remedy"’ by
count v. X. Y.. who ran away a defaulter to the
(iejrge L. Vuse. author of “Manual for Rail- amount of £so,000. is now
living in abject povroad Kiigim-ers and Kngimcrimr Students,** ci
ty in Winnipeg, Manitoba, supported bv re« te.
The motto of tin* volume i- “eternal vigi- |i mittanees from relatives. Jle lost the stolen
lance is tin* price of libert\’*--a»d of life it
money in oil speculations.
Most bridge disasters are
I might be added.
The Canada schooner Scvlla was seized
caused i»\ defec tive iron, and tin* remedy is a
more complete sy-tem of inspection.
by the I>oniinion authorities for furnishing food
to an American fishing schooner, whose supThe April number of American Art well I pis had almost taile d, but later was released.
; maintains tin- high standard d this dainty illus- The; Scvlla had been in trouble once previously
trated magazine.
Tin* frontispiece i- “an for a somewhat similar reason.
event in duck life,** itched by Mr. < baric
The drink lull of Great Britain and Ireland
Yolkmar. <M!e r illustrations are bv Titos. W.
for Ism; was £122,!M)3,7n3, or 1'3 7s. sd. per
Word. Me. V. 11. D. 1 l.i-s. ||. D. Murphy. A.
head. This shows a continual decrease since
K, < o.\, A. 1. Bucher. < ie.
The letter pre s- is
entertaining and in-trmiivc and the various 1 "i7G. whe n the quantity consumed was £147.!< pnrtmcnts are well kept up.
American Art _'ss.7;,b. or £4 bs. per head. Then* has been an
increase in the consumption of beer, but a
Maaazlm ( c... 17'.) Trenn*nt -m-et. Boston.
j
large failing off in spirits.
“« i\il W ar in
Kan-a-.** J< dl'ei-mi Davison
.fames Stuart of Conway, Mass., promised a
; Ib.bei1 ion,** ami ••Tin: <'.inventions of Vm;" are
1
Hu* sun-topic.*
tin-May installment of .Mes-r-. m i: liber that if hi* next child was a girl hc*d
vote again-! irrantiuir liquor licenses at the coms\‘ami
I!
••Abraham
Lincoln:
A
Hi—
Xicolay
levy.** in Tin- c.-mury. Lincoln*- prominent ing leciion. lie kept his word and voted **No
pari in tin- formation d tin Republican party license.** and the towp went “No license” by
Little Miss Stuart starts in life with
B dwelt up .1 awl extrac t- from hi-speeches one vole.
;
a strong record as a temperance worker.
at tin- time an- ahcii. Among tin- illustration*
c-rnors Sh-uuion. Robinson.
| are pert raii- of <
St. Augustine. Fla., was visited a second
and c. ary
of John >ih-rman. .Mi!litrei Pilltime by lire April Id. ft started near the anl-’ivm.mt, ami other-.
I more. J-cim •
cient city gates. A bucket brigade was formed
P< ter-; n*- M.wazim- f•»•* Mat i- <ni hand with which with the aid of the military from the
i in ti n: ! promniiimic-. 'id:;- month'- dcitble- barracks succeeded in stopping the tire after
-;/■
colored fa-liion-plate will be greeted with it had burned several buildings. The lire was
c \Ti
ae-M-cie-.- by the ladies, a* i; contains
undoubtedly incendiary and the feeling of the
! s• \: ra! Pari-iaii costumes wliolly novel in de- citizens i- very bitter. The night before the
-i-o.aml as graceful a- they are original. The business portion of Crescent City, thirty miles
fimm I’ahtka, was burned. Loss unknown.
i- a beauty, an ! tin* crochet
I-!-engraving
and
mbrnidery patterns arc very tr*‘-!i and
I ikiu_r.
i'i.e -tori- -. p.->. are «x< eptioually
THE BEST BAKING POWDER
aood; “ddie Mis-ing l.iuk** i- cm- of the lies?
slcort 'ale.- we have n ad in a great while. In
fact, the- miml*« r i- ju-t a ma— c.-f good things
Prof. Ilorslord’s Bread
from co\ er t<ci.

j

Its marvelous renown is not due to the ad
it lias received. It is famous by reasor

of its inherent virtues. It does all that is claimei
for it. It is the most powerful, speedy and dice

Lord Lansdowne says Canada will take better care of her fisheries than ever this
year.

poses of

crifw

vertising

by the wreck of the
tfuglisli Channel.

Saturday, April 30, is set apart by Governor
Ames of Massachusetts as Arbor I)ay.

new

IN TUX

I

introduced to the public has cvei
with the success accorded to Hop Hitters. I
stands to-day the best known curative article in tin
met

A High License hill has
passed one branch of
the Pennsylvania Legislature.

The

TRIER
i

No medicine

It is said that a New York yachtsman has oflercd £ lb,000 for the Mayflower.

lives were lost
steamship Victoria in the

of
Medicine.

The Greatest Curative Success of the Ag<
—A Voice from Ihe People.

The trial trip of the cruiser Atlanta is said to
have been a marked success.

Twenty

flu

Popularity

Renowned

Mass.,

3mto

ASSORTMENT

OF

-AND-

-"-Silver

Ware H-

city at the lowest prices.
New goods received daily, of

In this

patterns.

Don't tail to call.
the vorv latest
All warranted.

Masonic Temple,

Belfast, Maine.

Vienna! FlourT]
They do say that VIENXA FLOUR is
the VER) REST that they hare, ever
vsed.

Company.

For Salo toy Is. A. Knowlton & Co..
BcHatst,
And by reliable Agents In all towns In Maine.

OFFERS THE FINEST

Sold toy

Swirt tfc

Paul,

MA SONIC TE MPL E.
Belfast, March 31,1887.—lltcotvS

Ordered, That notice thereof be given three
weeks sueees.-ix
ely, m tlu* lb-publican .hairnal.
printed in liellast, in -;iid ( ountx. that all persons
interested ma\ attend at a Probatx- t oart. to !.<
held st! 1 tel fa-:, on tin- secomi rue-tax of .Max
next, and show e.va-e. if am tin-, haxe.whx the
said aex-otmt should not l>e allowed*.
<;*:o. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true ropy. Attest:
It. p. Kii.m-. Ibgi-n-r.
>>.-In < ourt of Probate, held ;ti ii. I
UTAI.-i»o
T?
la-t. on the second Tuesdax of
April. I^s;.
Id i ll 1 i; Mi ld IIKIJ,. Administrator on the
tatv ot M! 1111 AltlJ-l |JA IJTI.KT I late
t I
in -aid < ’ownty, deceased. Iiax ing jtre-ented hi- lit ;
•■uiti final am ount of administration ot said c<t;ite
for allouam-e.
ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
'Veeks sue. e -six ely, in tin- lb ptihliean Journal,
psinled sit I lei fast, in aid County, that al! person.interested may attend at ;i I’rxiliale < omt, to lie
lu-ld in I tel last, on tin- second Tue.-ilav of
.May
next, and show cans-, if am they haxc'. \\li\ the
ssiid aeenuut should not be allowed.
UK<». K. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest15.1*. Kiki.d, Uegistcr.

Farm

at
«»»

Auction.
"1

a

license

irntn

SC©T&HnWik'Flu. Bdt

ilic World

\

LEAD PIPE and SHEET LEAD.

< >ur maim fact unus an- fnllv
warranted, ami arc
unsurpassed hy any in the market.
I vrt
l‘sl market prices for jjomls of
equal quality

SALEM LEAD COMPANY.
F

a.

ftV

Monroe, Me., April 21, 1887.—3wlti

ill

'

v

tillage,

LiDilli dl

■Spavins Splints Curbs Kingbones mid
all Innuiurnl Knlnrgrnirnts,
.'••ml --'-■■••lit 'tittup Inrpigtit pirlim ant.
N. A. GILBERT & CU-. prcprictori,
KMINRIKfiH FALLS, VT.
Im-

the

Probate Court within and tor the
r\
<'.unity id’ Waldo, the well known
a,,,l very desirable farm in Mon
roe. Me., formerlv owned l.v Ks.mi*
n. .Moore, deceased,
containing about ltd acres,
will be sold at public auction to settle the
estate,
on the premlsles,
Saturday, May 21. 1SS7, at I
o’rlnrk P. M., unless previously
of at
disposed
sale.
This
farm is pleasantlv located near
private
the village, is suitably divided into
pasture
and woodland, and cuts from .'»() to HO tons of
bay,
and will Ik* sold entire. There is a irood house aiid
nice barn on the premises. Also will be sold what
farming implements there are belonging to the
place. For further particulars apply to
A. H. MAYO, K\ecu tor, Monroe, Me.

! lid

Flip

Hi’*itv\, Treas.,

SALEM HASS

LADIES !
Do

Your (Inn Dyeing, at llomr, with

PEERLESS

DYES.

They

will Dye everything. Thor are sold every,
Price 10c. a package—'40 colors. They
where.
have no equal for strength, Brightness, Amount in
Packages or for fastness of Color, or Non.fading
Dualities. They do not crook or smut. For sale hv

ly,;!

“•
*0»V, Druggist,
(or. Main ani High 8ls„ Belltel,Me.

..

